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The works. presenteVerein. provide highly poeive stimulation, Jaced
generously with frustratipn. Conscious practitioners of interdisciplinary
approaches to problem solvingwill relate easily to this. They have been
there'before in attemgjEg to bring a multkimensional approach to.the
discussion of a new ancepi add the implkations derived therefrom.
They know the hazards of non-traditional,apProaches that transcend the
bonds oi any one discipline this has begn notable in eases suggesting'

°II lilt the dOminant Americarttniddle-class value system and the cultural
practices stemming therefrom are not immutable and possibly are not
the Ultimate good that man can achieve on Earth! Like it arinot, this
appears tes, be a major implication of these feedings. Obtously, this
implication may prove .annoying to those who are struck by the strong
possibility ,of its validity..

.Without intending *detract from those who so spectacularly broke
qssential ground in the latter 18th and the 19th Centuries in their de-
velopment of new Systems and schools of thought, it must be asserted
that today's inquiry-oriented, Educator-Seholar. feels imprieoned by the
19th Century Frame of Reference that exeits suche ddminant ihfluence
on 20th Century t6Ought atid action. This is particularly true with regard to
the Mechanistic cliches and related practices that Educatir inherited.
Notable here is the view of the ..learner as .a receptacle into which,
knowledge is poured; the learning process as simply regurgitating inpkit,
arid evaluation as a matter of assessing the quantity pf regultation.
How the ingiut is received by 'and processed through the ldarner's
mental-muscle-mind is of little. if any, impOrtance: learning is simply a

. matter of consistent, rigorous, and repetitive exercise. To suggest that
students" varying cultural hetitages are valued resources rather than>
impeditheiits to the smooth opltratlon of this process would be cbnsi-
dered thir ultimate Educational heresy!

Teachers' lives are fairly,secure in this.tradifional system. One hasonly
to be a subject-tnatter master with enough strength to subdue, tbe
strorger and mbre recalcitrnt of the reluctant learners. if too mudh effort
is required to teach "these people,' they are to be removed. "Truth" lles in
ffie text as interpreted by the teacher. Its subject-matter and values are
presented, absqrbed, repeated, end braded. No Challenges ;are a6-.
cepted in thp classroom. It'is unfoitunate that many Americans have not
escapedthisframe qf reference. They make it difficult to cbrisider objec-
tively the implications of a vital .concept like "transculturalization."

Perhaps 'all of this is a straw man devised tO set the stage for the
enjoyment of a good set of readings. Non-traditionelies may take,c6m-
fort in theknowledge ti at)fr-Cceled dogtnas" have always beef' forced to

, contend with worthwhile dhallengers. So it has beenin Education. Tradi-

ix
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tional 5docation was jaFred and improved byDeWey and the Progressive
emnhvasis on application of knowledge by the learner. New dimensions
with regard to the process of teaching and learning have been sOggested
and validated by the Blooms, Bruners, Fentions, Suchmans, Tabas, and
many of the teacher-scholars whO put their ideas on the line in this
volume. As a group they find ienecessary not only to analyze the process
by which students consume, assimilate, and apply knowledge, but also
how the learning environment created by teacheri, their attitudes, val-
ue, and Materials facilitate and/or impede the operation of the learning
process. Teachers in this system cannot luxuriate in the objectiv,e
simplicity of the traditional aPproach, which .precluded su variant
thougtg, and which especially was not obviously congruent wi
dOmineht value profile and.practices of middle-class Americans.

Ikts reassuring to note that ttie writers in this volume frankly acknow-
ledge the complexities facing them as professionalé. They attempt to
understand and utilize cultural-dynamics in teaching today's children and
youth. They accept the proposition that our mutual interclependence in
this socio-economic system requires new, accepting attitudes toward the
,learnind opportunities Offered by our various rich cultural heritages. They
would also agree that their task is and will continue to be "tacedgener-
ously with frUstration," but that the worth of the mission makes tt bear;
able, if not absolutely essential. -

If 'nothing else; coming to grips with the transcultur9I'concept reqLtei
Patience and a high tolerance for ambiguity. It demands that one be
'positively stimulated by complexity. This is not,for those 'who like their
profession in neat, manageabte packages: they should -try some other
field. One recervii a distinct impression ofienffteness, often of groP-.
ing, as the concept, implications, and implementation of transculturali-*
qtion are considered here. Perhaps this is ai it should be in a society
that seems to be Increasingly charactertzed by crashing absolutes.

In any event, it is always stimulating to be in'tle forefront of a new
development in any legitimate field. One is doubly honored in this in-
stance, not only because of the distinguished company, but also be-
cause of being directly involved in the first major effort of the Multilingual
Multidultural Materials DevelOpment Center.

Dr. AN:4n H. Thompson, Director
Teacher Preparation Center
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

;
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RbDUCTION

The 1971 White House Conference ofa Youth Report includes a state-
ment of the Education Adyisory Task Force Subcommittee which chal-
lenges educators to designnew curridulum models stating: "The primary
goal of education shOuld be self-actualization:4V individuals served,
not preparation of individuals to fit existing social slots which are deter-
mined by economic con 'clerafan, but the focus must always be on the
student as a p rsefffather than on the content as subject."

Accepting that Subcommittee challenge, the staff of the National Mul-
tilingital Multicultural Materials Development Center concluded that in
order to design and deyelop new curriculum materials, it was'essential,
first, to explore the relationship of bilingual multicultural educatiog
philosophies and turriculum and instruction theories with prevailing posi-
tions in other areas of mainstream education. The staff invited profes-
sionalsactively engaged in the study and implementation of new alterna-
tives to quality cultural education to a symposium for the excOange and
clarification, of ideas. The symposium wai held at Claremont, California
in May of 1976.

The concept of a transcultural education\design was established as a
basis for symposium presentations and discussions to generate thought
to supportand challenge the notion. This Conceptualization resulted from
the challenge of the Subcommittee and the realizition that culture,
individualit9, and their relationship to each other must be accommodated
and enhenced by the education process. (See Dr. Hamblin's paper, for
"A Transcultural Education Rationale.")

In addition tO the challenge, the National Multilingual Multicultural
Materials Development Center staff believes that cultural uniqueness in
our society results from the capability to be responalve and responsible
to opportunities of having cultural options with more than one defined
culture; to becalm "oneself " while maintaining one's first cultural
privileges. . I

The views of the presentors focus on theselwo concepts and reflect a
wide raey concerns. The National MultilingUal MUlticultural Materials
Develckl,,,It Center staff felt the duty to present the reader with the
multiplicity of ideas which may generate further prOgrpss in meeting
'national, state, and local goals and objectives of bilingual multicultuial
education'. This is done in the hopes,that the reader will perform at the
next plateau. in our multicultural pluraligtic society as a citizen-\and

,educator.

.0 .

It is hoped that the topics presented ,will be of some operationally
practical value for teachers, counselors, curriculum planners, resource
specialists, teacher trainers, administrators those who make decisions
affecting policy and practice.

xi -
Roberto L. Ortiz
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A Trajicu1ura1 Edutatiod
:Ratibnaie .

Rick L. Hamblin

The transcultural perspective is not a panacea: it is not
an answer in itself. 'Rather, it is a recognition that ell
indMduals have the free,dom and right to honOr. both their
own and other cultures in order td design the indMduals -

they wish to become.

\
IN A MOST provocative White [louse Cpnference on Yonth Report

(1971), the Educatioyi Aklvisory Task Force Subcommittee challenged
AMerican educators to design new curriculum models, stating:
The primary goal of educption should be rlf-actualization of MI individuals
served, not preparation of individuals to fit ttistina social slots which are
determined by economic consideration : . , The focus miist always beon the
student as-a person rather Matt ori the content ats subject; (p. 94 aiM 97)

The.report also stated that students should help desigi individtpiked.. , .

education prggrams suited to their particular competenci !s and goals: The
..subcommitteWlOdings indicate the bee* long recognized by Contempor-.. ,
arioucators, to treat persons as individuals and to require smch recogni.
tion in guiding their academic, cultural, and persona' pursuits accordingly.
Those recommendations aro a challenge to educators to redesign the
educlition system to make greater` provision for individuality.

According to Orlosky antl Smith (1972), vtirrero curriculnm practices
..

developed within the education community stimd-a 6-0 percent chmice of
successful adaptation with lasting effects,Theki.vdialgs pose even qtronger
challenges to educators to groyjdeli functamal concept.of education for

,.

individuality. ( _.., - i - .

Iftaditional m le êrnp_hasize transiittü the culture of the past; essen-
tially, suc --etIlication becmoei a series di .planned exercises in- the or.lb
gaoized nowietlge oi the past. E1u6ation models shciuld reflect the pre-
-sent and should project the_ luture supported by studies of th,... past.
Mininial provisam has been made for adaptation io the Warner's charac-

.
ei

, ,
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' Curriculy.in & Instration:
., .

., .
. gristles or goals subordinating teachi'ng to learning: In fact, "Individual'o

. differences anarng children have sometimes been regardedArziluisinte in
.. educatiOnal prograilis sirke they prevent uniformity in ejasSification, cur-

riculum, meThbds., andeiresults".(Leeper, 197r, p . 35) .. e.,.
One re*snSe to these 9haltbriges is to provide for culturalidiversity,

'within the education cdnmunity in the United States. Better yet,
I I,

educatorsshutild pseide individuals with the opportunity to select trans..
culturahopthms. . s":' " .

. A trartscultural emphasis in education must take into account the inter-
. relatednos of culture mid individnality. It muot vielk, individtiatlearners,as

,
1 t

.. ' viable cdntribirtirs fo the education process, to sbciety; and to their own
growth. . .

.

focus upur the identificeation and consociation of all fa&ts of person,
Any at empt to conceptualize a transcultural education rationale must

,

society, ai4 subje,ct matter (Tyler,' 1949).
Primarè emphasis must be placed upon the individuality orthe person

(Morris, 1961 and .1966; Knellér, 1958). Consideration of the c ural
, perspectives cuf. individuality must be given equal emphasis (Motiis
.Pai, 1976): This paper emphasizes theytanscultural aspetet of n)dividuali

..Which epablewie to actualize his/her own "self-designed intlividual.". The (

rationale subsumes egch pirson's need to master basic .knowledge and
skills and stresses that a value-clarification and vtil7;e-developmént system
is necessary for the individual to become authentio and autonomous.

l'he term txanscultural should not be misconstrued to inchide all inipli-
cations a! '"trans: and `!eilltural" as' seporat6 terms, Dictionary defini ions;
as w.,ell as.educational ind Social implications, or bicultural, multicultu ,

and cr ss-colturalktlucation. de complex. In this ratiodile, the term trans-,
-cultural -s,to the individual's opportunity and ability to select charhe-
teiistics from one or more culturei to' design and deverop otie's own
individuality. This definition clearly establishes the'yelt of the rationale:

. to ebnhance individualism through the educpn process of syncretiiing. '...

enitural options. ( --------:--- .f.

the ti'anscultural: education rationrevides
'of

the framework for..e
development of (I) currieulum, (2) instructichi,, ,

a sub-modeft
education. The cationale is not a transformation of any exist 1 tionale. ,

, The conceptualized structure is consonant with eonteliiporary soelbtal
..issues. It utilizes-new and significant research findino on human growth

and, devekipment, liiarning, cursiculum, instruction, and evaluation.
Cultural syncretism encourages reconciliation of two dr. more cultural ..

systems:.ThiS process is not the same as the 7melting" of cultures into a
..single culture; rather, it requires a base in one's private culture for in-

terretatlon of characteristics from other culture systems. Syncretism . .
- ages. individuality and personal identity.

I

1 3,



Cultural Isiues in Education 3
v

4
. The-Axioms andlielatatoncepts

This education r'ationale involves six axioms:
.114e.

.4 challenge to design an education model;
a definition-of education;

. a definition of individuality;
a definition of Culture;
an interpretation of eaph element and its relationship; and
issues within the tianscultinal- ethication model.,

AX10M.1. Educatior; prosrams must reflect, and b'elconsistent with, thq,con-
temporaq,goa13. of societyr. The programs mps't also be suited to the-student's
individuA Competencies and goals. Educators must develop an education system
that facilitates the.attainment of:agreed-upon goals.

A Concept of Education
Education often-defined as a process of initiating young people into

ways of ttii9ldng and bcha:eing. It can also refer to the development of
childish co cerns to conceptual thougM. Another popularviewpoint is that
eduç,ationJs the effort (ifa community to "recreate" itself: each generation
rising toperpetuate itself in higtory. Eachof these definitions of education

. has a predilection toward molding the young in behaviorand goal 'patterns
that wil) enable.,them to fit into available social and economic slats&

, A grouribg avant-garde-temp, defines education ak the "emerging" of
oneself toward a self;designed aUthenticity andauttmomy. This conception
of education accommodates the viilues of each individual's tiersonalfty ang,
culture. If education is to %rye students in our democratic 'society, its
underlying philosophy must be in tune with society's view' of the indi-
vidual. The conceptual (ocus of Suchban education model must nurture the

nierkini" of individnals, northe adaptation of persons to roles.\ Mortis
and hi (1976) state:
The educators' task is toylace at the dispOsal,of the young as many different
"climate:9" as they. can conceive of . . . Prom these "climdtes" the youngt--
ter's own selfhood will create its mai "Clinthte" . . . When we choose for the
child, says the Existentialist, by giving prior design and.tone to the envi-
ronmetat- in the school, by that much we diminish the child as a human
being. (p. 8.1)

. .

A transcilltral education and its supporting philosophy must emphasize
theemergehce qf sell This concept is compatible with the basic philosophi-
cal tenets of the Iranscultural education model.

MOM l',.Ettucation.must not he viewed as the processing Of a definedprodiict
but as the "emerging" of oneself toward a self-designed, aathentic, lutonornous
individual. This definition accommodates the philosophical notion oT individual-
ity, whi0 iesponds,to contemporary societal goals.

A Concept of Individuality
Educators, not alone among professionals, find the understanding of

indioidualiiy difficult. They are being forced by society, sometimes =
Ahrough legislation, to recognize some basic fallacies in their earlier con-

4



4 Curriculum & lnstructton:

ceptions of education. Educators must become vividly aware of what is
. 'essential to individuals and of the individual's relationship aculture.

The individual has traditionally held itg.exalted position in ou tlemocra-
, .

tic society. Both custom and.law have firmly..established the mciples of
this ..relatibnship. It ig reasonable aiia rie'cdsmy, therefore that educa-
tional programs fbcus on (he individual.

. ;
An individrial is a complex phenomebon, an interactian- or biological,

psychologital, and cullu6) components, a pique per.sanality with ideals,
feelings, and desires. The Wividual must be consifieed as a whole perym,
as everything that ong 'chooses to be.

-The-complexity. of indivitlualisM is not-gin as a simple fact of hnman
existence. -Rather, it is a potentiality, a5tuaTized by each person-at ocli
stage of life. Individuality is the singuW identity that results from recogni-
tion and acceptance of one's feelings, fears:hopes, possibilities, and limita-
tions. It acknowledges all aspects of a person without suppresskon, delu-
sion, or escape. It means that whatevey one does proceeds from one's own
authentic being.

One helpfutview of individuality wag exifounded by, Kierkepard (Kier-
kegaard, 1939: Kneller, 1958; -Morris, .1961, 1966; Morris and Pai, 1976),
who explained theessence of life in terms cif th'e life choices humans make.
He 'advocated man *.iving an "experiencing life," 'approaching life's dial-
enges actively and 'realistically.

Acknowledgmentof this view of the individual and of life is a challenge ti)
educators to incorporate the concept of individualitY into a hasic
philosophy and theory for an education model.

AXIOM 3. liAividn;,lity is a complex phtmomenon identified by all the diverse
coniponeuts oC life that constitute identity: a poli.ntiality. It is a dynamic process
resulting in.the eniergence of individual charaffetistics. Individuality is depen-

,, dent upon the interaction oftiie's ethication and culture(s) as one Z'hOosés to
relate to reillify. Individuals have ideas, eiimtions and desires, which have
originated within their culture..

A Concept of.Culture ,

StudVing the.- historical evoldion of society in the 'United States affards
an intere.sting view of where our society, is today.and how it got there. We
have come a lot% way from. the original "melting pot" illusion.

Edward B. Thylor defines cultare as,"that complex whale which ineludles
knowkdge, lx-liefs, art, morals, law, custom andany other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a menlber ofa society" (Morris and.Pai, 1976, p.
409). Mords and Pai expand this thpught, stating thilt 'as man transthits
these cultural eldients from one, generation to another; acculturation
takes place. Thq go on to state:

0
Cutture Is 'flare tluin a set of ,wts or beliefsetather, it I. that which gives
yciql meaiiings-to tlwse acts, *vets, and events. (p: .409)

:Nion!..rousvdiVer.tie cultural intilactions result in the trm)smission of
ethnic values and iLkals betwe.en cultures. Thcse values and ideals are

. .

ir
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Constantly changing as is the concept of individuality. ContemOorary ,,..

pects of tither Itnres they wish to accept as their own while maintain-
Aeducation mus Allow for,' and encourage, individuals to select those as-

h.* the primaty culture as*a base for Making those choices.
° Language, the voice of culture, reflects the values and traditions .that

determine the culture's uniqueness. Full bilingualism involis tlIe ability ..
to think, symbolize, aiikl communicate in two languages. Theligbre, if one
is bilingual,' cultural awareness beeomes easier and one's varied cultural
'experiences Kaye greater meaning: Hilingualistil ist major component of q
transcultural model and must be addressed as a base for interculturaT
communication in the .curriculum and instruction design.

During the "melting'por era attempts Were made to assimilate diverse
cultures into one culture. The need for this thrust is obvious in the.great
struggle for a new society. Later, siiciety went through eras characterized
by .bicultural, multicultural, .and cross-cultural philosophies. While each
was intended to answer the needs of society at that time, none really
provided (or individuality within cultures as none.had a theoretical basc-.1
During each era, educators in the United States made .vain attempts to
establish. curriculum patterns that wottkl recognize and deal with .the
partictdilr needof the,time. One Valid reason for some individuals to break
away from the Anglo-Saxon middle-chisirske on the task of creating a
transcultural accomniodation within the education system. These cultur-
ally diverse individuals 4tave recognized that,both their base culture and
other cultures have belief's apd practices they accept...A fo'rmulation of nevi
syntheses presents one answer to the question dhow the educatitm systerri.
can aecommodate and be .enriched by diversity.

The transtultural persPetive is not a panacea. It is not an answer in
itself. Rather, it is a recognition that all indiyiduals have, the freedom and
right to honor both their oWn a'nd other cultures in order to design the
individuals they wish to become. ". .

Within the transcultural perspectiwilesdhp vohetlkhi reenpizifiglhe
wbrth of individuality. Much is required to establish a t6nscillttrral ednea-
tion model: definitions of culture, individuality, educatiOn, and their
inter-relationships.

Civilization is not a fixed eqtity. It will contifme,to evolve, regardless of
poorlycdesigned or ineffective education programs; m..nkind:hoWeiser,
will -progress intellectually and 'socially if; individuals are encouraged to
explore possibilities, to learn how td.choose betiveen alternatives, and to
objectivly evaltiatf the events of their livesffhe bauscultural concept,
builtton the inherent value of diverse cultural experiences; maintains that
cultural awareness can result only from person-awareness. Without
person-awareness, peopk. Are merely refletqing a prefabacated value sys-
tem from a ready-made mold. Wfholit genuinf ,person-awtheness, society
and civilization setIm meaningless. I,

I.
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AXIOM 4. Culture is a set of beliefs;objects an\events acquired by individuals
as memllers of society, and transmitted from one generation to anothr; it is also
that which gives meaning to thesp beliefs, objects and events. Thmscultural
perspectives, enable. individuals to select those aspeCts of otherjcultures which
blend with their own cultural.being. I

AXIOM 5. Language, the voice of a culture, reflects, a culture's uniquenes.
Bilingualism facilitates cultural awareness and meaning in more- than one cul-
ture. Bilingualism is base' for intercultural communicatiop.

Inter-relationships and Issues
Although great technological progress has occurred (e.g. , the`invention of

the propeller. airplane,anctsubsequently, the jet and the rocketYwithip
few decades, a similar advance,. has not occurred in our .philesophy of .
education. The "Melting pot" theory, which once 'aimed to design a
menocultural society: is irrelevant today now that oiir society is committed'
to the ideals of cultural pluralism. But, our societvhas progressed through
bicultural, multicultural, and cross-cultural emphasis without correspond- ,

ing impact' upon the edunation system. Contemporary culture fn the
United States refletts an ideology based uPon transcultural values 7- a
culture in whiCh one can design one's Own uniqu4 synthesis of ethnic
derivations to llewme an autonomous, authentic individual: .

Have educators addressed themselves to these'issues? Have transcyl-
tural educators, implemented these new, values in the education s) stem?
The inswer to"each question is "yes, in part." What is needed now is a
transcultural education model. From this model, sub-ibodels of cur;,
rioulurn and instruction,can be dlyeloped and implemented,,Specified:
mOdels can be designed for early childhood education and for pre-schOol
children Of cliverge cultures. .

A transcultuial education .model which is person-centered is nOt a
panacea Or all the social ills of contTnporary society:The essential charac-
teristic of a transcultural education model is that the, program ensure'
respect for the individual's dignity:beliefs, and caplities, thus assuring
meaningful Anteraetion With others, while maintaining ,a feeling for the
paramount importatice of theenvironment in which that indktidual.iives.

AXIOM 6. Acttanscultural educatkm model has as its goal stilf-adtualiiition of the
indivilewithin diverse cultural environments, allowing for .the emerging of an
authentic and autonomous self. It is a model adapted to a diverse and changing
society rather than a model to build or maintain 4ociety:

. The Rationale ' ,

The trafiscultural education rationale was derived from an''ettialysts of tirie

.
., , I. . . ,.

.

relationship of culture, language, education, and' individuality. The
philosophic foundations were derived from thejollowing axiom's:

I. Eaticatiou programs 'mist reflect( and be consistent with, the contemporary
"Awls Of society.. The programs must also be suited io the studenesindMdual
compkendes and goalk,. Educators must develop an education system that
facilitates the attainment .of agreed.uAn /goals. . ,. , - 4. 0 .i" ..
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2, Education must not be -viewed as the processing of a defined product but as
the "emerging" of oneself tor.ard a self-designed, authentic .autonomous
individual. Thit definition accommodates the philosophieal notion of indi.
vidtiality:which responds to contemporary societal goals

3. Indivkluality is a complex Phenomenon identified by all th div mpo:nents of life that consftuteJd,riity ; tentiality. It is a il.process
. resulting in the eMerigente of iidiJual characteristics. Individualfty a de-
pendent upanthe interaction ofonb's ucation atid culture(s) as one chooses .

to relate to re'ality. Indivkhols have fdea1 emotions aid desires, which have
originated within their culture. ._

4. Culture is a set of beliefs, objecig and events .acquired by individuals as
members of society, and transmitted ream one generatirin to another;it it also
that:which gives mEttning to these belieh, objects and events.Danscultural
perspectives enable Individuals to select tNse aspects of other cultures which'
blettd with their oWn-eultural being.,

5. Language, the-voice ofa culture, reflects a culture's uniqueness. Biltrigualism
facilitates cOltural aWareness and meaning in more than one culture. Win-
gtolisrn is a base for intercultural communication.'

6. A transeilltural education model jtas as its goal self-actualization of the indi-
vidual within diverse cultural etWiionments, allowing for the emerging of an
authentic mid autonomous self. It is a model adapted to a diverse and changing

. society rather than a model to build or maintain_ sociew
In rdcognizing that these axioms can be accornmodated toa transcultural

education model, the following assumptions can be formulated:
1: A. transettlival education tiodel consistently places primary valuedn tke.

Andividual as 'the origin and function of the educational, the social, and the
cultuml processes.

2. Culture is the.foundationof individurditY; it constitutes the basis for each.
. indwidual,tn design theist own goals in life.

3. A transctdtural education 'curriculum emphaiizes the actualization of the
indiyiduars potentials through cultUral understanding rather than through
mastery of content or social adaptatipn.

4. -The transcultural education model .can Teasibly be implemented in the
c)assroom.

Tenets' .

'...The followiug set of prinCiples, clar4ing apd interpretipg the hypoth-
eses and rationale facilitate classrod-m implementhtion.
1. The transcultural education model views culture as the all-involving

, entity encompassing the individual, the origin and fdnction of educa-
':- tion: the' ihdividualbs family structure, and the society in which hp/she

rives.
2. The individUal is given first priority in transcultural education and 'is .

perceived as h learner with 'potentials o he actualized through the .

education process,.
3. Curriculum is the selected knowleAge, experiences, skills, and encoun.'

tersleading to actualization oT an indiVidual's potentials; it is a toollor.
the realization of subjectivity, the process of en'abling an individual to
become authentic and autaftomous.

4. The curricidum must incorporate values7clarification techniques into a

t.
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curriculum design.
5. Instruction is the process of communicatng knowledge: experiences,

skills, and encounters to effectively meet objectives of the learners.
6. Learning is the result of the.individual's abilitylo realize potentials in,

ordex to develop,authenticity' and 'autonomous characterization.. ..

7. Edqcation is the ilveess of awakening the authentic individual to be-
come an autononions learner and thinker.

Impligations .
, .

Theoretical implicatiOnssof the franscultural education . ationale were w'
deri4d from the axioms alid teAlets presented in order to indicate points of
emphasis. They Are gindelines for curriculum specialists and plass,rocrrn
instructors-to establish goals and objeCtives for a curriculum transformation
program.. .. :
Implications tor the bylividual

. Each individual has culttinal and linguistic characteristics that are basic
. to the foundationof inner being i;id an influence in formulating, life goals.

. Regardless of age, motivation leveh.or capabilities, each individual has
. the right to an education.. . . .

right to maxiinize attainment of selfhood belongs to each individual.
. .

. , Individuals have .the'privilege. of directing'-their per.oil destinies to
,. . ,

,., become authentic, aut6nomous persons: , . - .

..

Individuals have the freedom of choice and responsibility for actions, -'.
and they must aecept the consequences of these.choices. .

,
.,. Each indiviqual must be provided with' knOWledge appropriate to
-his/her rate of progeess. a

I ....... ... 4 (
4 .P hi 1 osop h lc a l Implications

. Individuals have the right and obligation to'seleci characteristics irom
their culture, as well as,characteristics from other cultures, for integration .

- into their total personality. . C

4 ' The freedoM to believe.a philosophically unique doctiine belongs to the
individual. - , .

Each person has the righi. to -make life ant hen
.

tic,- autonomous, and
)

,purposeful. ..
.

Everyone has the freedom to express individual personality iitith respon-
sibility and the intrinsic right to search for -identity and meaning in all
aspects of lile.' :,

- The right to,ehoose a personal, supernatural belief belongs o everyone
. as Well as the'light to pc-ceive life expe'rieiices..through, sek qed cultural

and linguis,tic chhincieristics. . 1

EaCh indiVidual has unique learning patterns, caNbilities, and subjec-. -tivity.
. .Everyone has divergent levels dinterests 'and &tires, overt and covert

potentials to be actualized, and the . it to view knowledge subjectively
.,...., 4,:. Up .1
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.

, and cortsider learning as ielativistic.

Cultural/Societal ImpliCations
In developing a perspective of a world culture, each indiyiduaL selects a

cultural/societal position which evolves frOm a "first" culture per,spective.
4 They rnpst recognize elpments olsociety as a phentmengh to be ac-
cepted, rejected, or modified, rather than merely an 'pity enpompassing
individuals. '
'As a member of a subculture,each person is a part of the total environ-'

ment an4 has .a unique contribution to make to societS,. ,

In oriler to further the societal organization, each individual should.be
allowed to attain maximum competency so that. contriliutions to self, .
tinnily, and elective societY wilJ achieve that purpose.

A fluid. and pluralistic soCiety is that in which the individual interacts to
aChieve\ the ultimate goal: authenticity. .

,ConcluSion
In conch on, itis necessary to relate tb9,se-iniphcations of a transcul-

. tural education rationale to divrase-usts of Oductition. It is the chal-
lenges to the rationale therEelp to clarify its intent and indrease its
effectiveness. 'lb design and develop cutriculum from the rationale is to
follow.the rationale through the curriculum process. The classroom teacher
must flnafliapply and clarify the instruction model to niake transcultural
education a force and a reality:
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ToVvird A Theciiy Of Bilingua
Transcultural Educatiori

Caleb Gattegno

,

4Phly awareness is educable in man, and only
,

seN-education ii true education:

THE FUNCTION of a.theory is to integrate what ig known in a fleid in
suth a waras to akl specialists in 'their ,sekth for new Ic'nowledge.

A theory can be proposed in a, number orviays. In the various sciepees,
for vatmple; we And theliticiofeyohition (which attemptio.make sense, in
an integrated manner, of all facti (in the. Aeld of biology), a, theory of
(relativit)' .(which propOses to;consider, JR an integrated space-time con-
tinuum, the phenomena or the physical universe), a quantum . tileory
(Whieh iuggests that energy., matter, be conceived a§ Multiples .of
minimal amounts of quanta), an4 a theory.of fluids (based on a. number of
axioms from which properties of fluids can.be deduced and experimentally
tested-for reality).

To remain popular, a theory Must prove fertile; Le:, allow researchers to
discovernew facts, makesense of what has previotisly seemed .unexplaititi-.
ble, or introduce order 4/here there ltas been none. When a goodalleory
hasfieen proposed, Iso many fields of study are stimulated that even fftougk
the theory may later be discredited., researehers try to formulate a modift:
cation or a subitifute theory.

Many fields (e.g., meteorology, geology, economics, aitd. medicine) have
flourished without an overall concdption that unifles the facts. Inves-
tigators tend to value the advent of a unifying theory since it helps them in
their thinking .and guides thent in. their research. But they also knot/ that
studies can be carried out empirically without a theoretical basis.

EduCatiotos a field in which research has been going on for many
ileatilil.within a variety of theoretical orientationi, which, while akin to
theories, may have been formulated as defininiThs only. or example,

21
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"education as transmission of knowledge"..is more a. definition than a.
theory: .

in this paper, We propose,a theory of education that haS broad applicabil-
ity, although We limit its presentation to a sulifield, that of bilingual-
transcultural education.

We Must first circumscribe the components of the field we wifl work on. .
Education. deals With change§ that are not merely the outcorine of a simple
passage of time,-but cif a passage of tiMe which produces "growth" from a
seed to an organized whole. That growth can be perceived as an "unfolditl
process" entirely fdreshadowed in the original seed; 'as chiefly affected b
.conditionsjn the environment, or as affected by the individual's participa,
tion.inits growth in certain ways: The environment may require aclopta-

---tion,whieh leads to a process mere complicated than. mere "unfolding:"
This twe-way adaptation process; known to biologists as "assimilation Lind
atcommodation,' takes, into accinmt both the developing individual and
the milieu But, since the individual belongs to a species. which maintains
certain permanent features from generation to generation, there is also
another component called .heredity.. .

Educators, instoired first by ,biOlogists and later .by Sociologists, hhve
more recently triea to view their activities L s involving the "interabtion of'
nature and nurture," the individual with her heredity represe-ntingnature,
and the impaas of the environment representing nurture.

That viewpoint has constituted one.basis far progressive educaiion.in all ,
fltsgtfises: a recognOion that frepdom is required by the individual totulfill 1,

*'his destiny, while discipline is needed to learn the tools (feading,.
matliematics,. etc.) so Mt the individual's cultural heritage can be made
availablp to him. The hill speptium of educational experiences available, .
from almost total-freedom (as in A.S. Neil's school) to total discipline (as in
Durkheim-inspired "Prench khools), has meant that education has gone
,through a period of experimentation :in- an attempt to gather -evidence
ct nperning what can be done and what must be avoided if chilket, are to
reach desired goals.

Seventy-five years of st.zli searching ave failed 'to prpduce the basis for
an acceptlible theory of education, although they have enriched education
in many ways, especialfy in the field of techniques ansi matelials. Most of
the teaching aids and the curriculum innovation: so avidly adoptedaffer
both world WarS (the alternatives to bookish learning accepted today) have
come from the.progressive eduCators of this century such as Montessori,
Decroly, Dewey,'Parkhurst. Cousinet, and Freinet..

11 '

The Role ef The Individual Self In Learning
Yhe queStion of who Ila.N the authority to impose ckinges and to trans-

form, others %yas "raised as'soon as the supernatural authorities were de-
throned. Ultimately, only individuals whoare prepared to pay the price for
heir mistakes are entitled to commit time and energyto what seems to be .

4
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in their best interest. Anyone who undertakes sueh responsibility on beta'
, of another is abusing power. If, for the good merchant, the customer is

always right, then for the good educator, the learner is always right.
Therefore,/ a new theory makes its appea'rance; that of the educator as
facilitator of progress toward goals chosen.by the learner.

But, what is the indivklnars basis for choosing what one 'does and how..
one does it? Are children knowledgeable? If we ask in terms of the know-
ledge accumulated by thp generations, they are not. But,'il we look at die
proficiency with which they achieve lasting learning, .they must be.

We all know ou, mother tongue better than the foreign languages taught. f

at school. W?.learned our mother tongue betpeen theages of one and four
with only our Own curiositysto aid us as we explored our physical-social
environment. (Parents and others, of con rse,... provide models, reinforce-
ment, and answers to questions.) To have 6anaged language learnnt so-
young tells us that we must he capahle of learning difficult thitigs' very
early. In fae Cat all ages wemanage very well alone in our games, drawings,
and other symbolic activities. . 4: .. aI

Learning seems to be a spontaneous function d tht self," one we are
fully.dedicate'd to for some timeAs children, we often secm tolknow what
we can do and what we chnnot; when,tmCertain, we test new itttations with
attention to feedbatk. We find our will on the side of certai'n actions fir
whiclywe are ready, and it is°the truelacilitator:rChildren Work hard on
tasks that are challenging to them, and, with Persistence, they learn ilew
behaviors. So; it is important to know the will kmd its functionings not
only f)r learners buj for the educator3.

.
,.: Noitycan learn to stand or walk without being watchful or aware. ,Many ;

actiYines of bOies reveal at once how watchful They have to he to find their
. way in a universe so (till, of swprises and under the control of outsiders.

Babies use their will to mastery because it is theirs, and with it they manage
. .to acquire the eno nous experience every inventory of their learning will

. display.
. MI this leads tO the inevitable conclusion; only uwareness is..educablein

man, and onlij self-education. le mit? education..
r

.

A Theory ot Bilingual and Transcultural, Education ,

With such a Solkl PrInciple on which to build,, we can propose a theory -of

, bitinagual and transcultural educaim, of value to students, teachers, and
.., . . .,

the general public. . .

We Shall begin with a clarifying examine. Our hand, as an instrument of
%

, the self, serves many purposes, Jome precise (e.g., writing a string ( words .

it l'any script), others gross (e.g., scrubbini floors), 'llesicks the hat4i is the
reality of the self that Wows tlw band, c(mimands it, .kmd involve.. it. The
will is an attrIbu tt of that sell; itwa re ness. i s another. Still otlfer attributes of'
the self are: intdligence, retention, affectiyity, perception, action, and
reflection, ,. ,-

,

a
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'lb become aware is a requirement .Of meanipgtlil living.lb create ati-
i`omatisms ftees,the self; by su,ord'inatinroutjfie aotivitime can focus

obn learning what is 'new. Hence: much of hat one is'escapes one's
awareness. We inay appear to have achievet nol1ing worthy of note, when
attually so much has been contributed by eah of us using activities we
hav 'mastered:but wittir reduced awareness. We may fail*to Ake pride in
our remarkable achievements becnukxieither we nor'others have de-

,veloped the habit of conscious awareness. . .
Education of awareness must begin by foctisingonditsatt4inment, so that

everyone can know that conscious aWareness of many aspepts of living'
-(previously routinized) is attainable and is fundamental to n;eaningul d#ily
living.

With bilingual ipeople, Awareness of their. highly developed *throat
capacities can strve this purpose. What monolingual people cannot A,
bilingual petple can do easily'. Bilingtials can use theft' throats and mouths
spontaneously to 'produce tsti complex sets of very different sounds, .

shifting in response from environmental cues to their, own, intentions.
Hence, like one's harM, one' lound-production'system is capable of per-

Jorming djfferent sets of colunlex functions in such a way that most people
cannot do. Bilingual persons become aware of their wealth di" of wort s
fundioning liumanjx)ings simply by inereakd awareness and appreciation
of this ability to speak and switch .lanages at will.

' conseiousne of one's self as bilingual can stop at simple awareness,
bui Wean also extend one's education muchlbrther. Onvhouldrbe helped
to realiA that languages are not merely sets of.,vor&, but are also transmit-
ted expressions of th.e spirit of those who, over many generations, have
expressed -specific thougHts within .specific habitats, made specific de-
mands, and offered specific opportunities. With thisawareness, one comes
to:realize that through one's past-expdienfes there have de%leloped other
power; that may be aeciessihle and iitilipbte. This awareness, i ne of the

.new pmpost:s of 4 bilingual educatiorrbased txt good 'foundations; a pur-
.

.pose wHich, ;Aite .offering -sufficient ground's for' bicultural edantion,
indietttes that transcendence of one's limitations is achievable and, that a

, rich trabscultural education is possible..
, It jr, difficult to view bilingual eductition in terms of ti iditional education

because; (.1) language development involves cOniplex expressive and re-
ceptive sidlis, not memorized. knowledge; (2) language production, simul-

- taneously intolves the smooth working of automatisms and a conscious
!ux*ess of producing precisely, yhat one wants to say and (1) the corn-
splexities of languagt:, are ngt consciously understood by those who use it
outinely *as a "means "of comibunication only. Almost everyone talws fo.r

granted one of the most promising bases for knowing ourselves; i.e., our
heritage as integrated ftrour language, our gestures and other unconscious
manifestatians as well as ourimpes for The future in terms al personal and--,

II
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cultural advancement. As a forceful analogy, let us consider how past
generations disregarded important .sources of. energy which could not
incre'ase our .wealth and our standard of living until someone discovered

, their latent power: This analogy should help us to see the promise4flatent,
'undiscovered abilities in the bilingual population. ,

Shue tiilingual education has not be ome irtegrated into the traditional
mbnolingual education system., it is ne ssaq to initiate profound changes..
in education profund in the sense at educators will be required fo
re-evaluate the philosophical basis of t eir work.

,;

We mug perceive ourselves as learning systems, expressing a variety, of
sensitivities by;

recognizing ourselvw.as masters of the sub,de energy that energizes -

our functionings iwouetitterance system, our hearing system, and in
our intelligence;
reetignizing that we possess two complex sets of verbal and ouditory
images that are triggered abruptly when one reacts differentially to
the content of the world or our inner dynamics;

, recognizing inner plimatas that acconipany listening to people, talk-
ing, anediffer as the ktuguage differs;
recognizing that we have access to our thoughts perse as transcend-
ing specific .langtvges;snd .
recognizing that we under"stand many thing; that escape monolin-
guals,,and thus are equipped with more explicit powers and have
access toi world that is closed to many others. 0. _

As educators,'we must consider it our responsibility to bring our bilin-
. gual studeMs to these realizations, which go beyond the goals of traditional

'monolingual education, Educators must become attuned to the "linguistic
person's in our-studentw: The social and cultural aspects that are implicit in
.the Spirit of the languages constitute another important universe ofexperi-
ence. .

' Relation of Languages to Modes Of Thought
Most nionglinguals do not -recognize their inability to perceive the

existence of njany modes of 'thought among mankintl. Rather, they can- 7

sider dieir own thought system as unNersal, and independent of their
lai?guage, Anthropologists, however; have become sensitive to variations

ss in the w.ay pe,ople see themselves andtheir world; they know the fallacy, of
assuming that a iingle mode,of diought exiits;With all others considered to
'be approximations some remote and otlu?rs closer. The multiplicity, of
modes of extant thought is proof to the anthr6pologist ofvariations in actual
life clomands on various peoples.

If one populatiOn is active and prodative, its members notice certaiti
aspects of. thl'eir world and Wish -tvxplain and .control them, Another
population may be more oncernedAth inner life and kiven to contemplat-
ing the universe; these people wish to convey what they perceive as most
important.

,
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These two populations will differ in more than vocabulary. The very
ways they make their language behave will distinguish4thern, revealing the
spirit -of their language and their mode of thought. Conversely, it may be
possible teunderstand how a population perceives itsilf and its world by
studying-the language.

f this is true, then, the truly bilingual Orson has two modes of thought
at his/her disposal in one somatic system, both availabl# for communication
with monoliugualgroups whose members may not suspect the existence of
the other. ir

/ A Historical Perspective
The English language was developed first In the British Isles where its

characteristics were molded by the styles of living and modes of thought
peculiiir tokhat habitat. Having developed over centuries an ad-squate
esponse to the human, climatic, and geographiC opportunities ancl chal-(lenges of their habitat, the English-speakiv people found themselves

preferring certain .activities. Their language became a language cf mer-
chants; travelers,, swill exploiters of opportunities..They stressed action
rather than Ahstract thought, implicitness rather than explicitness, They
accepted ambigUities in statements because they disappeared in action, a
chaiacteristic %%etch made them give a particuMy imilrtant place to verbs
and prepositions. Now, almost any word can becpme a verb in English and
conVey more meaning in that form.

- When exported to other habitats; such as what is today the United States
and Anstralia, the English language acquired distinctive features causing
oople to speak ,of -the barrier of a common langnage,- 'a reference to
differentiated features of the English as spoken in Britain, Australia, and

_the. United States.
Several factors influenced the cultures of these and other countries to

prefer a modified English, language tà an entirely new language of then:
oWn. The English language is approoriate for aethities connected with
trade and technofN; since er action" is basic to these act:vities, English
supplied a very good instrument for communication. In the United States,
which has developed an idiosyncratic culture centei'ed on technology, the
ease of adaptation of English was particularly welcome. ibday, the whole
world seems l'eady togidopt Americait English as the language of coMmer-
cial and industrial transactions. simply because if makes such transactions
easy; the doininance of-English is not comidered to symbolize dominance
of one superpower.

The Spanish language developed in the. Iberian peninsula soon after it
w(ts reconquered from the Moors barely five hundred years ago. Spanish
col)quest of parts of the American 'hemisphere introduced Spanish dialects
to that hemisphere and, two lmndred fifty years tater gave them the
codified langnage of the Spanish academy.

I
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Unlike English, Spanish wo
.

-not developed to meet the needs of trade
and.technology. The economy 9,f Spairond its colonies has lagged behind .

that of the Onglish-speaking world; infact, it still does. not only because of
. .. ,...

geographY and technology lag, but also because othey'eonippnents ot lite',,. ..

for Which they developed mens of expression in their language, were .
more highly valued, Action is not .the mam preoccupation- of Spanish- ....

.

speaking people. In rospoction filieVceived as 'giving greater joys and
satisU Since e i Reran lives !!not for bread alone" and develops a
personal philoscophy ofhfe, the language rind themes handled give Spanish

. people the power to imagine, to procrastinate; to create fiction, and to

.\realize themselveg Nt fantasy rather than in reality. In .that inner climate,
Simnish cadAces, are stimuli that confirm and deepen the love for certain' _A d

life.styles.I.Through its oral triNition andjiterature the Spanish language
encotragg the perpetuation of certain attitude4 which become fulfilled in
the acts ofliving and which, in turn, perpetuate the language, its spirit, and
its attributes. '
- Still, both Spanisi; ancrEn4ish have been created for, use by ordinary

folk to exXess the triviil and common as well s the excepttonal. Neverthe-
. less, thei.i predilections, which clearly distinguish them, are evident in the

expressionka very different perceptions of.what lifeb all' about. The
English "to'expect," for.examplet, N rendered in Spanish by "teper illu-
siOn," which illustrates tWo differeaKdirktes" or attitudes toward life. In
Spanish, "to love"and "to.want" are rendered by ke one verb "querér,"
expressing a passion absent in both English words and in both notions
taken separately."In Spanish, "esperre may mean"to hopir or "to wait," as
if the second could not he endured without the first.

The TodO of thought ãmplieit in the Spanish language can he charac-
terized by the hixury of details that makek one linger with4ms con-
templated,,end makes one like long strings of adjectives and alrusions to
what .might be present in a shation beyond what one perceives. What
attracts in life is intensity, presence, passion, and a feeling that one is
living, at whatever cost, in time o! progress. In fact, the common use Of the
subjunctive, as the doniinalit mood, implieg the suspected presence in all
situations of something unforeseen aad ,mysterioufi affecting their out-
(Times. From such a view of Spanish, one understands why the English
Word "mood" has been associated with all-the verb tenses lumped together'
under the label of the khbjunctive.

Ambiguity is tolerated by English-speaking peoW in the realm where
action is dzeisive/mt not'by Spanish-speaking peopte, whoxequire men-
tion of all aelevant facts to avoid intellectual cotifusion. Ifor Sptinish-
'speaking peoWet reference to e.aimples does not have the appeal ark:
significance that English-speaking people find in them. In fact, there
seems to'be no need for exaniples when An abstract statement is verfially
coherent.

'

'1 '4
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The English language is what I call a "spoken language,- One in which the
voice, via intonation, contributes a great deal to comprehension. It follows

A. logicalfy that written English molds itself on the spoken languageas can be
seen in its use of punctuation. On the other han , Spanish is a "Written. ,

language," which conveys more shades of meanin through Writing than
, through speaking; Note the peculiar use in Spanish d question marks Imd
_exclamation marks, announcingin the middle of a sentence the intention,of
cjueStionitig or.commenting as if the voice alone could notdo it. Also, noth
that Spanish entrusts to' myrked aCcents the shift of stress from typical
usoce,

Many details could be cited that illustrate hoW the modes of thoUghts of
the English- or Spanish-speaking people have affected their respective,

. anguages. I earning these langumes well requires mastery of the mo&s of
thoughf that have molded expression in.those languages. Hence, we must
consider howPilingualism helps in knowing anew kind ofperson capabie of
contrasting modes of thought that proVe conipatible when dwelling in one

tir ' mind and, yet, are seemingly in sharp contrast when expressed in different
.

Perhaps in some peoples , minds, ttie aim of bilingual-transcultural edu-
cation is to enable people from outside the "mainstream" to adjust-to the

"majority culture in the "host" countiy. But, we will identify what needs,to
be done ill order to, produce a transcultural population, a new contribution ,
to' thi historical moment.

In this paper we giVe bilingualism another meaning. We take advantage
of wha can be revealed in d study of bilingual people in order to adequately..

establish got& for a bilingual-transcultural education.Pny theor will then
serve practice.

Values of True Bilingualism
, Until now, we have focused our attention on the bilingual as a person.

We have not emphasized ihe power of the bilingual:, this power has often
been minimized by thos,e who choose to seek power through money or
social position. Since the pow& of money and social osition are powers
outside oneself, they can be taken away. 'Moreover, when the mistake. is
made of stressing external sources of power, the consequence may be the
kelings of unworthiness that so many bilinguals experience,

it is triit% that there are relatively few functioning bilinguals. It is also true
'that some bilinguals who are highly visible in the political scent. have not
made .the Am required to become truly bilingual (i.e., in the sense of
lo$ing all trace of accent when using the second language, while maintain.
ing proficiency in their first language). Their claims to powerful imsitions in
the community at large are weakened by their maintenance of distinctive
features in their speech, which lead others tp think of them as alien to the,

..culture ifl which they live.
Many bilingual people, however, have manapd to function as natives in

S.
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% both languages. These are people who can transcend the limiting effects, of
any single culture aidedby their proficiency in two or more languages: This
transcendence is compatible with mastery of the content lif the culture(s)
transcended, permitting a perion to function 'naturally" in those contexts
which he hqs mastered. Having grown beyon&a certain level of self.-
awaren6ss, the bilingual person does not lose the power of lii/ing at the
previous level but loses only the more limitect perspective. Hence; the
bilingual can relat to monolinguals in each group without identifying
emotionally with either group, although accepted as one of them. Rather

. 8 than producing "inferior natives" incapable of being at home in either
group and in either language, a true' bilingual education, which leads

..,

people to transcend what is. limiting in eaCh culture, will produce a new
brand of cifizen badly needed 'in our constantly. More interdependent,

, shrinkingWorld, our -global village." This transcultural leap should not be
viewed simply as a technique foi sui'vival, but rather as a technique for
achieving a richer self-aWarencand increased ability to understand di7

,versg cultures.
. .

'The world today needs peoples who spontaneously think and apt as
inhabitants of the -global villar:" True bilingual. education, if' effectively
dot*, can produce such peoplemore easily than can monolikuali national,
or even sectarian editcation, which has producedloo fewsuch people in the
past. .. , . . .

Bilingual edycation, as we have seen aboye, gips us the opportunity to
realize new potentialities in ourselves. We not only master two languages'
as well as natives do, but we also achieve enhanted personal and interper-
sonal awareness. This enhanced, more competent self is,constantly at work
transcending the immediate and making choices in terms ofa vision of the

, future.
ThinscultUral education lais'as its immeddiate concern the specific job of

edueating people who, in the near future, will haye to deal routinely with
men and women who have "inherited" specific languages and modes of
thought that tire unfiimiliar to, them...'The 'bilingual person capabk of
understanding and appreeiatinkchlierent languages and modes of thought
can serve those people impartially and adequately, utilizing their special
competencies just as engineers do when invitod to build dams or bridges.

Learning one new language after anothei, more easily each time, the
multilingual person learns to appreciate each pultute, considering them
neit er alien nor curious, but rather as the expression of a people who aret
com mnieating as 'naturally in their linguistieforms as we do in our own.
Joyful savoring of that which is different becomes the ival, truly interesting
thing in life. As tranicending beings, we striveto develop all the possible
.facets of onrselves; and we, in turn, -can help others at become educated as

. "whole" human beings, the human beings of mankind rather than persons
with limited vision.

9r.
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Only education of awareness can develop such transcendence. Today,
only among bilingual educators and transcultural educators do wefind the le
necessary cultural background and interest for making explicit the means of

. attaining the wellsprings that will revoltiohize education to meet the
needi of the future. Since the necessary transformation of educatOrs is an'
Oner one ode of awareness it will not be obtainbd solebi by spending
funds, which are beCOming increasingly scarce. Exposing educators to the
insights concerning what "-education of awarenetis" entails and howeasy it
will be to make profound changes, once that awareness has been de-
veloped, may be.the strategy eve should follow. ReflectionAlialogue, and
involvement will de,elop needed insights and will convince educators that
we can prepare for the future by our willingness to receive and. use the
insights gained by our,students and ourselves in bilingual and transcultura'
education.

Summary
Our theory for bilingual and transcultural education on be'summarized

Y.As follows: ..
.

, Since it is probably imPos-Sibleto recast traditional, monolingual edtica,-42, .
tion to produce true,bilingual, transculpral education, we must look for
the foundation of tomorrow's education somewhere otherthan in tradition.
We can find this f idation in the premise that only awareness is educable

.in man and that the only true education is self-education.
Awareness of oneself iv engaged in the production of the diverse sound

systems of two languages a demonstrated ability of bilingual people
constitutes eVidence thdt the self controls Mental functionings which, in-'
turn, control somatic functions. This hierarchy is demonstrated in the .
phenomenon of tWo different linguistic stystems functioning in one person.

To help the learner progress from this awareness to the.conviction that
bilinguals are actually better adapted than monolingual persons to the
needs of mokrnitimis, we may. need the intervention of a well-prepared

.. educator, this educator, who toderstarkils the process of transcendence, ,
* must help each student make contact with the "self aiwork through will and

experience." and consequently to a study of what isto Le gained from true
bilingual and transcultural education.

.

Sirnillrly, the capacity to-live joyfully and purposefUlly, involved in two
cultures that may appear very-different.. can. be transformed into yet
another awareness that the self 'can transcend dii,ers-eforms while bcfng
able to accept and ex .rience them. _

'A transculttiral education is actualized when the indivklual concerned is
not ()ay at home in more than one culture, but also can find in himSelf the
ability to learn from any person of any age and to enjoy sh'ared experiences.
When differences arise between people, instead of generating fears or
doubts, dzy create an eagerness to know one another well.

A biliarial-transenitural educational theoryproves itself by its applica-

3 (i
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tions to what goes on in schools and homes.

. Epilogue
The theory presented in this peper allow us to see how bdin als cart

become aware that they are copable of certain contributions ()aside the-
- gras0 ofmenolingualism. ive-theoq, indeed, Mokes more precise what L.

Meant by transcuitural edUcation.
Thinsqultural.education means two things-. ,First, it i's'"the proeess that

permits one to discover that one can be simultaneously oftwo cultures.,can
think and communicate in fwo languages, -Mid can find oneself, when
moving from one te the other ina state that transcendsfioth. Se6ond,1t is

. the totalhy of what one has achieved 'after using lhat process to the point
Where:one can think and speak as a person at bonie in both-cultures while
spontaneously -and freely mastering both longues. Awareness of that
transcendence, based on .true bilingualism; would be the chief purpose of

.trimscultural eduCation- ,

Gaining faciliqin this proCess ofawareness is possible for ad Who open
themselveS tO the experience since it is a basic aspeo Of hump function-
ing. What itnew here is that one does it in-the univerSeS ofi(1) lahguage (by.
being invOlved in using oneseff as a bilingual speaker, moving freely from
one languageto another); ond (2) culture (by finding onesekready toadopt
two mode,s,ef existence:in two distinct cuhures in which one ean live with
ease). .;

Oor (his awareness of 'transcendence to exist, the,moment when one
shifts from one language Or cultureto the other is the experience on which
one introspects. The act of examining this experience with altits distinctive
fe,atures, and of contemplating it more leisurely is an important introspeo.
tive pereise, one which has to be entertained .frequently until the self
learns to enter into it end to know its nature. .

41ranscUltural education will not result from conditioning' or from,
memorization, as fs often suggested by those who are oriented to respect
only overt behaviors. Butafranscultural education may lie the outcome of
interaction with many people who hdve experienced awareness of what
trim bilingualism and multiculturalism.peans, especially the acty trans-
cendence of specific cultures, as it is met when one communicates well in
more- than one langtiage and feels at ease fn more than one culture.

tiving consciously lilvolves increasing self-knowle: and th'e applica-
tion of that knowle4 in know,inOetter the three unfverses (of the.self, of
significant others, and of the world). The "hods of transcultural educe-
lion will lead sons, learners to eultural and spiritual transcendence. This
outcome cannot lie faked. Once reached, it does indeed prov.ide one witha
truly human experience .that no speedic culture and no one language can
contain.

It is hoped (hat our theory not ()illy suggests some nextksteps 'but also
states the long-term goal with sufficient clarity to help us decide what we
have to do and how we chi) best do it.

Currioeium & Instruction:
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Thi, Concept Of Culture: Is
Tralriscuiturat Ediication

Possible?

3

4.. ;71 .72' -1-4- 7
0 Trandulturat education is nripnly p9sbible but tosential

,in a demooratio,:oulturalli divellte society.Pai ;
We need ti) diveloi) iiiocedureil# liOig; both individual
and Institutionaly in which the richrios. of. eakoulturat
group can be made avallaOle to evett,othler.orris,

',The Conoepts.of Symbolitie, Private Culture, gnd Synoretion
In Itelation To Transooltural Eduoationt

Young Pai
Van Cievi Morris

ATHEtl THAN attempti4 to show why transcilitnral education is
desirableand how it is possible, I wish simply to begin, with' the premise
that iranscultural education is not only possible but essential in a,
democratic, cultutally diverse society. Having affirmed the feasibihty and
worthineis of transcultural education, I would like to suggest, as basic. to a
discussion of AO "hows" and the "whets" of transcultural education, an
examination of the concepts of symboling, private culture, and syncretism.'
Culture and Symtoling

Culture may be/defined as a system of shared tephnological,, social,"
ainthetic, ideological, and attitudinal products of human learning; it con-
sists. of beliefs, cdgnitive styles; languages, tools, and othcr material and
non-material 'achievements of ?group of people. The terms "system" and
"shared" suggest that various cultural elements are inter-related in their
ftmcrions and tbat they hove evolved from experiences 'shared-by mob)/
generations of people. More importantly, culture is the product of our

'The first section of this paper is written by Young Pal: the second, on 'franscul tura! Values, by
Van Cleve Morris.

*For n more systematic elaboration of symboling, see White and billingham (1973). An
insightful discuision of the concept of private culture Is f6und in Goodenough (1963).
Syncretism, though not a new concept, has been used more extensively by Henry Burger in
many of hieanthropological writings. See Burger (1973) for' a helpful discussion ofsyncretism
and education. A more technical treatment of this concept is found in Burger (1966).

4,1
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symboling ability, -which enables is to develop coircepti (td'assign mean-
ings and significance to dasses- of objects, ,events, and acts) as well as to
3inclerstand and appreciate such-meapings. .

The symboling process occurs not Oidy-in the large society, hot also
within its subunits,,each with its own d1stincti4valee orientations. These
subunits may be social, political, intellectffal, econonile; religious, dthnic,
sexual., 61* generational in nature, Meanings and values seem to be assigned

. to objeCtS,vvents, and 'acts accordinkto their evident potential tor lielping
'human beings meet the needs arising out of their physical.environmenti
and their associationswith others. Objects and eventi, as well as modes of
Conduct and thinking; should nOt be regarded as having intrinsic signifi-
eance apart from their,appropriate cultural contexts.

The culture of a sopiety represents the Ways in which d group of people
have organizedtheir experienceSete give them.' kworld view, whiCh pro-.
vides teem with a basis for (1) explaining their environments in cause-effect
terms, (2) 'framing .purposes, (3) -distinguishing the desirable from the'
undesirable, and .(4) formulating the Means by which recurring prob ms
are solved (CoOdenoughi 1963). The function of cultureis not only t wake
life secure and meaningful but also to ,give man a sense of power and
confidence (White, 1964). The culture to hich one belongs, then, be-
ceMes the roa- of the individnal's identity. Henceto reject or 41emean'a
person's cultural heritage is to do psychological and teoral violence to the
dignity and, worth of that individual:

In view of What has been said, about symboling, we might conch* that
all existing cultbres "do theiriob." Established, cultural patternshoWev'er, .

-are not necessarily the besrpossible Means of meeting humor! needs.
Ample evidence exists to suggest that some cultural practices (particularly
in high-energy societies), while fulfilling 'immediate needs,- often have
long-term maladaptive consequences. The culture of a society that selects
its means ofpr6blem solving chieflyin terms of their utility and iinmediate
results is likely t b become. maladaptive, facing in the long luin many
complex and unsuspected problems. Similarly, a culture that copei withits
problems in terms of a narrow range of alternatWes because of ethnocen-
trism is likely to limit its own future. Hence, if a technologically complex
and socio-culturallydiverse society, such aS.ours, views minority cultures
as unworthy variations frinn 'the right Way," it becomes less successful in
resolving conflk4s and satisfying the divergent needs of many ethnic com-
ponents of the society. Such i society fails to make life secure let alode
enriching, enduring, and democratic.

Private Culture
As xvery society has a culture, which is the product of shared human

experience, so may Ne speak of each person as having his/her own private
culture, which may include-awarengs of several distinct "cultures" of

other individuals. These cultural awarenesses within a pe.F,In's private
culture irepresent the dividpal's perceptions of how other human beings
have organized their e. eriences based on the standards by which others
perceive, predict, Judge, and act (Goodenough, 1963). It is through our
knowledge of the private cultures of our associates that we learn to ac-

a
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complish those 'Fr* 1,that.- are best achieved thioughworking,together.
Reno, a person s mi ate culture may include knowledge of several diffe-
rent langilage pattern , norms of conduct anclvaluation, and procedures for

' "getting things done.:,. Depending upon the nature of otie's purpose and its.
'cqntext, the indlvkLul ofken moves fromOne seA of, euftutal goneepts to

. another within 6ne .repertoire. For axemple, if this pa er had been
written for a: sixtls-igtade audience,1 would have used a. different "Ian-

: I

.itt, If' a person opera es. rigidly in terms. 41 a single. c@ture (e.g., usinc , ...
? standard English". n a imulti-ethnic comaumity), he/she will . be less

.. ...effectivein accornpl shins one's ptirposes. This suggests-that the greater,. ")
, ones breadth Of ent ural awareness and the mote flexible a personis in

shifting from one ap rop ri ate cultural cohteit to aniither, the more success-
4 I- NI that person WO be in achieving desired outcoMes. Frequent inter-
. ethnic corifict is ,imortant, for it tends to increase the humber 'of other

cultaral orie'ntatkSns within the private culture ,of au individual
(Goodenough, I. ,

.
.,. , .

. icatly, a persb uses only a limited number of &Aural pri etio4iti
his et repertoirek f the &pine* culture is ethnocentric, the number of
alternativ&eultura orientations that an individual could use woukl be
limited to'thoie the mainStriam otliture 'regards as 1egitimat4.. Minority

-ithiikat, for examleA_rnay be pressuredi implicitly or explicitly, to reject. ,
p .

their OA% languat ';tte-d use onirstanaard English." Rejection of their
languate patterns* low-status forms reinforces thenegative image Minor-
i ty chi dren have (if ther own culture and personal identity. One of the .
problems of assimilationism is that the more one assimilates, the more Ofie
°ratites self-esteem and pride in ones own `ethnicity. Assimilationism
(arising from the ethnocentrism of the dominant group) not Only robs
richness from both the dominant and minority,cultures but also increases '
alienation and socio-psychological conflicts.

° Siacretism .
,

If the goal of democratic education is to develo*p each individual's poten-, "
nal and to aid ,in building a social order that can Make life secure and

. enriching for all, then neither assimilationism nor i e para t i s m is the ansWer.
Notwithstanding the inportance of Minority cultures to many AMericans,
the norms of the domintmt culture a& likely to prevail in mimy activities of

. the larger society. It would indeed be unrealistic to-sugges1 that minority
groups ignore the dominant culture, but it is equally uhreasonable toa

. demand members of minority ciltsuresi to divest themselves of their own
c, ethnic distinctiveness. What is needed is the preservation and'enrichment

of minority cultures as well as a reconciliation of these' patterns with those ,
of the dominant culture. Howevel', the notioniof "preservatiOn and.exteh-
sion" should not be understood as a reactionary, "back-to-the-blanket"
move (Burger, 1973); rather, it should be seen as a .syncretic process
(syncretism), °

"Syncretism is the reconcilL.Jon of two or mdre cultural systems or
elements, with the 'modification of botli; (purger, 1066, P. 103). This
conception is not the same as the "meltiiig of distinctive cultures intn one
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allegedly superior one. Syncretism refees to the development of a new and
unique culture (p,rivate or societal) and a nevfliersOnal identity by inter-

. weaving Afffereat cultural elements together. For example, an Asian-
American youth may discard The unquestioning obedience to elders and
brome more self-assertive, bult.may retain that parrot* Asian culture that
eneourages,one to be less egocentric and think in terms of relationships to
others.cHidshe is neither an Asian in America nor an imitator of the white,
American, but has emerged as a new Asian-American.
"ranscultural Education

. Rom Our perspective, trtinscultural educationshould (1) promote better
undersumding and oppre,ciatiqn, rather than mere tolerance, of other
cultures; (0 facilitate the development of the individual's ability to funetion
in multicultural contexts; and (3), help 'the.members of minority cultures
construct unique private cultures of their own-by.combining the elements
-of various cultures in-terms ofwhat is meaningful to their personal identity,
aspirations, and social reality. °We must also mOve away from regarding a,
specific culture. as having non-contextual or absolute worth. In both our
schools and'our communities, we need to stress the viewpoint that cultures
provide different but legitimate ways of .meefing similar needs. Hence, a
culture should 'be appraised in terms of its ability to aid members of the
sooiety iji becointog. incrwingly more effective in 'dealing with life's'
problems. , ).

When the study of a culture is primarily concerned with destribing
so-called iAtriguing and exotic Customs; such 'study lends to reinforce
ethnuceritrisr9. This type,of aPproach rarely deals with basit questions
about why these seemingly strange folkways "and mores have developed
and have been given. specral significance by each colture. Henee, it is
esgential to view cliltures as results of symboling and to regard "strange
customs as functional ways in which human beings have learned to relate to
their natural anfl man-made environments. But above all, transcultural
education should encourage open-minded exploration of alternative and'
norkraditional life styles and should cultivate critical evaluation of arready
established'cultural patterns. airI.

,Transcultural Values
We move now to the question of how transcultural education.can become

an effective reality. 'One of our first considerations must be to show how,
syncretism works, ic,, tiow do two or more cultures interact in such a way
as to yield something "trans-", i.e., beyond each? If syncre ism is the
reconciliation of cultural patterns, how does this reconciliatio occur?'

-The "Mutual Enrichment" Hypothesis
One contemporary cliche is what I call the "mutual enrichment"

hypothesis. It goes soniething like tiffs: The American people are made up
of several cultural groups, literally drawn from all over the world. In this
endowment of culture bes Amerkta's special uniqueness as a society. In
conidering how these many groups Migh:t relate to one another, we have
tried a ..amber of stnitegies: biculturalism, crossculturalism, multicul-
turalism. None of these strategies has seemed to be a perfect solution. We
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Cultural issues in Education 25

don't want assirnil nor do we want:separatism. We don't want the
"melting pot"; even cultural`pluralism" doesn't satisfy. What we are after
goes beyond all these. It is smite mode of social phen'omenology in which

ach of us .as, individuals can benefit from the cultural richness, that this
variety dflWeityles holds out for us, if we only kook, how to grasp it. Hence,
we need to develop procedures Of living both individual and institu-
tional in which the richntys of each cultural group can be made available
to every other.

'Ake the so-called "Black Experience.'" Being who and .wKatI am, I bava
only thedimmest notion of what this really.means. In order to be a fuller

. human being, I nevIto know and feel the'pain, the agony, the exhilaration
of this mode of experiencing. I'M not seeking, merely the language, tile
literature, the music,. or the kod of this gram, although these may help:
I'm after the "gut feeling." the tinicine perspectives, the dreams and
fantasies of this life. Soinebody has to help me get inside this.microcosm.

'Or considef die chlturel distinctions between the Anglo and the Latin.
Being who and what I am, I have only the faintest conception of "the Latin
mind"- how Latins.think, what they think, and what their priorities and.
tispirations. are. In-order to expatid as a person, how am I going to gain
access to that world of the Spanish-speaking and the Spanish culture-
e x'periencing individual? I learned the Castilian subjunctive in an Oberlin
College Spanish class 35'years ago, It is one of the great syntactical outrages
of the Western world. it didn't help: The inner cosmology of the Latin
peesona is .still closed to me.

Or consider the "East is East" problem, the gulf between Asian and
' Weitern thqught and conduct. Mytco-author, himself a "card carrying"

Asian, tbills us, that an Asian-American youth, in discarding :`the unques-
tioning obedience to elders," may "retain that,part of Asiafi culture that
encourages one to be less egocentric and thipl/in txrms of one's relationl
ships to others." How cant the apothesis of the 01f-centered Westerner,
learn froM this youth? How can I gain access to his consistent orientation of
"thinking in terms of one's _relationships to others," an experience sought:
not for his benefit, but for mine? ,

Finally, let's take the male-female dialectie prolmbly the last ter ritory
to-yield to syncretism and reconciliation. Women liberationists do not
typiegdly emphasize how much men can Ilearn from women. In my opinion,
andregyny the synthesis of des,irable male and female traits is not

well" on the talk-show circuit. ibo many women in the movement
want to becothe more like men. Making it in the t ale-dominated
mainstream r if you don't mind my mixing metaphors, has bec e the new
"Siren Song of the Seventies." When Women become mere like in, then
we'll reconsider androgyny; but, ofcourse, by titen.it may be too late kit
all this is beside the point. I want to knrw how it feels (et be a wtman;
mean literally how it feels to be put down as "dumb about-carburetors and
spark plugs, how it feels to be regarded as a sex object and therefore
judged chiefly in terms of attractiveness, how It feels to wanf to be presi.,
dent of a bank but not being prothoted because you are. too "%nimble' as an
assistant. As a representative male WASP, I've never reamed how that
feels. I think I'd be a more complete person if I did.
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u t thtre'vanother side. Some cultural traits do not seem xery attrac-
tive, espedally outside the neighborhood. BlaCks, Whttes, Latins, Anglos, .
Asians, Westerners, women, and men all have some traits that others don't
want to import. And as Professor Pai saYs, "'to 'reject or demean a person's
cultural 'heritage is to do psychologiCal and moral violence to the dignity I a

and.the wortt of that individual. ..t
.1,64 to keep the violence losilized, let me confinernj, criticisms to my

Own set. Many Whites are global racists; they-have shown' a megalomania
'about "ganifest Destiny." Many Anglos are North-South racists; they want
,to'lord it over everybody Otnd not "give away" the 'Panama Canal). Many
Westerners devalue Atians;. they Scorn the serene, mystical qualities of the
Orient; they are "go-getters" and, with their exhaust-belching machine;,
they asre using up and polluting the, entire plaitet. gany' nialei are
chauvinist pilgs insethitive, mean, vicious scramblers for glory, who use .;
women like they use Kleenex.=

The question is tnis: How are.we going to engage in mutual enrichmeqt
without risking mutual pollution? And if we ball it "pollution," which to'
each culture it is, will we hurt somebody's feelings? .

,f 'PaThe %arch for Transoulturql Values , ...
. o

... So, you see, the "muvual enrichment" hypothesis can carry usiust so far.
. ,v . Maybe our strategy should be to fasten onto a set of values that almost

everyone could agree on and then work toward those' yalnes in our schools.
Such a set of values could then be defended as lransCultural," almost in the

...) literal sense of transcending cultures.
i

-
Over the centuries, we've had a number of "universal valtos' proposed.

g
, Plato and Aristotle thought that "the life of reason" was a value that, no one

' v cout4 dispute. St. Thomas Aquinas suggested the Christian's cod, With all
His ttributus. More recently, the Puritans advocated "hard work and
disci line." Then the Victorians amended it to read "discipline and self-

( Alenial.' Still more recently, Hugh Hefner and the counter-culture turned
this around, assertaig that sexual fulfillment and personal hedonism were
all thavmattered. "If it fe- els good,. do it.," ... . .

In our own heritage, Thonfas. Jefferson thought:he finally had it with
"Life, Liberty and Property," which he later changed to the more indefi-
nite and therefore, more defensible "pursuit of happiness." .

John Dewey, in the early twentieth century, contended that the Central
,

idea, the "meaning of man," was "Growth," yielding the ultimate value:
"That which contributes to gitowth is good." . -

Throughout our recent history, we have reaw: ,kened interest in one of
our founding.principles, "Opportuni ." Emma Lazarus , in het' poem Offt ,.. .4.,

the Statue of Liberty, has this great l.dy say:
Send me your tired, your Nor
The wretched refuse of yOur.teerning

shore
Send these, the teq-ipest toss'il, to

me
I lift my la% beside the Golden Door,
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Now, if you put- Jefferson and -Lazarus together, .you havf "Equality. of
Opportunity, :which possibly eomes as dose Oreything in expressing the
esience of our country's belief system. And if yon havareedom, in a state "1
of equal opportunity, you are likely to get. grOwth.'rit However, as things actually turn Out; there is a flaw in here somewhere.
If free people are equal .0) opporttinity, some of thein,are likely to grow
more than otheri. Pretty soon, the strong get stanger 'and begin
the opportunike% to those With less power Blacls, Latins,. Asians, and
woreri. So weltrp back to onr olthlifficulty. How are we gOing to arrive at a
trimseulturalvalue that, everybodY endorses but Which, hçn put into
twactice in the schools and elsewhere, will not turii oiQ to be self-canceling?

I rernembd a pro(essor of mine .many years ago at tolumbia UniyerSity
raising fhe interesting anthropological 'question: What is a good culture? if
you design a culture from the grokind up, so t6 speak, ,what would its
preVailirtg ethic be? Although philosophers have argued this issue for a long
tinte;v_ professor, Lyman BrysOn, offered the following: A good culttire is
Ole in will-eh the maximum number of citizens are able to realize itsitentral
;values. Ptit another way, a culture is good in the degree to whieli it enables

.- more and pore of its citizens to actualize the core Wales of the culture.
Nay, lookrd. at critically, the United'States might not rrieasure up top

well on this yardstick. We holcl high the principle of egad opportunity, but .
wp have created'a culture in which that value is foreclosed to a large
proportion or our' ci t*ens. By cpntroSt, take Nepal. Here the eentral core
principle is krene meditation hial a communal worship of deityNobne is
foreclosed Dom living a life deilicatetho 'these ends. Thus, according to the

*Bryson forinufa,, Nepal is a Tietter society than the United States, .

,

I

Tratiscultnikd Education
Professor Pai arid I have deliberately left open thi_1 question of whether

agreemeptcan be. reached on traliseulthral value.. I myttelf may not espouse
any dr the candidates Mentioned aboSre. HOwever, some dialogue with
respect to core:valnes will have to be undertakol, if we intend to pursue an
education. that IsMbrant and meanMgful fin: all children.

We will have to develoP a set of core values that all cultures can identify
with. Moreover, 'they will .have to be values that engende, excitement and
coMinitment, that.arouse enthusiasm and effort; and fthally, they will have
t(i be tliabean be demonstrated and lived mit in tali- sch)ols.
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Thematic Analysis; Personl4

Knp'wledge, And,The Design Of
Traiiscultural Education

e'
David G, Winter

The task of tranicultural curriculum is to help students
become persons,who select elements from their cultural
heritaga and their 'cultural milieu rather than being at the
mercy,of conflicting tides of cultural conflct,

FROM THE.P01NT of view of a personality psychologist, the task ofa'
transculturar curriculum 1 to help studentts become persons who select
elernenti from their cultural heritage and Their cultural milieu rather than

,being dt the mercy of conflicting tides ofoultural conflict Such persons 41
have a clear,- steady.sense of their own selves as identities that draw from all
cultural resorces but who, nevertheless, act and endure as distinct selves,
These are transcuhural persons not de-cultured persons.,Th4 willpartici-
pate.in Their culture(s);. they will not be bereft of culture. They will have
ctiCtural options based on clear conceptions of their heritage and of their
milieu. They will be able to select, affirm, and maintain that heritage or to
refashion it. in their own ways. They will be able fo borrow, or pnot to
burrow", from tht4r surroundings., They will be actors within two cuttures,
not victims of the contrasting pulls of cultural differences. Cattegno (1978),
among others; has-described transcultural persons in eloqurnt terms. As
Mainblin (1978) 'has put it, thes persons will. in their Individuality,
aqknówledge add unify all the components of their 'identity, without op-
pression, delusion, or esdhpe.

What contributions can a personality psichologist make toward di., ign-
ing the kind of currictJum that can further this transcultural ideal? I would
like to summarize hnd discuss three lines of research in which I have been
involved over the past fifteen years. Each of these .by itself, but espe-
daily when combined: has important implications for tranicultural cur-
riculum design; each Can move us toward the goal outlined above.

'39
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lb clarify the exposition, I shall first describe a process of transcultural
personal growth that, has three -steps or stages. fri connection with'each
tage, I shall discnss a relatedAine of research. Thekst essential step is for
students to.develap skills of thematic analysig, i.e.',"to make' complex,
alistract distinctions in the, area of cultural themes and imagery. In this
conneCtion, IshaV discuss a new tdst that wehave developed to megure
how people form and articulate complex concepts. One of the virtues of this
test is that learning howl°. do Well on the tesi is .essentially the san.e as
leartling the skill that the 'test metasures, i.e., ""cheating" in this instance

dabtukilly involves. earning. The second step is to apply these skills of
thematic analysis direCtly to cultural materials. Here- students become
arpateur "psychological c'anthropologistsi" utilizing the sidlls of precision
and articulation devel6ped.aethe-firstgtage. In the final stage, the students'
take their own fantasies aS the focus for Objective thematic analySis, work-
ing out and articulating the ways in which their own themes (from their own
liVes and imaginations) relate to thel.ontributions of th'eir .heritage, and
their surroundings. Through. this culminating- activity, students would
obtain a series ofanswers to the question ofwho they are," and they would
know the origin of each answer in that series.
" The principles embodied in each stage can, I believe, make n'contrihu=
tion to the design of a transcultural curriculum: but they are, after all,
abstract principles hat need to be elaborated hnd made concrete by'
curriculum planhers lnd teachers. The rest of this paper will be an elabora-, tion of the research -,levant to each of the three stages as well as some
discumion of how these prineiples rèlaie to some emerging theories of
tracseultural education.

?Thematic Analysis As A Test And As A Skill
First, I shall discuSS the "Tpst of ThemaVc Analysis." For the pnst three

years, I hve been involved in a project designed to measure the cognitive
and personality effects upon. students who have had different kinds of
college experiences (McClelland, Winter, and Stewart, 1977). We were
trying to define in operational terms the claims.ofcollege educators that a
liberal arts education increases students' abilities to think effectively, to
communiCate theft thoughts,' 'to make relevant judgment, and to discrimi-
nate among general principled None of the published tests of concept
format(on lewd to be useful because these tests are concerned with
simple concepts such as "red >triangles versus blue circles! Therefore, we
developed a new type of test, a "Test 011Phematic Analysis," in which
students are given two groups of brief, imaginative stories that come from
quite different sour(es. (As will be, seen below, many different kinds of
material can be used for this test.) Students are thenrked to formulate and
write out the differences between the two groups of stories, using whatever
terms and writing at whatever level they wish, noting tlAemes, elements,
feattir,i.s of styles. etc. thaiwere present (or largely present) in one group of

.4
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stories'Ond absent (or largely absent) in the other group. Notice that this
test does not merely ask shbjects leam a conceptrfrom a series of specific
examples and then to guess whether further examples belong to the

,concept, as is the case with most tests of concept formation, This test is an
operant measure',4111 that it asks people to make up and articulate their own
concepts, rather than a resprdent meosure that asks them, to choose one
alternative from a series provided by the test. Hence, in, the "Test of
Thematic Analysis," there is no "single best answer" known tolheoperi-
.menter or teacher in advance. We developed a scoring system for this test
by simply comparing the kinds of resptinses' or concepts -that liberal arts
seniors write with the responses and concepts of liberal- arts' freshmen.
"thus, the scoring.system for this test is an empirically-derived one, based
oil the kinds of concept formation ability that seem to be increased by,
liberal arts education.

A hriefdiscussion of the scoring system categories will illustrate how the
test measures the general skill of complex concept formation. hStatements
classifiable under the following six categories appeared more often among
s'eniors than anlong freshmen in the group studied; hence; each occhrre hce.
is scored +1:2

1. Direct Compound Comparisons: a clear, distinct comparison between
the two groups of stories is given by ascribing some element or feature to
one, gimp and 'either explicitly not asSribing ,it to ihe other grouP or
explicitly ascribing a contrasting erement or feature to the other group.
Example: "Group A stories involve acceptance'ofauthdrity, while Group B

r .

stories involve rejection of authority,' .

2. Exceptions and qualifications to a description are,mentioned.
3. Examples are quoted or cited 'from the stories to illustrate so e

feature of the description.
4. Analytic hierarchy: some overarching, abstract issue is mentioned,

whkh involves an exp!icit dichotomy, one element of which characterizes
one grohp and the other element of which eharacterizes thy other, group.
Example: "All stories involve relations to authority (issue); the contrast
being between acceptance and rejection of it (dichotomy). Croup A stories
involve accepthig authority, while Group B stories involve rejecting au-
thority."

5. Redefinition: altering or redefining a descriPtive category so .0 to
bivaden its coverage or applicability to the stories.

6. Sulftming alternatives: a descriptive category made im fdisjunctive
alternatives. Example: "Group A stories involve 'either timk acc tance of

'This material is adapted frorh David C. Winter ant David C. WC (1. "Thematic
AnalyIris: An Empirisilly Dori'Ved 'fast of Compkx Concept nirmation.r ter presented ut
WesleyturCollege and Harvard University. 19761.

*This brief outline is not adequazeffm Mimi scoring putimses. A compl e description of tile
wining system, 'together with materials for learning and using it, is asa able from Wier and
Company. 137 Newbury Street. Boston, Massachusetts 021Ifi.
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authority or active rejection of it, while Group B stories involve a middle
course of guarded suspicion about authority or indifference to it."
Statements classifiable under the following categbries were present less.,
often among ieniors than freshmen and hence are scorea 1:

. 7. "Apples and Oranges" comparifons, i.e., a comparison that is not
really a comparison. Example: `'Group A stories irwolve accepting author-
ity wink Group B.stories involve sports." A

8. Affect: the .comparison is based on the reader's emotional readtion to
the story rather than the story line itself. Example: "Group A stories are

. .more interesting than Group B stories:"
9. Subjective reaction:: the coMparison is based on the person's own

reaction so that first person pronouns are used, Example: "I like Croup A
stories better than Group B stories."

Perhaps there would !.)e agreement that these nine categories (six posi-
tively scored and three negatively scored) represent key aspects ofplear
analytic writing, critical thinking, and coherent analysis. Our research has

°shown that Thematic Analysis scores do increase more for those attending
liberal arts colteges than for those attending vocationally-oriented institu-
tions. When the effects of SAT scoreAre statistically controlled, Thematic

Analy.sis. seams Am.. a signifkant relationship . to. both.college .gradeS. and,
level of honors at graduation among the liberal arts college seniors.

For present purposes, the important feature of the "lest of Thematic
AnalysW is that the nine categories of the scoring system can be explicitly
taught, either by themserves or embedded in other courses. *Thus, a
student who produces a "relative" comparison ("Group A stories are more
about authority than are Croup B stories") can be taught to rephrase the
comparison as a direct compound comparison ("Group A stories Involve
authority; Croup B stories do not"). An "Apples.and Oranges" comparison
can be rephrased as two direct compcnend comparisons. Affective compari-
sons and subjective descriptions can be restated in objective terms. Stu-
dents can be trained to look kr subsiiming alternatives, exceptions, qualifi-
cations. anrso forth. In learning the scoring system, stpdents would not
'only be learning how-to score their own responsesbut also practicing the
improvement of their concepeual abilities. Notice that the Themattc
Analysis scoring categriries art, quitegeneral. lb many college teachers,
they are the "something' that distinguishes (in clarity or coherence) one
essay answer or paper from another that may display the same knowledge
of facts. That is, probably why test scores predic t. grades with ability
controllvd. Tim, we would expect that students who are taught how, to
score or grade Iheir conceptual thinking will, if they care about doing well,
show general ImpTovemen't in their writing and performance.

Cultural Analysii
Thematic Analysis has been descrilwd as ageneralized ability; while it

might be a useful element in any liberal arts curriculum, the case for its
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relevance to transcultural education remainP to be made. Conceptual
clarity is just as important in transcultural education as in any othe°r kind of
higher education (as illustrated in what Arciniega, 1978, calls the "scholas-
tic" tradition and model in higher education). I believe that Thematic
Analysis is appropriate for any of the four "approaches" to transcultural
education described by Arciniega .in another.chapter of this book.

Comparison and contrast are 'inescapable facts of liftt, especialli, for the
transcuftiiral.person; and transcultural education must begin with these
facts. Culture comparison is the domain iu which objective iconceptual
clarity is most needed. Ilranscultural persons must recognkze and articulate
the similarities' and differences between cultures, i.e., between their
inherited cultute.and the confusing, often oppressitig, "majority" culture
(which may seem,both uncomfortable and attractive) in which they en-
avoldably live and work. Anyone who travels to, or lives in, another culture
becomeS an amateur psychological anthropologist, comparing other cul-.

tures or peoples to his/her own; the transculturai student is very much
aware of cnitural differences; Very often, however, we limit our formula-
tions of these differences to subjective, affect-laden categories, e.g., our
own Culture is perceived as "exciting," "warm," and "familiar," while the
.other. culture appears "strange," "cold," and "unsupportive." It %pay be
inevituble that, when we deal with such emotionally deep issues as our own
culture versus another culture, we concentrate on affective terms ofcorn-
parison. Yet, according to the "Test' of Thematic Analysis" scoringtystems,
these subjective categories are' less developed.or conceptually underde-
veloped, ie., -more characteristic of freshmen than-sAors. The per-son
who views the dominant ,culture as A Stranger in a Strange L4nd,3 is
vulnerable to feelings of suspicion, alienation, and malaise. The student
whose conceptual co.mparisons of cultures remain at this level has not
achieed an optimem level of concephialization of his/her own culture,
of the surrounding culture, or of the interaction between them. ,

Thus, in terms of the transcultural curriculum, the value -of teaching
Thematic Analysis is that studentscan sharpen and objectifytheir cor4ari-.
sons tithe two cultures. The prolllem of instructional materials then arises.
What materials should be used for, teaching conceptual compariSon of
'cultures? (That is, what is to replace the "drop!) A" and "Croup B" stories
nsed in the original "Test of Thematic Analysis" research?) There is cer-
taibly no shortage of materials. I think that a wise selection should be
guided by two principles. First, the same agre40-upon sources should be
'Osed for eath culture, In this .waj. conceptual comparisons 'will be fair.
Second, the materials should be imagimitive as well as factual so that they
will reflect the salient emotions and images of each culture. Several sourcps
of -material would fit these two constraints. One source would he stories

'This was the letagnant title tithe antoblogntphy of I .eonora )1. StImIte, n nhletereith-venttiry
Dat eh. Noerivon Immigrant. (1'111414,cl ley Kerdinans. Crawl Rap Wei. Mielligan, I 94).
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Mmi children's readers. These stories are.likely to be laden with cultural
values, for coltures are obliged to put ocross their core values in terms
simple enough for a child to grasp. Other- kinds of popular literature,
including stories, songs, and novels provide useful supplements. Televi-
sion programs should also be included. Even speeches given on political,
commercial, or religious Occasions would bp valuable. McClelland (1961;
1963; 1964; 1975, Chapters 4-6) has repeatedly demonstrated how mate-
rials of this kind can be used to identify the themes ofa culture. As he Nits
it:

Culture is a shared cognitAe system. Members of the culture learn to
operate in terms of this system quite unconsciously in much tlw same way as
they learn to speak q language. Though they learn to speak the language
correctly that is, accbrding to the implicit rules of the linguistic system.
they map be quite unable to formulate those rules to &scribe them to an
outsider. (1975, p. 125)

Banks (1978) and Crabtree (1978) suggest other types of materials that
could be used, along with these collectWe cultural documents, as part-ofn
transcultural curriculum in a compare-and-contrast framework. Such
materials ,kvould constitute the two (or more) sets of data tobe compared
using .the Thematic Analysis Categories. This general approach could fit
into a varlet* of specific humanities or social science eourses.

What are the purposes of this training in thematic, or conceptual com-
parison of cultureq-At the knowledge level, this. training should sharpen
students' sense' of the similarities and differences between their cultural
heritage tind their cultural surroundings. Currie (1978) argues that such a
clear recognition of differences is an eSsential part of transCultural educi-
tion. When itudems,compare theirown two cultures,' they will do so with
increased precision and clarity. With increased experience in comparativV,
analysis, they should also become more aware of complexity: neither their
birth culture nor the dominant, suritunding culture is a simple monolith.
Each contains many subeultureS, and each has its variant orientations as
well'as its doniinaiff orientations, as clarified in the theory of Kluckhohn
and Sirodtbeck ( Specifically, as studNts Ward to use the scoring
categories of "stilisu ming alternatives" and "analytic hierarchy" in analyz-
ing cultural products. they shoolabegin to see that different cultures do,. in '
faci. constitute different solutions to common human problems. Accorditig
to Morris and Pai (1978), "cultures provide difkrent but legitimate ways tif.t.

nweting similar needs" (0.24 ).
I would expeet another itiml.latent and less obvious, to la; realized by

this tinkling. Since the students have learned to use abstract, analytic tools
to conceptualize their midticultural experience, they have alreadr

a broader view that goes beymjd specifics. Such a persptctive is
the first step toward their being in control of their cultural heritage and
surroundings rather than its victims.
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Per spnal Knowledge
In the final 'stage, students would pxtend their analytic skills to the

products of their own fantasy and imagination, First, they would study
samples of their own thought, by means of thicategories of the "Thematic
Appeceeption Te'st" or some similar approach. Then they,would go on -to
conceptualize their whet ml heritage, on the one hanctond themselves and
their cultural surroundings, on the other. These analyses might go some-
thing like the following:4 .

I am like my cultural heritt.,:-.? in the following wdys: A, B, C, . . . ; but'there
are also differences. On issue .0 my own t.,iew or style seems to be g2, while
the'emphasis of my heritage is more like gi. On this 1.ssue I seem to have
borroweda little from my surroynding culture, which seems to be go. ,

With a little more thought, the self-analysis might continue as follows:
Right,now,.tnough , 1 feel tlwAreatest stress concerning issue C, where I am
congruent with,my heritaiii but discreknt with my surroundings. There is
pressure for clainge hereo I don't want to cha»ge from et to C2. .However, ca
does se('m to be a variant orientation that is viable within both cultures.
But, ea may not be congruent with my kesent position on"C which* g2.

know that this example seems abstract, and it ikputposely so. If I had used
Iva) themes (honor, success, competition, obligation, the well-lived life,
nurturance, masculinity and femininity, humanity versus nature or in..
nature), tlie illustration would be.innce vivid. But the'selection-of values to
be examined and compared is just milutt the students have to do. These
dimensions cannot be specified in advance. This process of emerging
personal knowledge! is actually a statement, in formal and psychological
terms, ofwhat Morris and Pal (19t8Ycall the reformulation and expansion of
a person's ,i:epertoire of "private cultnres." The present statement, hoW'.
ever, does not necessarily entail -all of ;the formal postulates and values
implicit in syncretism.

To facilitate this self-analytic process, formal instruction in some of the
recognized systems for coding fantaSies (such as those used in research

on the achievement, affiliation, and power. motives) might be
advisable. Ideally, however, the emphasis would be on4the students' own
eiOnt-nalizations of similarities and differences: Thus, their sense of
control, of being an "origin" rather than a "pawn" (de Charms, 1968) is
lwoadened to induck. their own minds as well as their own cultures.

This final-stage, that of integrating persolial fantasy and cultural themes,
is closelrrelated to an, emerging technology of motivation development
and training, as originally described by McClelland and Winter in Motivat-
ing. Economic Achievement (1969). and later consideraiik broadened for
wkler purpose's by Alschiller (1973): Alschii:er,'. Tabor, and McIntyre

'This mtit ph. is purinisd phrasal in abstmt tams, to anphasim. that this training Itivok
stnclait's (mil gala-mai (incepts and Is not itivrely a reVeratimi tihitu I I lar characteriza.

tione and styrt.ohin.s.

I :IP
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(1971); Boyatzis-(1975); end de Charms (1972, 1976). All of these tniining.
programs are based on.teaching people itorinty of ways to study, systemat.
lolly and objectively, their own toughts and flintasies. The emerging
patterns are then related to the person'Ootions. and course of.life, on the ,
one hand, and to his/her culture, life situation, and ideal self-image, on the
other.'

According to research findings, these training courses "work" in the
lease that particiliants show improved performance and report feeling
better about their lives, their studies, and theirWork. The efficaey of this
training usefill in the design of transcultural curriculum rests an the
premise that the'systerinntic,- objective study of one's ovin thoughts and
fititaSies enhances one's sense otheing in control of :hose thoughts 'and
fantisies, WO. OM. call this'process persesei koowledge; ma with greater
personal kndwledge comes greater personal poWer and efficacy. A's this
sense ckanalytic control extends outward to include the themes and images
la collective thoughts and fimtasies) of their multieultural experience
students\vill be better able to Ashion their own sense of congruence with,
or mediation, between, the cultures: This eongraence betweer4nner and
outer selves is close to what Erik Erickson means by ego identitp.literally,
an identity between the inner self (what 1 feel I am) and the _Miter self (What
my society and culture te)l mei am) (Erickson, 1959). There will be it
choice of many wayi in which to achieve congruence mut 'therefore, ego
identityi-affirming, borrowing, and refashioning elementi of one's cultutral
heritage and surroupdings as well as redefinition IMO change of the inner
self The ultimate goal of this suggested emphasisin curriculum is a student
who .can and does mike these cheices for himselfiherself.,

Summary .

In thii paper. 'we have 'discussed three areas of recent ps chological
reseasch .that,1 believe, can contribute to the design of a transcultural
curriculum First, I believe that we can now measure and, the efore, teach
the abstract skill of °complex 'concept formalion. There is evidence that

-liberal, arts colleges have heen doing .this already, but a m re direct and
conscious approach to teaching conceptual clarity shoUld improve the
process and make it teachable in other educational contexts. Second, I
Imlieve that this conceptual skill can be taught from, and t erefore applied
to, materials that illustrite the contrasting themes and images ola multicul-
tural sttnation. The materiali are all around us, both in he great works of
high culture and in the vast flow ofpopular cultural exp- ession a's well as in'
the more formal syllabes proposals of Banks (1978), Crabtree (197.8), and-
L'Aventure (1978). Existing concepts, -conclusions, anfl insights from an.
thropologyand etlmic studies climb° blended into th s teaching to supple-

lee McClelland and Winter, We% Chapter 2, for a more formal
and postulates of this training, as well its for several techniqu
these.principlaean be realized. 0

tateglent of the assumptions
es and procedures by *hick
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ment the students',own conceptual work. Finally, the conceptual skills can.
be extended to analyze the products of one's own thinking. Thts last
approach could Involve some tithe materials and proceduks deVeloped by
the em.erging mtivation-training movement 1McClelland and Wintep,
1969; Mschuler, Tibor, nd McIntyre, -1971; and *de Charms, 1970).

Obviously, these are only sofne principles which might prove useful in
designing. and developing a transcultural curriculum.' Two of the basic
L omponents the actual "Tbst of Thernatic.Analysis" and the motivation
training materials are readily available through prokssional soureA and
backed by a solid educational "technology,"6 while the materials kir cul-
kural thematic analysis are all around us in greatAbundance. Of course it

..
wduld be, necessary to try out these principles before adapting them to the
'actual rePties of- educatiTtlit a multicultural setting. What we have
discussed here is 'really a series of elaborations, a way of making-vivid yid
directly practical, a faith in the power of reason the power of:conceptual
clarity anci complexity to Spt people free 11,hen they can use these powers
for themselves, their heritage, 'and in their life situation. .

virlikse materiais are through mcis'er ;Ind compAny. 137 Newbury street, postou,
mtuisochusetts
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Teacher Preparation Pp.-A Pluralistic
Society'

Walter Currie

Although there is diyersity in the people who make up our
society, there. has not been diversity in the power
structure which controls the education that all children ate
compell.ed to take.

AT TRE'NT UNIVERSITY, I taught Education andNative Peoples," a
. course that looked at the historical and contemporary relationships of the

'two whil4 examining education in its broaderteontext. During onephase of
thc course, we compared the cultures"ofsNative and Whitp children Using
various readings as the basis for our disc,ussions. One reading, "The En-
vironmental Factors in Sociahzation,'':gives the fdllowing comparison:

Native Child While Child
Attitude Toward Child

-
At'age-of mobility, child is consi-
dered a person and left relitively
free to create and explore his own
environment. ge develops a -sense
of independence and autonomy.
He has limited stimulation and
feedback from adults.

Sanctions For

Child is permitted to do things
which interest him when he is
ready. Seldom is he rewarded or
punished for specific learning at.
tempts although he receives ap-
prbOal when he does the task cor-
redly after trial-and.efror learn-
ing. lime is ,not a factor; he can
take all morning to get dressed if
he needs it. If child attempts a task
and can't complete it, be is not
urged to stay with it.

Child is watched and controlled by
parents and remains dependent
on them throughouechilclhood.
He is not autonomous and has lit-
de owortunity to become inde-
pendeht. tle has constant interac-
tion and (feedback from adults
around him.

Learning

Child.is urged to try things which
are considered appropriate for
him to know, whether he has eX.
pressed intereit or 'not. He is re-
warded for trying, whether he
learns the task or not. Time is a
factor: "See how fast yod can dress
yourself." Emphasis is placed on
trying and on completing tasks
undertaken.

. (Hawthorn, 1967)
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Eventually, during the seminar discussion, questions such as these were
raised:

.

"How does a teacher cope with children in the same room when they are
of opposite cultural backgrounds?"

"What does a teacher do if he/she is ofa beelciroun similar to the White
child bui teaches only Native childr&i?"

"Doesn't the methodology ana standards of teac ing, as presented at".,.
leacher's College, relate mostly to therialat-hand column child and not to

. the child in the left-hand column?"s
,This paper attempts to answejthecrestions by examiningthe cOncept

of pluralisM, the determinants of school. policy, the role of teachers, the
child in a pluralistic sodety; teacher preparation, and some guidelines for
teacher preparation to meet the nceds of phildren in a pluralistic society.

Pluralism
What name shOuld be giveri to this "new acceptance" of the many

cultures of peoples in North America? Should it be "biculturalism," "mul-
ticulturalism," "pluralism," "cultural pluralism," "cultural mosaic," or
some ether terM? Banks (1976) discusses the differences among theie
terms and why they need ti be clearly understood in Order to ensure sound
research to develop effective educational policies and programs. Concen-
tration on "culture," he contends, couldiubmetge the existence of "racism"
as an issue relevant to the educational needs ofchildren from various ethnic
gmups, instead of bringing bot
mends that, "ethnic and racial
cultural pluralism or, multicultu,

One principal, when asked ho
replied that he didn't-know; such
"treated all children Alike." And
children were Indian as the basis

race and culture to the fbre. He recom
diversity is a much, better concept than
al education , . " (0. 36).

many. Indian children were registered,
entification was unimportant since they
et, the school register indicated which

or collecting school fees frem the Hata!
government. Dare "educational equality" he colons blind?

Before we resolve this issue, let us challenge the "melting pot" concept:
The peoples of this continent are of many colours, races, creeds, and
national origins, living .all ,about us, especially in urban ghettos,
barrios, and on the reserves.
We bve in numerous, differing geographical environments.
We. -live in various political structures: nations, states/provinces,
counties, reserves, pities.
The motto, E Pluribus Unym, (Out of Many, One) has included only
those of the White race while excludin*g those whose skins are not
white.

In 1971, Camula officially adopted a policy of "multicultuialism" as "a
most sultabl. means of assuring the cultural freedom of Canadians" and "to
break down discriminatory attitudes and vitural jealousies." Prime M inis-
ter Pierre Ethot iludeau said further, 'Tor althongh there are two offidal

,
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languages, there is no official culture, nor does any ethnic group take
precedence over any uther." implicit in this statement is emphasis on the
deVeloping Canadian and on his developing cultutre and life styile. Thi's
Oolicy lmidges the different cultural comiminities and the historically im-
pont* k'inglish 'and french groups (Munro, 1975). l

Miitiy ;. iwe coneerned that this policy may result in a mete dress-uP,
4... Joni-and-dance time with s me pthnic foods tossed in. The Canadian
u Consultative Council on Mul iculturalism respondea to this concern in its

first report (1975) by warning against "truncated multiculturalism confined
to such aspects as folk danbing, embroidery on women's clothing, decora-
tWe artsonch as Easter tigk fid,intinvinstrumental music, or even folk
songs, r icr NA olds, multiculturidisin is to constitute an integral pavt of...- ...
everyday Canadian life; tills implie§, including incorporation of core etc-

1meti into the educational process.
th. the. same report, the Council raised the issue of ethnicity for its own

sake, "Multicultorallsm, [is] . .*. ,the developaent of a consciousness of
'One's ancestral roots or ethnicity foe' creative purposes in the hope that a

. distihetive 'Canadian identity wfll emerge" (Munro, 1975). With regard to
the latter, this writer, as a past member of that Council, rtvognizes the

..**
1,.. need forthe naiive peoples of North America- to reaffirm and re-establish

etlioiicity for our own sake, strength, and pride and, in bum, for "a
, [moreldiv identity" and a more distinctiV'e North Amert-,

can. idelvtitv:
. ,

For one/mar-soil's view of pluralism, let us Win to the Annual Report of
the Optario Advisory Council on Multiculturalism, where an 'Ojibwa
mother is quoted: "As a child, my mother told me that when picking flowers
in the woods to make 'a bouquet, don't just pick the most beautiful, have
some of each kind of flower to make up the bouquet. This is the way 1 feel

/ about the Canadian cultural mosaic." She speaks of a bouquet that is mote
beautiful because of the diversity of the flowers, all of which addto the total
beanty, and Yet, each is beautiful Jn its own right. It is within the diversity
Of this bouquet of peoples of N rth America that We must learn to live
because in many significant wa s we are alike, yet in many significant ways
we are different. It is the differences which must be recognized and ac-
cepted instead of being ignored or rejected. A diversitycof colours, lan-
guages, values, attitudes, foods, clothing, to name a few, characterize the
people around us. From dull diversity come the teachers of our children; of
that diversity are our children.

The Eieterminants of School Policy ..

Society; with its diverse peoples, determines . . . that the school
reflects the valims of the society it serves, values expressed not only by
parental or community attitudes toward learning behaviour but also by
governmental pol;Py on taxation, on -housing, on urban development, and
[on] racial notations." The.attitudes of minorVies toward education cannot

6
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be disregarded by those who would teach or would suggest chahges in
education:
The Spanish speaking . . . often see themselveS as the powerless victims of
an edticatiorkd system run by a professional and political establishment
which systematically excludes them from the process by tvilich schools are
governed, and from the. decisions made abotil the educat n of their chil-
4ren. (Valvercic% 1976, p. 346)
American Indians have little, ifany, influence or cOntrol in the educatioti of
their children in the public Schools. . . (8) The tvIkile power structure often
thwarts Indian-attempts to gain representation on school boards (D) A
sliTrig feeling of powerlessness pervades Indian commynities in`regard to
their attempts_to_improve the education provided ,in public schools. ("In-
dian Education: A National Tragedy A National Challenge," 1969, pp.
52-53)

Although there is diversity in the peoples who make up our soclety, there
has not been divOrsity in the power structure which controls the education
that all children are compelled to take.

According to Keppel (1169). . we will have to accept the reality that
cjianges in pedagogical tactics ivithin the school's control have relatively
little effect on social Change or the creation .of a new society. We, as '
educators, do not seeM to havocontrol over the important variables." If this
is true, what recourse do schools and teachers havaShall we bow to the
inevitable and continue-to develop "Pollyanna attitudes" ire children,who
will face the ume grim realities of dependency and powerlessness? In the
preamble to th'e Code of Ethics ot 'the ,Naiional Education Association
(1969), "We regard as essential . . . theprotection of freedom to learn and
to teach and the guarantee of equal educational.opportunity for all." Are
aiese mete words oi do they have substance? If teachers, asiKeOel's
statement implies, serve as "change agents" only as directed, thefi teachers.,
are only extensions and servants of the system, not co-determinants as
befits a .6rofessionally responsible and respected group. Have we beem

___Aisguided-iwbelieving-thateducation-is-more powerffil than it is? That,
through education, society can ).)e reordered? That social ills such as
poverty, prejudice, unemployment, delinquency, and political corruption
can be (Aired and prevented? That, through education, we will learn to
behave in ways that respect everyone's present and future interests?

Can society change its expectations and demands of education to those
which the 'system is capable of meeting? Or must we lwcome
revolutionaries, overthrow the system, and inswitte a new education?
Mich 0'97 IL fOr example, advocates "f &eating) institutions which serve
personal. creative, and autonomous interaction and the emergence of
values which canmit be substantially mntrolled by technocrats."

The Role of teachers
is there "little social change or the creation 'of a new socieW. because

4
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potential teache s.fro that diverse society are actually exponents oc the
life style of the m class? Fttive teachers are upwardly mobile, fearful
for their jobs if t y don't conform to traditional methods of preparing
children for the "good life." Shepard (1968) asks, " . howmady teachers,
usually the very personification ofmiddle-class values, virtues, and vices,
are inadvertently condescending in their attitudes and interpersonal rela-
tions with the children they teach and with the parents of these children?" .

(P. 84
Regardless of the quality of the curriculum the textbooks, the courses

of study the- scirol plant, the quipment; the administration, the
effectiveness of an educajioparsystem is determined by its, teacher's be- ,

ous'e it is they who-tia-ch the courses of.study and seive as identification
models. They are'ohligated to meet the standards of reading and Mathema-
tics established by the policy makers. One could cite innumerable refer-
ences to the failuresof teachers anithe system to deal iuccessfully with
children of a different colour; race) creed, culture, ethnicity, Or socio-

, economic st;itus. iSccording t6 a Senate report, "Teachers and adminis-
trators are often insensitive to Indian values andignorant of Indian culture"
("Indian EduCation: A National 'Iyagedy A National Challerige)" 1969; p.
53). In analyzing the factors contributing to low achieve:nent levels of
Indian students, the report cites " . the inadequacy of the instruction
offered them for evercdming their severe enviionmental handieaps.. . .

the teachers . . lack the 'training necessary to teach pupils with the
linguistic and economic disadvantages of the Indian child ,successfully"
("Indian Education: A National Tragedy A NationaIrChallenge," 1969, p.
62). , .

On the othen hand,
In schools . . . highly. approved by students, the teachers are-well'above
average in their en.thusiam for teaching Indians knoiv more about the
Indian community, Nave more contact with Indian students outs* of
school, rate higher on understanding and sympathy and show more favour-
qble attitudes toward Indians than the average teaehers . . .

V (Fuchs,
1970)

How much of *teacher ineffectiveness relaies to the lack of sum,. ssful
models offered the culturally or racially different child? Grant uses the
following statistics (from a 1975 report by the Department of Health)
Educatien, and Welfare) to illustrate how schools have failed to recruit
adequate numters of "minority-group teachers.

. Percent of School Population
Minority Students Minority Teachers

Arizona. , 29.1 7.6
'California 29.1 . 10.8
New jersey . . 21.3. ,. 8.4
New York 96.6 5.8
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In Native communities, local people are used in the schools primarily as
caretakers, bus dri'vers, and teacher-aides.

The Child In A Pluealistic Society
We emphasize the importance of meeting the child's needs, becoming

awate of individual differences; and understanding that_no two children are
able. We emphasize, the neeil for starting witt the child where he/she is
and moving from the known. to the unknown. These are aPlamiliar and
accepted phrases. But, do *e realize Their implications for instruction?

From birth to age five', each child has leairned much from his/her own
explorations and' his/her family. The child then undergoes a wider mnge of
experiences among peers, relatives, and neighbours. Not only has the child
learned to_ crawl, walk, and run, but to feed and dress himself/herself, speak
a language, and begin to live by values and attitudes acquired by observing
others. The child comes to school with a very coinplex store of previous
learnings. But will the ehild find adequate opportunities to continue thii
learning?

Fax the child who hnds school to be an extension of the lifestyle and
culture of his home, learning will urally continue with few problems and
evety chance of success. But, if the Native child arrives at a school pro-

. rammed for children from the White society, the Nativ child's learning
directed to another caltural track beginning at 0.5 . . . , (as noted On

following graph)
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The child Will,receive'a "Culture Shock," the fulkffects of which, maynot
be identifiable for years. Students are required gleam another language
fuicl not,,use their own, to learn to be on time, recognize that tasks are
measured by the clock, and fo leap that almost everything is done differ-
ently in school than at borne. The NatiVe child has not continued to
progress from his/her point of development, but has been retarded by
being moved to a suddenly new setting where all the rules are changed.
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The culturally-different child falls behind because he/she is "han
ea ed" by speaking a languak4e other than English. The.child's home and.
ne hbourhood experiences have' little relationship to thoseexpected by
the system because the teacher is culturally unpreparedAsn't it strange
ihat the child at kge six has to be ready to attend school, but the school does
not have to be-ready 'for, the child?

Teacher.Preparation
Now lei kis look at the process of teacher preparation, a process that has

been guilty, more by omission-than commission,. of perpetuating the myth
..of the ',"typical American" incnrriculum. The depiction in children's
textbooks and films of the dress, manners, customs, and family roles typical
of the middle class has helped destroy those-cidtures which are different
(flickeman; 1973). This is the process to which the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education addressed itself, when in May, 1970, *a
sub-committee recomnrended the.establtsbment of a ei5fonniSSIM oirMrul-
ticultural Education to "EncofiraKmember institutions4o include in their
teacher education iirogranis components aimed at the understanding of the
multicultural nature of American life and the Strengths of this diversity." In
FebruarY,1971, the newly created Commission submitted this resolution,

. That AACTE and its member institutions . . . establish As one of its
tép priorities provisions for multicidtural education."

This resolution was f011owed in November,' 1972 by the Commission's
"Statement On Multtcuhural.Education," which reads, . . . schools and
colleges .must assure that their total educational process and educational

' content refle i-inmitment to cultural pluralism . . . [Thachers and
personnel list be prepared in an environment where the conimitment to
.multicultt ral edUcation is evident." The Commission also suggested that
there be . faculty nd staff of multi-ethnic and multiracial character, a
student bo presentative of the culturally-diverse nature of the
community, . . . and a 61turally pluralistic -curriculum that a_ ;;urately
representS the diverse multicultural nature of American society" (Hunter,
1974). If tbese tmlightenments had come decades ago, there would not have
been such statements as those of the Compissioner of Indian Affairs in
1887. "This language which is good enough for a white man or a black man
ought to begood enough forthe red man . . ..kThaehing an Indian youth in
his own barbarous dialect is a pwitive cletrinAt to him. The impractahil-
ity, if not impossibility, oftivilizing the Indians of this country in any othex
tongue tkm our own would seem' obvious.' (Moquin and Van Doren, 1973,
p. 110).

Guidelines For 'retail. Preparation In A
Pluplistic Society

First, as indicated previously, there ary, several needs that should he
acted upon:

t
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1. "Educational equality" means to accept each child as an individual..
2. Multiculturalism is a fact; the melting-pot is an illusion.
3. Differences and similadties in children must be recognized and

accepted.
4. "Schools" must 40 what they are capable of doing: helping young

learners to think not trying to cure society's ills.
5. Plum lisrh in society must be mirrored in-the ranks of teaChers,
6. The readiness of the school and of the teacher to receive the child as

lte/she is, is essential to the suc:Zess of the child and of the educational
r programs.

' Next, if the needs of children of "different,oultures" and of "different
races" are to be met; if the schools.and colleges are committe'd to cultural
pluralism; and if teachers are to be prepared to cope with their own
"culture .shock"- fp- the benefit Of all children, than what is to be done at the
teacher preparatiOn level?

1. .pt thn, in taeher 'education2practieewhUt Pay preach, -or-at-least
make every effort to/10 so.
a. If chil en are to be treated as individuals, why not the student-

teache Professors should be expected to develop greater knowl-
edgef, and contact with, individual teacher-education students.
Since teachers are to care for their pupils, would it not be logical
for the student-teacher to have expdetienced this "caring" to somv
degree in the teacher preparation courses at the universities?

b. If the elementa6 school teacher is to work with a group ofchildren
over several hours and/or in various subject areas, why is this
approach not illustrated in teacher edtication programs? Why
couldn't profess'ors. work together in teams? Pot example, there '
might be three aofessors and one practicing teacher from the field
working with a gro.up of students in teachet-preparation areas,: '
covering a wide range of theory and practice.

c. Student-teachirs are urged to use a variety of aides to help chil-
i. then learn; yet, professors lecture endlessly. The student-teacher

is expected to stand before a class of children and communicate
ideas verbally when that same student-techer has been a passive
leatner with little opportunity to share in the planning of educa-

. tion courses or even to see the Professor "practice what he
preaches." In the book, Schools and Equality, the authors report
that:

The most significant difference between personuei is that tegchers .
in low SES schools have lower scores'on a nwasureof verbal facility
. . . [at standard' deviation [of] about 1.5 raw score points..
(Guthrie et l. , 1971, p. 47)

Are not most culturally different children the Chicanos, the
Blacks, the Indians, the Appalachian poor in the low socio-
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economic schools? Do they not need- good teachers?
.

d. Haubrich (1966) wrote, "One of these basice skills (lacking in
teacherslls a nfundamenta INowledge of and in ability to begin ak,1
reading program within each sroom no matter what the subjict .,

field" (P'..,$6). Instead of blaming the classroom teacher! the press
and the public should- ask those at the teacher-preparation level
,why they aren't preparing teachers to help children learn to read.

e. In the Commission s statetnenttoncernine . . . an environment
where the commitment to multicultural educationls evident," it is
assunied that faculty involved in teacher preparation are 'also
involved in the schools .consulting, supervising shident-

i

.
teachers, and conducting research. Their commitment to mul-t

. ticulturalism must be total if the student-teacher is to believe in '
the need for culturally and racially different children to have a

,
chance.

....L...Soinedelinesrfor..the-teacher-ire;24;-tea'eher-tries-to-llyklge4he-.---
division, between the races and to jettison the excess of time" (p. 29):
"A Mtlori child should hegin his reading from.books of his own colour

a ind culture" (p. 31); " .. : . in judging Maori life . ,. . there is a Maori
standard as well as a European one" (Ashton-Warner, 1963, p. 66).

In the following poem, Frances Brazil, of the Santa-Fe Cultural School, -

captures the feelings of insecurity that alien characterize the young Indian
Child.

. , Uncertain Admis'sion
l'

The sky looked, doWn on me in aimlesi, blues
The sun glares at me with a questioning light
The mountains tower over me with uncertain shadows
The trees sWay in the bewildered breeze
The deer dance in perplexed rhythms
The ants crawl around me in untrusting circles
The birds soar above me with -deubtful :ips and dives
They all, in their own wayi ask the question.
Who are ybu, who are .you?
I have to admit to them, to myself,
I am an Indian

A.s Charnofsky (1971, p. 10) says, "There is growing evidence that the
ability of children to be successful in our present American school system is
predicated upon a healthy persona' outlook and a relatively positive self-
concept.

To be able to do those things Ashton-Warner suggests, to- helry children
acquire a healthy personal outlook and a positive self-concept, and to
counter the feelings of shame of beaig an Indian demands an atmosphere
that says to the Nhtive child, "It is good to be an Indian." lb be able to
create such an atmosphere for ,aly child regbires teachers to become

r
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self-critical of. their own cultures and values. Through the behavioural
sciences (anthropology, sociology, cultvral psychology), through experi-
ences with other races and other cultures, and througlithe developmenrof
communication skills3his awareness can be ac vd. In turn, the teacher
can better accept and ippreciate the, differences among human beings.

A girl of the Adawa tribe asked ine a question which is the gist of this '
paper; "Mr. Currie, can I Ot an education and still be an Adawa?" Does
any sincere teacher dare answer anthing but "Yes"?
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Values In The D'evelopment Qf
Curriculum For Chicanos

Cecilia tota-Robles Suárez
A

Certaln values, Societal and institutional, can be
eribed albeing in conflict with the Chicano learner

. and the Chicano community.

.sTipt CHICANo population is the second largest minority in the United
t

States. lh the five:southwestern states of Arizona, California, Colorado,
New_ hiexico, and Texas, the Chicano is the largest minqity (Calarza,
Gallegos, and. Samora, 1970); In these -fi ve -states, there are two million
Chicano children, ages three to eighteen. Fifty percent of the Chicano, ,
children entering first grade in the;Southiteit de not have basic compe-
tency in the Engfish language (United States Commission ontivil Rights,
iirla). Despite this, public School' systeds force the Chicano child to
function in an English-spealdng,. European-American, middle class envi-
ronment. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Chicano student, in
comparison to the Anglo and Black stodent, has the highest rate ofi (1)
serool dropouts, (2) low reading achieverhent, (3) grade repetition, and_(4)
age-class level disparity (United States Commission on Civil Rights,
1971b). )'et, in spite of massive federal and state funding in reckt years,
the schooling situation for the Chicano student' has not changed for the
better,-

A gruat'amount of literature pan be found offering alternative solutions
for the low icaderrne Abhievement of the Chicano student. One major
alternative is th, develoinnent of curriculum specifically geared to the
ney1s4and interests of the threano student, Curricohnn for the Chicano,
however, has been develoOtd without considering the Chicano life style,
needs, cultural atiributek and lanipage characterktiês. Relevancy is now a
hackneyed term made meaningless by its repeated use by educational
scholarsa if the curriculum is io relate-in a Opsitive manner to the Chivano
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child, the curriculum water must be involved with the language and/or
dialect and culture of the Chicano. ,Ofie of the weaknesses too often found
in curriculum development for .the Chicano student is that curric4lum
writers are versed in curriculum theorY but hav,e little or no knowledge of

, the Chicano experience. Therefore, they.are unable to analyze this experi-
ence in order to utilize it in currtculum develbiiment.-AnOther Manner of
developing curriculum 14 that scholars on'thei,Chicapo experience bqng in
curriculum writers to assist them, Curriculum development then becinnes
a process of putting together pieces aS in 6 jigsaw puzzle; Needless to say,
curriculum' for the Chicano child thas been. ineffectual. The curriculum
writer must not only have the necessary .eompepncies to develop cur-
riculum but must also have knowledge based on current data and a sensitiv-

,, .. itY to the Chicano language and/or dialeel and culture. In order to better
understand the process of development of curriculum fa. the Chicano
student, this paper will 'address itself to one of the mos( signiftcant and
neglected 'aspect% orbducation: values in the development of curricifluin
for the ChicaiIo4 . . .

. .
I Theoretkal Background ,

:.
currictilum is not developed in a vacuum. Many factors are involved in

curriculum development. Values are one of the most significant of these
,.elements-Valdes cin_ba4efined-as,the ideals4hfe-that-members-ofa-given

society regard as desirable. Coodlad and Richter (1066), in their model of a
conceptual system for curriculum planning (commonly called the Cobdlad
Conceptual Model), determined that values were- the starting point in
curricOlum development. The process of developing curriculum, accord-

,.ing to Coodtad and Richter, begins with the sanctioning bo4 of the school;
...

district (such as the school board) selecting values from a body of accepted
values for curricu him writers to utilize. A value-free p6sition is impossible.
Goodlad and Richter suggested ehecking at all major decision-Making
levels of curriculum so that the end; And means are compatible with the

' values selected. :IYler (1949) proposed another design (termed the yler
Rationale) regarding values in curriculum. Curriculum objectives, Accord-

-Inito Tyler, shoalbe screened in oider to determine whether they are in
harmony vOith the philosophy (or 84lues) bf the school and/Or district. '

This paper would like to extend ti-: concept of values iti curriCulum
development as presented by Coodia., and Richter, .and by '10er. lyler
suggested that in thR curriculum development process, tentative objec-
tives should be sere ed in order to determine whether they are in

mIharmony. He recom ded discardhg objectives that Conflict with values
of the schools and/or school distrkt.

Enlarging upon Ver, and Coodlad, and. Richter, the developers, oi
currulum for the Chicano should review societal,and instif utional values
and determine whether they conflict with values of the Chicano learner

6
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., and the Chicano community. In the event of' conflict, it is the societal'and
institutional values of the &Aliment society that must be changed, mod-..
'filed, or discartted. Anpgm-approach is to institute new educatitinal ar-
rangements that utilize tWe Values of the Chicano learner and the Chicano..
coipmunity.

Certain societal and ininiutional values of the dorointult soCiety can be
described as leing in conflict with those of the Chicano learner and- the
Chicano community.'lhese attitudes And values are inconsistent with , ),

ChieenO traditions and life sDtle. These attitudes and values include: (1)
racial prejudice, (2) steremtYpIng, (3) blaming the Chicano language aod

. culture for the low academic achievement of ChIcano students, (4) suppres-
. , sing the languar and cultureof Chicanos, (3) lack of parental andcommtm-

ity inyolvement in the decision-making of the st.hool and scb®l district, (6)
undemepresentatkm of Chicanos in the public schools, (7) use f ability
grouping, (8) inadequacy of the staff working with Chicano students, (9)
irrelevancy of training of the staliworking with Chicano stndents, and (10)
momilingual/monoeulturaleduation. These ten valttes are in conflict with
theyalues of Mien!) leitrners and ef the Chicano community. The public
'school system, b); 4vepiing and utiliOng these conflicting values, is re-

. .

sponsible for impeding the academic success of the Chicano student. .
Therefore, in aniler to present, a4urtricuh&tt- that meets, theneeds and

-imterekts ofthitano learners, thes :kvalues need to'be rejected-or altered by
curriculum writers. .

Values in. Curriculum That Conflict,with Values of the Chicano
Learner and t4 Chicano Community '-

Racial Prejudice 1,/

O
Prejudice can be defined aW "a pattern of hostility in interpersonal

relations which is directed againSt an entire group or against its individual ,

members" (Ackerman and Jaheda, 1950, p. 4). Arter (1959) described
prejudice as a set of attitudes that supported, caused, or justified discrimi-
nation. Racial or, ethnic 'prejudice is an aversion to a group based upon
faulty or inflbxible generalizations (Allport, 1958). According to Allport,

_discrimihation is the denial to persons or geOups of persons-the mai
treatment they desire; it is the overt expression of prejudice.

Researbh on the development of race awareness in children has shown
that they become aware of their racial characieristics and those of oth4is as
early as two ndi half years of 'age (Clark and. Clark, 1939; Stevensonand

- Stevenson, 1956; Coodman, .1986): Prejudice is social and Cultural in
origin. It is bawl on conformity to social norms.- Clark (IA) emphasized
that the development 'of racial prejudice reflected the child's family rela-
tionships, the type of community in which the child lived, the school the
child attended, 'and the child's religious orientation. These fOrces are all
interrelated.

The child . cannot learn what racial group he belongs to without being
intAved in a larger pattern of emotions, conflicts, desire which are a
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growing knowledge of what society thinks about his race (Clark, .1969,
p. 23)

The child riot only developed an awareness of' racial differenees and racial
identity but alrsoltit awareness of the attitudes that prevail and the values
accepted with .race and skin color by the dominant society (Clark, 1969;
Landreth and Johnson, 1953; and.Goodman, 1966). Too quickly the child
learned that white Was to be desired and dark was to be regretted.

One of the fundamental reasoni for racial discrimination has been found
. to he ethnocentrism the belief in the uniqueness and righteousness of a

group (Simpson and. Yinger, 1965), Ethnocentrism, according to Simpson
and yinger, is an expression of the powerful ruling clasattitude toward
iither groups as inferior. AnotIter cause of racial disctimination has been
economic exploitation (McWilliams, 1964; MeMmi, 1965; Mulioz, 1974
Almaguer, 1974), McWilliams (f964) explinned, "The American race prob-
lem . the last analysis, is a problem kivolving the exploitation oflabor"
(p. 339). According to Almaguer (1674), racial domination in the Amtrican
cdntinent was first implemented when the Europeans started colonizing
the Amerigan continent. It was the Spaniards who inslintionalizeda rabial
hierarchy in Mexieo. According to Almaguer (1975), after. the Anglo-
American conquest of the SouthWest, Chicanos were oppressed in a cola-
nkil system within their traditional lands. This type of opp`ression has been
termed "internal colonization," Blauner (1972) pointed out that privilege is
the basis for racial oppression. -The radst restrictions imposed on the
people of color in the Americas offered a system of privileges only for the
white Euro-American, according to Blauner. For instance, white Euro-
AmeriCans have long enjoyed privileges denied to- Chicanos better
housing, quality education, higher income, and more stable living condi-
tims. Blau ner concludes that-within this racial order, the pOlitiatlly power-

s ful group (the white Euro-American) has exploited, controlled, and .op-
pressed the other groups. Memmi (1965) emphasized that another element

imposed on persons living finder colonized ,conditions thelack of
freedom.of choice betWeen being colonized and !tat being colonized.

Long ago, racial p;ejudice and discrimination were instituiionalized in
the educational system of this country. Racism has been a basic.. element in
the Amktcan school (Katz, 1975; Clark, 1969; Bowles, 1972). Katz, in a
historkal account of American education, chlimed that by the late
nineteenth century, Amerkan eduuttion was universal, tax-supported,
free, compulsory, class-biased, and racist. Educatkm enabled the affluent
to res th rich. Bowles (1972) found that the schools had not been respon-
sive to tJe learner but (tither to the economic structure. According to
Bowles, schooling has been a socialization process for children's entrance .

into the same level of sodety as their parents'. For instance, schooling in
- low income areas prepared children to work in factorks by stressing

punctuahty, disdpline, conformity tO authority outsjde the home, and
responsibility for one's Work. Obedience and puncttiality were stressed

' even more, 'according to Bowles, as manufacturing bectnne more cornpli-
cated. Today's eclucatkmal systems have these deeply-rook'evalues, whkh
include radal prejudice and chscrimination, Public education can be de-
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scribed as a vehiel4 for sorting minority and low incom children into a
lower socio-economie status.
-It is recommended that in the doelopment of curriculum, racial pre-

judice should be eliminated andlhat the Chicano student, parents, and the
cOmmunitylm treated as.equal -members of society:.

The follbwing will bea discussion of other 'values held by 'the dominant
society that are in conflict with the values of the Chicano learner and the
Chicano community. These values will be described in a more conciie
manner than racial prejudice, which is the most significant value held by
the dominant society mid its institutions.
Stereotyping

Sterpotypinghas been a way of reinforcing racial biases (Allport, 1958)..
Stereotyping of the Chicano has included:- (1) stereotyping in conteinpor-
ary and historical literature, (2) stereotyping in ..the media, and. (3)
stereotyping in .social literature. Weber (1974) traced stereotypes .of the

.--Chi.eatto-te-the48501st-The-Chieano-depieted-asAazyi-bigotedTsuperstiti-
ous, cheating, thieving; gambling, cruel, sinister, coyvardly" (p. 18). Acuiia
(1972) contended that Anglo stereotypes of Chicanos were perpetuated by .

inaccurate historical analysis. Romano (1968) proposed that the distorted
and stereotyped depicCen of the Chicam, tended to deny the actual histori-
cal importance of the Chicano. RetidOn(l971) criticized thelnedia for the
depiction of the Chicano as fat, and usual!), a bandit who speaks with either
an exaggerate`d Spanish accent or in. broken English. Martinez (1971)
asserted that the media depicted Chicanos-as inferior. He found that
television commercials t nded to portray the Chicano as lazy; comie4
irresponsible, and thievi I. Suarez (1973) stated that social science litera-
ture depicted the Chicaria as aninadequate mother, masochistic, submis-
sive, and less intelligent than the male.

In view of the above, it.is evident that stereotyping of the Chicano must
not he- perpetuated by, the media, historians, .qciat scientists, nor by
curriculum writers. Culturally sensitive and knowledgeable currictilinn
writers must avoid the inaccurate-and unjust portrayal of Chicanos. ,

The stereotyping of the. Chicano mast not boitilized in the curriculum
developing process. This value must be eliminated.
Blaming the Chicano Language and Culture for. the Low Academie

AchieveMent of Chicano Students ,

The third value to be discussed is blamirig the Chicano language and/or
dialect and Z,ulture for the low aeademic achievement of the Chicano
student. Vaca (1970) claimed that for over thirty years social scientists have
designated the Chicano language and culture as the major cause for the low

-.academic achievement of the Chfcano student. The following are charac-
teristics of the Chicano language and culture that sunposedly hinder suc-
cess in schooh (1) the Chicano culture as a foi culture (Burma, 1954;
Manuel, 1965), (2) the Chicano family as patnarchal and 'authoritarian
(Heller, 1966; Rubel, 1966; Clark, 1970; Madsen, 1964), (3) the Chicano
family socialization process as not stressing values of the dominant culture
(Heller, 1966; Madsen, 1964), and (4) machisimi (Heller,. 1966; Madsen,

. !P64).
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Other cultural traits cited by social scientists as blocking the academic
success of the Chicano learner are:, (1) orientation to the present, (2)

. inability to accept change, (3) rejection of the Protestant work ethic, (4)
submission to the status quo, (5) poskssion of non-scientific attitudes, (6)
failure to value education, (7) fhtalism, and (8) speaking a deficient Ian-
guage.Waca (1970) claimed that blaming the Chicano language and culfure
for the poor academic performance of the student absolved the dominant
society of its responsibility to ehange the educational system. The blaming
.of the Chicalio for the poor showing in school Win keeping with the concept
that to succeed in the public school system, the Chicano m,ust fit- the
English-speaking, middle class Euro-American mold. This value should be
discarded by curriculum writers. s-

The language and culture of the Chicano should not be depicted as the
cause of the poor academic 'achievement of the Chicano student. .The
language and/or dialect and- culture of the Chicano should be depicte4 as
positive, rich, and constantly growing.

I

.
Suppressing the Language and Culture of Chicanos

Policy in the American school system has long mandated_thr, siappres'sion
of the Srnish language (Steiner, 1970; Sanchez, 1966;, United States
Commission on Civil Rights, 1972). Supprenion in the publio schools las
included not only simple discouragement of students speaking in Spana
but also corporal punishment (Steiner, 1970; United States Commitiqnon
Civil Rights, 1972). Sanchez (1966) claimed that the public ehools EM not
concidered knowledge of Spanish an asset but rather a handicap: The
language of the Chicano child should permeate all aspects df the student's
educational environment and should net be discouraged bythe schools.

The language of the Chicano child is an asset and should be utilized in all
areas of the educational program. ,

The Chicano culture has been described as having been excluded in the
schools (Cortés, 1974; United States Commission on Civil. Rights, 1972).
School and classroom activities have not. Utilrzed Chicanp culture other
than to reinforce negative depictions of Chicanos. Cortes claiud that the

, educational system utilized programs that enhanced the Euro-American
way of life, while relegating Chicano culture to an inferior position. In-
structional makrials depicting the Chicano' have been determined to be
both racist and sexist (Gurule, 1973; McCurdy:1974). In California, com-
munity groups have protested to the Califarnia State Board of Education's
apprnval of books that degicted minorities and women negatively. .

Chicano culture should be utilized in all aspects of the curriculum. The
school and the instru, :4ional setting should include depictions of Chicano
culture and experience in a realistic and positive manner. ,

Chicano culture slwuld be presented in the program in a positive manner
and should perineate the entire program.
Lack of Parental and mmunity Involvement in the Decision-Making

of the School and Sch istrict
The Chicano community and parents 'have not been involved in deci-

sions regarding their educational programs. Despite guidelines that man-
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date this input, Ole United States Commission on Civil Rights (1974) found
that decision-making by the Chicano community and parents was not only
discouraged but not allowed without the approval of the district adminis-
tration. Sim 0968, numerous community protests and confrontationswith
the public schools have occurred. According to Muiioz (1971),the Chicano

.cOmmunity still has yet to be involved in making decisions regarding the
.--Achoolihg of its children. Active community and parental involvement is

one vbhicle by whict Chicanos can be part of the decision-making process
in education. Schools should encourage parents and community members
to becombaCtively involved in school affairs, especially indecision-making
involved in curriculum development.

Active community and parental involVement in decision-making regard-
ing education and, specifically curriculum development, should be enc'our-
aged by schools 4(nd districts.

.

lunder-Represen ation of Chicanos in th Public Schbols
Chicanos haVe'beeA found to be r-represented in all levels of the

public ichools;With theexception of custodial and teachenitide positions:
The Utiited States Commission on Civil Rights (1971a) study of the schools
in t6e Southwest indicate4 that the Chkanos were not represented in staff
positions In proportion to the overall Chicano population. Of approxi-
mately 325,000 teachers in the public schools of the Southwest, only-12,000
-(4-percent)-were CbiearmsAyrCatifornitcWbere-WVercent oftlie silident
population was Chicano, only 2 percent of the i rofessional teaching staff
were Chicanos. Of the total administrative staff, Chicanos compriNed 6

-percent ,of the school level and 7 percent at the district level. Non-
professibnal staff, snch as secretaries and Custodians, had the highest..
representation(custodians rep csented 30 percent and secretaries 10 per-
cent of the district emOoyeeS). Teacher-aides comprised 33.9 percent of

title total, but these positions are dependent on the annual- reft`inding Of
special state and federal .progiaths.

:According to these statistics, it is dear that Chicanos are wider-
represented in both administrative and professional teaching staff positions
.at school and district 'levels.

Chicanos Mould be representedin ell positions at the school and district
levels in proportion to the Chicano population. -

Use of Ability Grouping
The public khool system. through its use of ability grouping, has per-

petuated a caste system in whidlehildren of low income status leave school
prepared to enter the low income levels of their parents (Carter, 1970).
This type of grouping is a sorting inephanism in which the Chicano is
unfairly treated. Ahtlity grenping consists of either tracking or grouping.
Grouping involves the temporAry placemfnt of children by ability or
interest in the classroom. Thickitig is the grouping of the entke schoOl- by
interests, ability, and/or age.

Both grouping and tracking have been criticized as being discriminatmy
against the Chicano lwcause mkldle-class oriented, English-speaking

u
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standaidized tests were tised as a criteria for the placement of stn. dent?
(Carter, 1970; United States Commission on Civil Rights, '1974). As early as
1934, standardized tests were strongly -critkized as Biased 4ainst the

, Chicano (Sanchez, 1934). Garcia (1972) contended that Chicanos scored
'12) er 'than Euro-Americans on IQtests because. the tests weft: composed

Stanfor -Binet, measure aspects of the schoql cnyriculnin that have been
prin ray of Euro-Ametican .oriented items. Bedause tests, such as the

. designated As significant by school administrators, hese tests .are not
considered relevant to ,the Chicano expetience. Mereer (1972) studied
intelligence test 'scores, 'adaptiVe .behavior measures, and socio-cultural
vdriabtes of Chicanos, Blacks, and Euro-Americans with-IQ scores of 85

. and below. She found that Euro-Americans scored witEin the lowest 3.
percent on the adaptive behavior scale, while 60 percent of Chicanos 4nd

: 9rPercent of Blacks passed the adaptive behavior test. She also found that
. Chicanos and Blacks, in this suppo'sed low IQ range, could function welrin

society while Euro-Americansweren9t able to..Mercer concluded that the
standardized IQ tests wereculturally,hiased and favored the experiences Of
the middle class Euro-.American.i "The more 'Anglicized' a non-Anglo child ,

is, the better he does on the IQ test" (p. 95). Because Of inadequate testing
and other variables, such as teacher bias, tr kin systems usually. assign
the Chicano students to loW ability groups (Urn ed States Commission on.
Civil Rights, 1970 One il.three Chicano students Was tracked into low
ability groups, whereas only one in seven Euro-American students was
similarly assigned. In forming ability groups, schools and teachers should ,

not use biased tests as criteria for placement. Other criteri, should be
utilized; such as non-biased observationonbiased testing, non-biased.
questionnaires, and/or interegjsi ories.

The chicano student should not be tracked or giimi wd, if criteria for
grouping ot tracking involves biased tests.

Inadequacy of the Staff Working With Chicano Students
Districts throughout the Southwest have reported the need for bilingual

. stuff (United States COmmission on Civil Rights, 19172). Lack of qualified
stair is one of the main constraints in presenting a quality program for tte )
Chicano student (Carter, 1973; Rodriguez, 1970).

For instance, purents haVe indicated a concern for quality teachers in
Chicano areas. A receni lawsuit by parents of stticlents in the East Los

. Angeles kehools ehdmed that once teachers are experienced, the)f leave for ,

suburban tireas (Los. Angete5 Times, December 14, 1973). The parents
amused the school district Of using barrio' schools for training inexperi-
diced teachers.

Carter 070) 13ointcd out that teachers who' taught Chicano children
. .

,were weak in two areas: (1) the ability to utilize the seience.of teaching, and
(2) the understandingtof the importance of the Chicano culture in ecluca-
tion. In 'the area of teaching skills, he contended that too many teachers
could not: (1) utilize modern techniques in the teaching of English to
non-English speaking children, (2) diagnose or teach students needing
remedial work, (3) speak Spanish, or,(4) interpret results of standardized
tests.when taken by minority children.
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The mist, severe comMaint regarding staff working with -the Chicano
'student .was the inability to relate linguistically and cultmally t the stu.-
dent. lt is considered essential that the teachers of Chicano stodents have
the following competencies: (1) ability to implement positive Chicano
home-community-school relations, (2) proficiency in the language and/or
dialect of Chicanos, (3) sensitivity and ability to implement the Indo-,
Hispanic Chicano culture in the classroom, and (4) instructional strategies V

that meet the needs and interests orChicano students. Furthermore, the
teacher should have a basic knowledge and understanding of the following:
(1) edqcational theories and philosophies, (2) curriculum and instruction,
(3) program implementation, (4) development of instrUctional materials,
and (5) evaluation.

All staff, in the educational program offered to the Chicano student,
-should relate linguistically and'' culturally in a positive manner to the
student. the teacher, being.the most important.element in thrteaching-
learning act, should be able lo implement an educational provim that is
linguistically and Culturiilly relevant to the Chicano student.
Irrelevancy of Training of the Akaff Working With Chicano Students

ithining, both .pre-skmvice and in-service can be kscribed as totally
inadequate for staff working wit Chicano students. A recent study found
that college and university teach r-training programs have not prepared
teacherg to teach ChiCano children (United States Commission on Civil
Rights, 1974)'. This study indicated that teacher-training institutions in the
Southwest lacked the following: Chicano faculty, (2) course require-
ments in the language and eulture of the Chicano, (3) methods courses
stressing the teaching of Chicano children, and (4) student teachingas-
signments in Chicano areas. The study also indicated that the few course
materials offered to teacher-candidates tended to be paternalistic.and

' negative. 11-atning, both in school districts and in teacher-training institu-
tions, has been described as stressing: (1) ihe role of the teacher as one
mainteining the status quo, not one making changes; (2) the elimination of
the supposed negative self-image of Chican6 children by means of inter-
ventionist strategies; and (3) the Euro-American, E nglishIspeaking,
middle-class culture (Macias, Webb Macias, de la Torre, and Vasquez,
1975). Teacher training, both in-seNice and pre-service, should instruct
the teacher and the support staff in the latest and best methods of working
with Chicano students. The training should. be offered from a positive
perspective on the Cllicano language and/or dialect and culture.

Staff training: pre-service and in-service, should be appropriate to meet-
ing Mu needs and interem of the Chicano student.

Monolingual/Monocultural Education
The use of ode language (English) imd one culture (the EI iro-American

middle-class) has !leen the standard practice in public school systems.
Bilingual-bicultural education has been recommended by leading scholars
in the field of educatkM of the Chicano child. Caacder (1967) pointed out
that bilingual-bicultural education would: (1) contribute to better home-
school-community relationships, (2) ponServe our national cultural re-

6
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sources, and (3) enhance the Chicano childs self-image and career poten-.
tial; Bilingual-bicultural education can imorove the child's cognitive skills
in Spanish and English. while 'contributing to the concept of cultdral
pluralism in our.society. The Chicano's langtiagq and/or dialect and culture
should be .part of the entire school program not just one segment of it. In
presenting the language and/or dialect and culture of the Chicano, the
learner and the local community should be surveyed to determine the type
of language and/or dialect and culture that the student and community
utilize and relate to. 'For instance, Castilian Spanish of tle Royal Spanish
Academy is not usually used by students in the barrio. Therefore, it would
be irrelevant to the Chicano's educational setting. The curriculum Writer
should determine Whether the learner relates to the Chicano, Mexican, or
Euro-American culture. This cannot be done merely by speculation but
Must insteaa be done by going out to the community and surveying it. If
the survey finds the learner utilizing a dialect, thii should not be deter-
mined as interim by the curriculum writers but should be considered a
preferred and legitimate lingclistic pattern Of the learner and the commun-
ity. Bilingual-bicultural education is- the use of both languages and/or
dialects in the educational setting. The ultiMate objectiyes are that the
Chicano student should feel at ease in and function well in both cultures
and languages that, of the Chicano and of the mainstream.

Bilingual-bicultural) education should be provided for the Chi
rather than the monolinguallmonocultural models now prevalent. ,4

Conclusion
We have now come full circle. At the beginning of this paper, values

were presented as one of the most significant factors in curriculum de-
velopment. A screening of the values of society ahd institutions is neces-

'sary. These values should be screened in order.to determine whether they
are .in conflict with .values of Chicano learners and of the Chicano com-
munity. If societal and'institutional values are in conflict with values of the
Chicano community, they should be modified or discarded. The modified
values should be in harmony With the values of Chicano learners and of the
Chicano community.

The values presented in this paper were formulated to significantly affect
the education of the Chicano -student. Recommendationi_were made for
altering, adapting, or eliminating certain societal and institutional values.
This paper has emphasized that curriculum cannot be developed without
the acceptance of and the ability to Utilize the values of the Chicano learner
and the community. Consideration of these values needs to be the priority

the curriculum development prosess. If this is done, a positive solution
to the education of the Chicano learner and the community will be insti-
tuted.
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The Interactive Role Of Higher
Eaueation-Institutions-In-The

Transcultural Education Movement , ,t

.31

Tot* A. Arciniega

Universities and colleges must undergo internal changes,
even as they interact with school districts in organizing
bilingual and crosscultural programs in thfr schools. ?!

INVOLVING universities and colleges in the initiation and development I
.?(of the thrust toward pluralism is centrally important for a number of

reasons. Recognizing the direct link between higher education and the
social structure is as essential first step ip mounting successful strategies
for change. But, even as we recognize that linkage, we also need to focus on
the institutional framework of universthes and' the implications oPthat
structure for mountipg the proposekeforms. And fttplly, since ,the re-
terms conCerned with here are aimed at public school systems, it will be
necessary to initiate change on two leVels. Reform efforts will need to
simultaheously address the organizathinal structure of die university in-
volved and the constraints perceiKed in the target school system. In my,
comments, I shall discuss the intóractive nature of theseconcerns as well as -
their implications 'for what has te change and why.

Macro-Functions of Higher Education
Access to higher education is a crucial determinant of individuals in the
United States. Universities today are prime social meohanisms for deter-
mining who will occupy the upper-middle and upper, rungs of society
(Karabel, 1972). As unpleasant as the thought may be for sume, universities
must acetpt the fact that they have become primary dispensaries of
privilepe and status. This allocation of privilege and the implication% it has

politymaking fs oftefi :intentionally overlooked and played down. At
best, it is slighted in discussions of the role of higher education in society.
It must become, howevjr, central to any discussion that purports to deal
with the reform of education in the United States.
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) Viewed worn a global perspective, the educational 'system (with higher
education at the apex) plays a three-dimensional role in the modern state:
(1) it preprs human resources needed by the economic structure, (2) it is
directly responsible for imparting national, social, and cultural ideals, and
(a) it promotes a generatized-acteptance of the legal goveninienta struc-
turd of society among the people. Preparation of high-level personnel to fill
key roles in the economic sub-system of the nationcis perhaps the most
obvious of the funetions performed by schools and unherit1s as socializ-
ing agencies. These functions develop means by which a natipn insures a
common set of values and norms and the acceptance of its nati nal author-
ity and decision-making structure. A nation has to assure this commonality
in order to allocate and utilize national resources as the couniry progresses
and develops,

Mmerican universities have traditionally emphasized teaching and re-
search Which date back to the tiny nucleus of cannel colleges modeled
after elitist European institutions. Higher education's commitment to what
beeame labeled "the service to society dimension" originated in the 1600's
with the rise of land-gfant colleges dedicated-to community-service-arid
%ideational 15reparation. Higher education institutions quickly recognized
the importancOof being responsive to the needs of the communities they
served,Imd in so doing, they deviatelfiharply from their European coun.
terparts. Thus, from elitist beginnings, the United States university syptem
has evolved into the largest and most accessible system in the. world
(Karabel, 1972; Commager, 1966).

The resultant rate of growth in highet education has been phenomenal,
From 1900 to 1470, the percentage ofyouth, 18 to 21 years old, enrolled in
college increased from 4 to 40 percent (The Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, 1970). In California today, , almost 60 percent 'of
college-age youth are enrolled. However, this phenomenal rate of national
expansion in college student enrollinent hai not been accompanied by

,- corresponding increases among Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Na.
tive Americans. Since the macro-functions of education repre'sent the
normative attitudtnal structures of society, efforts to press for reforms must
address, and be linked to, these conventional yet crucial structures. lb put
t leVejoratively, this' implicit sorting function of education is part of the
publi consetisus regarding the role and responsibilities of j..)ublic educa
tional institutions.

Let us turkattention now to the imparting of national, social, find
cultural ideals. In .promoiing pluralistic approvhes and rejecting as-
similationist pliradigms in education, it is important to recognize that what

AsLinstolvedis. a sliiit-in-emphasis-not-the assumption of an entirely new
national responsibility. In so doing, we can identify our normative allies
ond press for a generalized acceptance of statements like that of the
American Association of Colleges fbr Teacher Education, entitled "No One
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Model American: A Statement on Multicultural Education" (1973):1
Multiculfyral education is education which values cultural pluralism. Mul .
ticultural education rejects the view that schools should seek to melt away
cultural differences or the view that schbols should merely tolerate cultural
pluralisari-Ineteattrmultieulturatedueation-affiems-that-schools--should be
oriented toward the cultural enrichment of all children and youth through
programq rooted to the preservation and extension of cultural alternatives.
Multicultural education recognizes cultural diversity as a fact of life in
American society, and .1( affirms that this cultural diversity is a valuable
resource that' should be preserved and extended. It affirms that major:
edreiittos- institutions should strive to preserve and enhance cultural
pluralism.

This approach makes sense. It is a less formidable task to work for than to
insist on completely radical changes.

The Scholastic And Service Traditionsin Higher EdueMion
Historically, debates over the role ofs higher education ,have usually

polarized .nto two conceptual points of view. The first, McGrath has
labeled fliF"seliiiliiiik"-view TWGrath, 1966). Accordiiii to T1s view,
universities exist .to educate that small elite Wherwill make the major
decisions for the .greater society. The principal task of higher education,
then, is to cultivate the abilities of this elite:
Al/ civilisdd countries . [inustj depend upon a thin clear stream of
eicellence to provide new ideas, new techniques, .and the statesmenlike
treatment of complex social and political problems . . The highly gifted
student . . . needs to be treated as elite. (Ashby, 1971, pp. 101-102)

Regarding the focus of university curriculum, according to the scholastic
view: The formation is accomplished through study of society. Two forms of

_learning are required (for the elite) in this society. The form of organization
must be understood . . . And lt is'also nFcessary (for this group) tu icquire
the knowledge and skills which the society requires for successful opera-
tion.

For traditional agrarian societies, proponents of,this view would limit
education to that one percent of the populatiA who would manage the
affairs of state. In more modern societies, this view would allow for expan-

..sion to include training in the professions of medicine, engineering, and
the like. And finally, in the "post-modern" or industrialized stage, propo-
nents of this view point out/
This group was enlarged until, in our time, it embraces . . . about 5 percent
of the population. The,broadening has ;rad cumulative consequences. The
need for selection meant that the privilege of higher education could no
longer be limited, to a hereditary cle4 but had to be offered,at least (Is an'
opportunity, to other classes ;McGrath p. ix)

The expansion of higher education has been jiistifled because, in order to
select a small elite, it was necessary to begin with some, 30 percent of the
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population. This meant that university education had to be openedi to
- middle-class students.

According tcischolasticists,..higher 'education has expirided sufficiently;
any further growth in enrollment will depreciate the value of a university

..irtiler'exposion_othigheredumv_degree. in fact, many contend that ani fi
lion to students fripm the working class constitutes a serious threat to the
qualitative standards of this society.

In contrast, the "service to society" viewpoint insists that universities
0 'exist primarily to serve society as a whole. Advocates Of this view contend

,

that modion universities must become dynamic instrumentalists for
change. Universities are obligated to prpvide increased opportunities for
greater numbers of students, partkulirly minority students.

Although universities must continue to address traditional teaching anc !
research needs, they must look upon the supPort ti higher education as a
social inv'estment. In this sense, higher education needs. to become an
instrument for change, intervening to provide equity and social justice to
those who, in large part, have been denied this right in the past.

. For tlw itIthis4ewloffers-opportunity-to-meee-arfrintelteetti-
ally as his abilities will take him; for the society it undertakes to supply any --
type of trained individual required. , -"

. .

,(it]opens education to any who c(in reach it,'and in the process ofslupplying.
the diversity of education saciity may require, it affirms a great range of
AOiceS -to the individual. (McGrath, 1966, p. ix)
The expansion of higher education along these lines needs to be closely
linked to dorrespondb g shifts in the nation's work structute as well
keyed to social and service.sector demands. .

Although grossly. oversimplified, these are the basic positions usually
posed in "scholastic" versu . "service to society"-*discussions. These .basic
conceptual differences, about the urpose and the role'of higher education
in. modern society, have importaut implications. They relate directly to
core issues involved in promoting reform in higher education. They also
indic;ate clearly that proposals fot change call be linked to previous, con-
tinuing efforts to make institutions more responsive to minority needs. We'
can ally with an important, accepted tradition in higher education in our
efforts to promote 'multicultural approaches.

In order to effect the changes necessary to organize viable programs I'm
the Wining ef teachers and specialists in transcultural echicatitm, we must
focus our efforts on two levels. Udiversities and colleges must undergo
internal changes, even as they interact with school districts in ortnizing
bilingual and crosscultural programs in the schools. I believe adamantly
that the successful mciunting of. rettorms on these simultaneous fronts
constitutes the key to our "ability to deliver" on the promise of muhicul-
tural education in this country.

v
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The Response of Higher Education to Minority Students
Current approaches to the needs of minorities have evolved directly

from the traditions and functional responsibilities describectabove. Recog-
nizing this and noting that institutions appear to follow certain patterns, it
appears useful to develop a classification scheme for identifying the 'ap-
proaches typically employed.

Two questions are basic to the identification of institutional approaches:
(I) How does the institution view the problems faced by minorities in the
univer§ity or-college? and (2) What is the instituti, nal response to the
minority student regarding:its base programs, disciplines, and degrees?

The first question addresses the issue -of whether the institution views
ethnic and cultural apiation negatively, or whether the probleins are
judged, to stem from factors that are not ethnically based. The second
question centers on.the nature of the institutional response: whether or not
the institutional response has any impact on the base prugrams and degmv
fields of that university.

By combining these dimensions, a four-fold set of categories is obtained.
(See Figure I.) Each approach involves a philosophical perspective about
how best to meet the needs of minority students; each has different
programmatic implications.

Before elaborating on the approaches, one should recognize that
typologies tend to overSimplify reality. Perhaps it is more valid to see these
distinctions as continua along -which institutional approaches *can be lo-
'cated. It should also lie einphasized that, since instituronal responses have
multiple 'determinants, it is possible to have a mixed perspective, one that
can shif on pasticular issues to meet the needs of minority students,
Despit these limitations, the scheme is useful. It should be viewed,
howe er, as an oversimplified attempt to identify institutional positions
03- -vis minority students. Ultimately, the purpose of the typology is to
stiniulate serious discussion 'of conceptual alternatives to the higher
ecfucation of minority students:,

System W or the Sympathizers Approach
Institutions that subscribe to the System W view take a "sympathy"

approach to meeting the educational needs of ethnic minority students.
They are convinced that deprived homes, linguistic. difi't.rences, cuftund
alienation, and other factors have combined to lock thew students into a
"deprived" condition which requires special educational approaches. They
are dedicated to the development of special programs consistent with the
needs of the "unfortunate" minority students. The development of special
programs geared to "their level" thus becomes the overarching goal of the
institution's response. MI of these special system programs are aimed at
accommodating to the deficiencies minority students may have.

Special ethnic studies courses and fitrgrees, "watered-down" curr1cuhr
and the employment of special ethnic instructors (with lower degree and

P!
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Figure I
67CLASSIFICATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION APPROACHES TO THE

EDUCAInoN OF MINORMES ACCORDING.TO INSTITUTIONAL
RESPONSES AND VIEWS

Institutional Response to the Chicano as iegards
Base Programs, Disciplines. and Degrees

Change(s)
. No. Chen s)

-
System W or Syrimithizers Appoech System X or Com tors Approach

Institution tales a simpathetic view of
c_ ,

institution takes a deftclt perspective view
those "poor unfortunate minorities." Is de., of minority students. Insists that present

dicated to maMng special carts but is con/ "high standards" must be maintained and
vinced that the present condition of minor- that any special eflorts directed at
ity students Is hasicaffY irreverstble __ minorities bestricdy remedial
Cord& Development of specirl .trograms Coals; lite maintenance orthe existing sys.
(within the structure) geared to "thee tent (as is) is tbe stated intent Remedial
level, . Prevents to assist minorities overcome cut-
MOM: Watereddown currier:de which torel and innSunge handinAps ge "Pro.,.
takes into account their "deprived' state, prig. so long iii they are designod wining
Special ethnie studies degrees and courses them up t° "Ward." ----'
tuu considered excellent means. Hiring of Means; Compensatory and remedial pro.
special ethnic instructors 'under less shin gram approeches which are orpnized to
gent requirements is appropriate, Less
demanding grading practiees are usually

help minorities eradicate their cultural,
educatiwal, and linguistic deficits. Al.

condoned. though upgrading of basic skilli it a major- concerni-thekgrxrrrintciddiptogrems it.
tempt also to inculcate in Om Minority stn.

* dent those essential middle class majority
. cultural values mid to be critical for surviv-

ing in America. -
4

Chinge(s) No Change(s),

System Y or Reformers Apptoaoh System or tereative System
.

Builders. A .4. toech ,

Institution views the present status of The present-system of higher educe ion is
minorities as primarily the resat of a ft. considered beyond reform and basically
mitertinpportunity structure in societi. dysfunctional .to the real needs of
Educe . , , determines, to,a large extent,
the ; . tion structure of American so.

minorities, Therefore, the creation of new
alternative institutions. is the course dec.

ciety hich is inequitable from the Hon kilowatt
h,

-rs . ... ve of the mtneritY Student' and Cooly The organization of parallel institu.th ... to be reformed. , tier , which are organized and controlled
Ger& The reform of higher educatkm qt4 by minerities. These are designed to pre-
tents along pluralistic lines in order to rare minotities in unique and different
achieve equity for minorities in the general from.the.main approaches, Institutional
society. Program innovations across disci. objectives often strive directly ttt prepare
Ones and degrees which will inoreaw ethnic minority students to liberate their
(quantitatively and quelitatively) the per- brothers from the condition of internal col.
centage of minorities prepared at the onielism. Equelization ofpower and wealth
higher eduepition level. among minorities and the majority culture
Means: The organization olinstitutions au. is the ultimate VA. 1

thentically committed to cultural pluralism Means: Development of insinutional pro.
in educational form and practice is the basic grams which will provide' minority stu.
concern. Program innovations must en. dents with basic expete, training and
deavor to: (I) provide basic competencies, .rommitment to activ, y engage in the

_akillsr_and-prepamtion,-(2)-promot ruggle-toward-achitevingtheabovestated
and ethnic pride in self kr all goals. Various 1*ln:traditional training and

students, and (3) develop, all students community b curricolar activities. ar, .

Iawareness
.in

the analytical skills needed to assess the
existing structures of society in order to
join actively in the search for improvement
and *anis.

often key iotivities.

.
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specializatioei requirements) are all acceptable practices, which are de-
signed to demonstrate the institution's commitment to accommodate to the
"deprived- state of these minority peoples. Less stringent grading prac-.
tices are usually condoned on the same basis.

The impact of these changes on base programs. disciplines, and degrees
is usually minimal. The changes primarily involve establishing new
courses, bpening new program areas, hnd eVen organizing new department
structures and degree fields. This approaeh is essentially im organizational
strategy that creates a parallel, optional track designeelto meet the needs of
a small percentage of students with "cultural deficiendes." These reforms
appeac to have had only minimal impact on programs that existed prior to
the new adjustments. .

System. X or the Compensators Approach

The chief concern of-institutions that take this approach is the mainte-
nance of their present "high standards." Any special efforts mnst be reme-
dial, aimed at bringing the mingrity student up to the standard of the
clientele they have served in the pdst. the institutional viewpf minority
education -needs- is-a- deficit-perspective one. .

,

The goal of any System X program is simply to eliminate deficits and to
upgrade the minority students. Compensatory education programs° help-
ing minority students reduce cultural, linguistic, and other deficits are
considered appropriate. Although upgrading 'basic skills is a major eon-,
cern, programs should also strive to incukde certain essential inajority

. cultural ideals 'and values. ,This approach assumes a no-change posture
k

retordiiig base programs of the institution. Minori.0 ty students who undergo
re.,nedial treatments are expected ultimately to meet the same criteria for
admission; progression, and eventual graduation as do other students. The
burden of.change is on the student. It is assumed that the institution does
not need to change its ongoing program to meet the needs of it5 minority
students. .

An overriding concern of the university is to assist mi wity students to
learn and incdporate the middle-class values of the d minant group.
Compensatory remedial education programs become the major vehicles
for this purpose. 1 .

System:A or the Reformers Approach
Institutkmal approach Y assumes that the presmt status of minority

students has resulted priparily from a limited opportunity structure, that
education has influenced the stratification structure ofour society, and that
this stria., ure has led to inequitable results in the distribution of status and
Nwer.

The reibrin of h ightirtqlutation toKrohiralis tit' lines in ordot to achieve
equity is a professed goal. Program innovations "across the board" which
mpleMen t that ideal unnst be developed and supported?. The improvement
of the ethnic human resource's of this emmtry, qualitatively and quantita-
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tively is a central concern.
Ways and means need to be found to encourage the growth and infltu;nce

of institutions committed to cultural pluralism in form and in practice.
Programs must endeavor not only to prOvide students the basic competen-

.--eies-needed-terfttnetkm-elfectivdrin society but also-to promote students
self-awareness.and ethnic pride. Finally', students will need to develop
analytical skills to assess existing inequities in order.to join actively in the
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search and push for positive Changes.

System Z or the Alternative System Builders Approach
Those who adhere to this view consider the existing system of higher

education as beyond meaningful reform. Universities are viewed as being
basically dysfunctional in terms of the teal heeds of minority students, The
creation of alternative universities is therefore considered the only logical -
strategy to.follow in meeting tbe educational heeds of minority studenfts.

The orgAization of Iyarallel institutions, organized .ind controlled by
. minorities, is t6 prindpal goal. These dew institutions will need to pre-

Pare minority students in unique ways, Theohjective_dnew.institutions-is-------
providi; minority students with the expertise necessary to liberate their

brothers and sisters from the condition of internal colonialism. Equaliza-
tion of power and wealth in the United States among ethnic minorities and
the majority cultutal groulis is the ultimate aim. Non-traditional and
community-based activitie's usually provide anchor points for the curricu-
lar programs of such institutions.

The preceding four-category scheme provides a basis for stidying in-
stitutional approachecto the neMs ofminority students. Although I have
no data to gupport thii statement, I would estimate that practically all
institutions fall into the first two categories..During the height ofthe Civil
Rights thrukt in the late Res, there was a dramatic rise in the number of.
institutions svith System Wor Sympathizers approaches. In the lfi's, we
have seen a significael retreat of many of these to the second or System X
approach. It is interesting to speculate about the few institutions that
appear to be making significant progress toward the third type (System Y or.
Reformers approach), in spite of current adverse .conditions., Of equal
interest is why those fesy alternative institutions (System Z) sprouted in the
places they did.

Speculation aside, I hope you agree that this,typology can be useful in
assessing where we are. It provides a frhmework for pegging the various
approaches currently/employed, and it canlie useftd in evaluating mean-
ingful pmgress and Whifts ove, time.

An important conelusion to draw from the preceding discussion I's that
each of the approaehes may he appropriate at a particular point in the
development of any institution. They may represent successive stages in
the development 4.if our institutions of higher education.

My bias is toward the System Y or the Reformeri approach. Ifpressed for
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a model to aim for in organizing needed reforms, I would stalect this one as
the mdst appropriinte. It provides a more humanistic alttrtiative to the
approaches used on most campuses. This approach will be the most aP-
propriate for organizing authentically plyralistic programs to prepare
teackers arid profeisional specialists for ,work in multicultural settings.
How best to initiate movement in that direction will, ofcourse, depend on

`a variety of facto.rs.

The Prolilem of Change initiMion of Higher Education
,

Recognizing the premises inherent in our target universities is only atr
initial step. How to go from "where we are" tO ravhere we want to be" is
never obvious or easy. _

It.is also important to recognize that there will be idiosynottic differ
ewes among systems, which will forestall simplistic prescriptions Tor
change. What may be successful in one systeni may prove dysfunctional in
another. However, a rationcde for change and the specification of key
intera&tive elements is poisible. I find that lAlcott Parsons' general theory
.of social Change provides a good framework for analysis because it is
non-prescriptive in Approach and yet applicable and sensitive to the
nuances with which we (-concerned. Social systems, according to Par-
sons, tend to different' ito four sub-systems with the following primary
functions: (I) pattert .antenance and tension management, (2) goal at-
tainment, (3) adaptations, and (4) integration. Each of these sub-systems is
responsible for carrying out those specialized processes required by the
organization (Parsons and Sinelser, 1956; Parsons, 1958). .

Understanding the demands of a social system and how its sub-systems
interact in respondmito change is essential to the organization ofsystemat-
ically planned reforms. ror example, the introduction ofan innovation will
disturb the existing equilibrium of a social system: This sets off a chain of
accompodations throughbut the fottr sub-systems accommodations that

IN are essential in creating a new equilibrium. The eriectiveness of an innova-
tion can be judged not only by how it disestablishes the old ways of working

-but by how well it creates a new and functionally viable equilibrium. The
initiation a reform in any system, whether a university or a.school district,
always involves the creation of equilibriom problems. This change can be
ficilitated by anticipating the problems to be aced by the target systems
involved.

MI social systems are characterized by institutionalized value systems.
For analytical purposes, we have categorized these systems as approaches'
W, X, and Z. It is important to note that a system's first functional
imperative is to maintain the integrity ofits institutionalized value system.
This process of maintenance, or the resistive efforts of an organization
against pressures to change, is what Parsons calls the "pattern-maintenance
function."

Closely related to pattern maintenance is the system's Worts to handle
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motivational sourcesOf change. StraMs arise when the individtial's motiva-
tions threaten tha institutionalized values of the sYstem. The process of
stabilizing the integrity, of the system's values against potential sources of
change is called "tension mainagement." These resistiye activities are re-
sponsibilities ofille pattern maintenance, and tension, management. sub-..

system.
.A social system functilins in relation to external systems. These Processes

of interaction dem the ainctional imperatives of the "goal attainment"
and "adaptation" sub-srtems. The "Oa! attainment" activities are usually
labeled the political functions of the system. It is the function of the goal

. attainment mechanism to mobilize the resolircel of the system in pursuit of
sic goals. And, most importantly, it becomes the functional responsi-

bility Of this sub-system to iorganize efforts to establish new goals and
whatever organizational patterns are needed for their accomplishment.
The "adaptation" process involves the obvious need of all social systehis to
control, as well-as-adjust to, the environment for purposes of goal attain-
ment. Ideally, the systeta will be able to develop Ways of regenerating__....._
itself.

Lastly, a social, system has toilae able to develop viable ways to keep its,
sub-system inter-relationships mutually supportive. This is not automatic
in human organizations, We know only too well that modern organizations
are characterized by interpersonal strains between levels, within units, as
well as between "our" organization and "others." The "integration" sub-
system imperative, then, is to promote and maintain solidarity aMont its
u tilts .

All social systems (our 'target university included) can be described in
terms of these, four sub-systems' functions: (1) pattern maintenance and
tension management, (2) goal attainment, (3) adaptation, and (4) integra-
tion. What is important is that, whatever the target system, it will have to
*list to innovation, in Predictable ways.

Organization of successful reform involves the effective resolution of a
series of "problems" of the system4 (1) gaining a commitment to a new set of
values, (2) generating the resources neossary to attain the new goals, (3)
producing conditio'ns in the en ironment supportive of the new goals, and
(4) developing the type of inter-unit relationships that will be in harmony
with the new reforms. Applying this pattern to our basic concern, we can
conclude that all that is involved in. instituting a multicultural program
approach in our typical target university is: (I) the establishment of new
university goals, (2) the modification of individual value systems of its
professional staff, (3) the mobilization of all resources required to promote
the change, and (4) the establishment of the new inter-college and inter-
departmental procedures necessary to support the reforms initiated..Al-
though the preceding sentence is somewhat "tongue-in-cheek," it is also
accurate. It points up the chiliculty of reform in this value-laden area.
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Tile Second Direction For Change:_The School Districts
Several studies have documented the critically dysfunctional responses

of public education to the culturally different. The Mexican-American
Education Study (1970-1974) by the United 'States CoMmissiOn on Civil
Rights and the Southwestern Schools Stn4 project (Arciniega'and Bris-
chetto, 1973) are probably the most comprehensive studies to date. These
and other studies indicate five principal problem areas faeed by minorities
in our public .schools:

. Inadequate treatment and presentation of the historical, cultnral,
and econbmic contribution's made by minorities to this counity's

2. A pejorative view of the appropriateness, worth, and status of minor-
ity languages and dialsects as bona fide media of instruction in class-
rooms;

3. Under-representation of minorities in school district staffing pat-
terns, i.e., teachers, administrators, and.coimselors.

4. Lack of tnithentic involvement of minority communities in, the
decision-making structures of the school system.

5. Testing, counseling, and guidance programs based ori a coltural-
deficit perspective of minority stnde:nts' needs.

Since our principal concern in this paper is the role of h igher education, it is
unnecessary to-discuss these response patternsIn the public schools. The
imNrtant point is that, theseprinciPal dysfunctions convert'rather easily to
goals that can provide a clear focus for reform. Taking the case Of Chidnol

, for example, they can be stated as follows:
Goal 1: Adequate treatment in the curriculum of the historical, cultural,

and economic contributions made by Mexican-Americans to
..ociety in the United States.

Goal 2: Recognition of the appropriateness, worth, and status of the
Spanish language as a bona fide medium of instruction in the
classroom.

r,oal 3: Adequate representatibn of Mexican-Americans in school dis-
trict staffing patterns (i.e., teachers, aaministrators, and coon-
selors)'.

Goal 4: Full and rePresentative participation by the Mexican-American
vommunity in the decision-making structures of the districts.

, Coal 5: Development or a testing, counseling, and guidance system
based on a positive, rather than a cultural-deficit, perspective of'
Mexican-American student needs.

These five goals provide a clear statement of the nroposed reforms of major
'concern to transcultnral educators. However, the social-system terrain at
the public school level is as complex as that for higher edneation.

School syMem Minos to develop alternative approaches to the problomL,
summarized can also be' viewed as four categories of' system respotiscs.
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IP Figure S.

CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES ACCORDING
TO CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF MEXICAN-

AMERICAN BACKGROUNDS^

Consequences Of Mexican-American Group Membership And Life StyleAre Viewe4Chiefly
As:

73

POSITWE .
. NEGATIVE

I pe A

Goals: Promotion, enhancement, glorillca-
tion of Mexican-American cultural tra01-
tions,- folkways, .norms, and social prac-
tites. -

Educ. Approach: Separatist sfrategies de-
signed to secure control of the education of
the Mexican-American. Only Mexican-
Americans can shape valid educational
programs for Mexican-Americans. Educe-
tional pn)grams will emphasize the Spanish
language, cultural awareness, and the his-
torical tradition ot the Mexican,American.

School Time B

Goals; Elimination of the cultural defIcien-
cies brought by the Mexican-American
student. Inculcation of middle-class values
of the majority culture is the principal aim
of education for all Mexican-Americans in
order to succeed.

Educ. Approach: Compensatory education
programs designed to overcome cultural
deprivation. Cultural background is
viewed as a handicap.

,

c

School 1,pe C
-

Coals: Assist the Mexican-American to
cope more effectively.

Edw.. Approach: Educational programs
must concentrate on: (1) providing stu-
dents with the knowledge, skills, and polit-
ical awareness to adequately (2) promote
constant institutional changes designed to

;.improye th opportunity structure for
minorities n America. Biculturalism
should be promoted for all, not just for the
"culturally different."

School lYpe D
,

Goals; Complete restructuring.of the edu-
cational system as it presently exists is the .

only real solution to the educational prob-
lents faced by the Mexican-American.

Educ. Mproach: Since the present educe-
tional structure is considered an integral
part of the total societal system responsible
for the oppression of thi; Mexican-
American, talceover and control of the pre-
sent vstem is a necessary first step. Once
acc nplished, only then can the building
of school programs; designed to libiwate
and free the people, truly take place.

Esum lamas A Atom*** and Robert A tiriselsetto, 'ljpology of Cldtaum Zducotitmal Progrnm Apprtmehes," Inequalities
in Educational Oppirtunity mid the Chimp. National Institute of Education Research PrMeet, I973-premnt.

Since school programs are based upolir some asse,s4ment of need,, the
various approaches to the education of the Mexican-American, can be
concept,ialized along two basic continua. The fit st involves 'the viewpoint
of the school toward the consequences of Mexican-American group mem-
bership and life style. As stated in Figure 2, the school can look positively or
negatively at the probable consequences ofChicano group membership on
student performance. Secondly, school approaches can be classified in
relation to views held by educators regarding the causes of Mexican-
American life styles; thus, in addition to viewing minority cultural life
either Positively or negatively, public school educttors may view the
causes of student performance as being primarily inlernal and external.

4:t.
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The internal-Nctors 'viewpoint emphasIzes factors indigenous to
minority-group life and culture. COlture is xliewed as persistent and self-
perpetiaiting with cnItetral patterns being transmitted from one generation
to the next (Arciniega and Brischetto, 1973). The external-factors vieW-
poipt emphasizes the soeial and economic circumstames Unposed on
Mexican-Ampricans because:Uf their group's comparatively lower "status"
in United States society.

Minority-group members as .a group occupy a subordinate class position
cis-a-cis the dominant group. Likewise, they are stigmatized by the larger
society because of certain ascribed characteristics, such as racial or ethnic
origin, and thus may be said in a broad sense to share a common caste
position. (Arciniega, 1976, p. 7)

By combining the external-internal continuum with the po:iitive-negative
One, 'we. obtain in Figure 2 a fimr-fold classificatian schemelirr analyzing
educational approaches to the education of the Mexican-American.

In the reinainder of this papei a brief description is given of the four basic
educational approaches. The purpose of the typology and cae descriptions
of the various approachesis to stimulate serious thoOght and discussion. No
claim is made that this model provides the "last word" in programmatic
alternatives. Rather, the typology represents an oversimplified attempt to
delineate the various combinations of gerspectives< It should be obvious,

,too, that viable,alternatives might include an eclectic plan borrovicing from
the various appfoache's.*

School '6,pe A Response

Contrary to current writings about "cultffally disadvantaged" minority
groups. proponents of this viewpoint ,c(mttin that: (1) Mexican-Americans
have a superior culture, (2)'Mexican-Amencan folk traditiorm, norms, and
history must b, enhanced and promoted, And (3) only Mexican-Americans
can teach their own effectively. Therefore, separatist strategies are pro-
posed and the setting up of dual systems to pnimote the cultural heritage of
/a raza is advocated.. The **separate but equal" doctrine is acceptable to the
proponents of this view if it carries assurances of Chicano control of
Chicano education. Th "comruunity" orneighborhood school" approach
is also acceptable if control is in the-hands of Mexkan-Americans. Obvi-
ously, segregated schools would by encouraged by advocates Of this ap,
mach.

.

This romantic. view.of the Mexican-American has itg'philosophical roots
in eultural-anthropologic, folklorist, and more recent cultural-nationalistk.
writings. Writers of Mexican &sum have pushed hard toward a positive...

*Tlik section Is bawd !mob' on tlw tnaning mot mgranh I tlw author clank& ProNems and
lunra in Preparing Thowliers of Bicultural Chinon, Iiningsterv, United States. Educational
Rvsourcvs Information Centi.r. ERR: Docowcnt ED 123 021. 19711.
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view of Mexican-American group life. This is the major theme of the
Chicano mdvement (Carranza, 1969). Various Chicano authors, writing in
this vein, have contrasted the "negative" aspects of the majoriti/ culturd
with the "positive" cultural values of the Chicano family and community
(Murdlo, J970), .

School Type B Response

According to this perspective, the Mexican-Amerioan group alBliaVon
.and resultant life style are viewed as having consistently negative allectnn
the students '. achievement in school. Mexican-Americans are viewed as
members of adis.tinet_subcultural-greupTwho, as a result of that affiliation,
are distinctly handicapped in school and in social mobdity: The easy
conclusion follows that, sinire the 'tots of the Problem are found primarily
within the groub, Mexican-American students are viewed as "culturally
deficient" or "culturally disadvantaged."

The task of the school, viewed from this perspective, is to eliminate
cultural deficiencies or to help stndents overcome their cultural handicaps
so that they may become "good Americans," Inculcation of proper middle-
class, majority-eulture values becomes the overriding concern of public
education, Nowhere is the "pathology" or "Cultural deficiency",more ap
parent than in literature dealing with tile Mexican-American family. The
supposed authoritarian struCture "of the family is said to stifle indepen-
dence. All aspects of Mexican-American family life are viewed negatively.

The kind of socialization that Mexican American chadren,generally
receive at home is not conducive to the development of the capacities
needed for advancement in a dynamic industrialized society. This type of
upbringing creates stumbling blocks' to future advancement by stressini,
values that hinder mobility family ties, honor, masculinity, and living in
the present iifièIectlng the values that are conducive to it
achievement, independence, and deferred gratification. (Heder01966. plc34-35)

The concept of "machismo" appears time and again to justify conflicting
explanations of Mexican-American student behaviors (Montiel, 1970). All
of these comparisons (and I have highlighted only a few) are well sum-
marized in extensive "value dichotomies" literature. Zintz (1963), Saun-
ders (1954), Madsen (1964), Edmonson (1968), and Ulibarri (1963) repre-
sent the view that the traditional valme system of the Mexican-American
has been the chief impediment to their academic achievement. This value
system is .supposedly oriented towaid: (I) present rather than future
gratifIcation,.(2) fatalism rathw i. than disposition to change, and (3) per-

k sonalism rather than independence. Vaca (1970), in his excellent review of
the social science literature on the Mexican-American, calls this view the
cultural-determinism approach. Cultural-determinism, iweording to Vara,
has replaced the earlier biological-determinism model. Thus, poor per-
formance on intelligence tests and poor achievement in school no hmger
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needs to be explained in the unfashionable terms of genetic inferiority but
rather. (iising a similar conceptual framework) in terms of cultural-
cleterminikm,

Similarly, "culture of poverty" writers have characterized the Mexican-
American in dichotomous terms relative to the Anglo culture (Casavantes,
1971). Although some of the works in this area cut across ethnic bound-
aries, the net effect remains as a dichotomy of two types of value olenta-
tions With the Mexican being characterized as "bad" and the Anglo as
"good," Changes must be wrought in Mexican-American students in the
direction of the "good" values orientation. The dysfunctional effects of
minority-group background can be overcome only by acculturation into the
Angl6 or "good" life style.

_____Compessatuty education programs become important vehicles 'for ef-
footing these required changes in the students. The majority of federal,
public school programs are based on a compensatory model. Their staff
include most teachers of English-as-a-Second-Language and bilingual
education programs. The purpose ofthese programs is to use the child's
homelanguage to-get him away fromit and into thp "Tighttlanguage_more

, efficientiy. -

School TyPe C Response
>Ms view holds that Mexican-American life styles are functional adapta-

tions to primarily external constraints. Mexican-American life pgttterns are
seen as "coping" responses to conditions imposed by majority Aomination.
The focus is shifted from internal (cultural or biological) factors to external
factors.

Culture, aceorlling to this approach, is dynamic and adaptive. It cap be
-funetiot al-or=dysfunetionallelative-to-the-goals-of4he-greatersociety As a
propom at of this position, 1 have pointed out that Mexice-American life
styles co he viewed as functional adailigies to the oppdfunity structure
of the system and that they are direiributable to minority status
(Arcinfega, 1971). Regardless of which mechanism is employed by
Mexiean-A mericar to tope with a given situation, their lack of success can
be explained primarily by analyebg the factors inherent in the larger
societal system. Thus, positive changes in the larger society sfiould be

ffected_a_ptasitive..thanges in fhP adaptive structure of the minority
culture. Mexican-American cultuic is .vieWed as inherently capable of
developing positive adaptations h, more favbrgble conditions as they
evolve.

Public education, under this approlch, must assist. the Mexican-
American to cope more effectively. Educational programs must concen-
trate on: (1) providing students with basic intellectual knowledge, career
guidance. and training ,. along with the necessary social and conceptual
skills with respect to the`Institutional structure of society; and (2) directly
promoting essential changes in. the largvr society /In order to improve
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opportunities and provide fdr more equitable participation by Mexican-
-Americans in society.

Bicultural educaticin programs, which give equal status to Anglo and
Mexican-American 'culture and language, provide ways of-not only reach-
ing Mexican-American children, but of equallybenefiting Anglo children
involved. This approach, in addition to elevating Mexican-American cul-
ture contributions, pronuites change desIgned to affect attitudinal, norma-
thre, and cognitive changes in the dominant clulture. The basic require-
ment is that cultural differences need to be genuinely a&epted. We need to
experience authentically the notion that to be culturally different is not to
be inferior. On the contrary, cultural differences should be considered a
valuable human resource. In this approach, education cannot be ethnocen-
tric. It must emphasize that the learning of new behaviors is not inconsis-
tent with.the maintenance of desired norms awl hfsmterns found in the,
minority mit ø.

The task of t .cators thus becomes primarily,to fashion"school environ-
ments that will enable Mexican-American students to develop positive,
self-images. In the process of acquiring the skint and knowledge Men.

,Atoned above these_students_will he_enabled,asiridividuals,iniake_ou and_
relinquish specific elements of Culture in non-defensiveways. They will be
encouraged, not obligated to preserve ctiltural patterns not only for their
own benefit but for the benefit of the total society. For as Aragon (1971)
states, only in contributing to both cultures is the goal of biculturalism truly
achieved; Mexican-American Rulture must be preserved if it is to make
needed contributions.

School Type 411 Response
This view argues that Mexican-Ameriv.an group inembership and the

resultant life styles dre negative restd ts of the internal colonialist conditions
imposed by the majority culture. Present Mexican-American cultural&
patterns are considered degenerated reflectiOns,of a once virile and strong
society that literally underwent subjugation.

The only viable solution to the situation of the Mexican-Alnerican,
acvording to this view, is complete restructUring. The goid is to do away
with what presently exists'and to build anew. Since present public educa-
tional systems are considered integral parts of the total societal structure
responsible for the oppression ot the Mexican-American,.the pnblic school
system must be. taken over and controlled. This is seen as anecessary first
step be6e viable alternatives to the oppressed state of the 'Mexican-
Ameriean can be developed.

Because tlw power structure is viewed as havingcliterally "broke n" the
cultural backbone of the Mexican-Americans, the hope is that once the
present structure falls, a J1CW society can be built. The new society would
liberate the Mexican-Anwrican culturally as well as economically.

Although none of the' prdponents of this yiew have developed eduea-
.

A
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tional programs in any great detail, 'most do share a reluctancc to settle for a
formal type of educational sysiern. Some alternatiVes to formal educational
institutions are advanced; these range from computer-indivklualized kith'
ing approaches to complete tele-learning. The emphasis, however, is
primarily on what is undesirable in the present system rather th i upon
presentation of concrete alternatives.

Moorii (1970)- and Blauner (1969) perhaps best exemplify thi: ?Writ of
view. Blauner first applied the "colonizer" and "colonized" scheme to a
study of the Black; Moore applied this colonial scheme to the case of the
Mexican-American. The social-oppression process, common to both Blacks-
and 'Chicanos, consists of 'four _phases: (1) colonizer forces his way in; (2)
colonizer constrMns, transforms, and destroys indigenous values and way
of life; (3) colonizer manages and Manipulates the colonized; and (4) the
majority group enforces '-uower jaii nracittLfashionAnd,. as .1b: ischetto,_
(1971) has noted, contemporary social disturbances and tirban disorders
are resPonses to this'colonization process.

The Problem of,Change Initiation at the Seimol System Level
As with the Universitrreforms noted previously, recognition of the value

premises ofpUblic education approaches is only a first step. We have noted
the utility of Or Parsonian model in analyzing problems resulting from
change. Certainly, the organizatien of significant reforms'..in any. combina- )
tion will inject stress ato the public school system involved. Here, too, the
initiation of serious reform will set off the change process as Tinted earlier.
The first step involves activities needed for generati g a commitment t()
new set of values. Second, the 'system will lyive to obilize the resources
recniired to implement the proposed reform". Third, e school system will
neect to work on the environmental conditions to ins we external support
for the new goals and for reform. Finally;--theschou gtemes has to-develoir
smooth Working relationships among its various in its involved in ac-
complishing the reforms: in sholi, the effective in egration of various
aspects of the system in full support ofthe changes.*

Concluding Comments and Implications
The problems associatee with the initiation of pluralistic approaches in

education' have fur-reaching' implications. The analyses of organizational
structures, at both the university and public schod levels, pointed out the
complexities as well as the similarities involved. What may not have been
obvipus is the dose linkage inherent in effecting such reforms.

Successful innovations and reforms in public school systems almost
invariably .are the result of collaborative involvements among school dis-
ti k4s, an outside resource agency (usuallY a university or other educational

'A more extensive discionif al oldie Parsonian application to tlw school level WtIN not provided
foi the sake of brevity. and because the central Cocas of this paper is higher education.
Certainly the school-lok el analysis is equally as important and complex.

8 t9
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agencies), and rOlevant community groups. (Teacher organizations are
beginning to make their presence felt and certainly will need ti) be more
directly involved in the future as a diStinct and equal partner.)

Reform efforts in education usually require clOse linkages between the
target schools and a university. 'Me university has a critical roleto play in
the Multicaltural or crosseultural education movement. Universities are
prime resource agencies in the organization and planning of projected a

ritfonns. As recognized specialists in the preparation of key professional
personnel, they are obvioui sources of technical assistance.

Tliis brings us to the probrem of "mesh" between levels. At present, the
value--p-mmises-of-bot . , _Ig-of-the-currem
thrust toward pluralism. Therefore, cltmge-reform efforts are required at
both levels in a manner that will not Only be viable for each but mutually
supportiver--This-critical--inter-relationship-ot-;nesIt'Lis-what-makes-tlfe--- a 0

problem of Initiating change so complex in the area of malticultural educa-
tion. lb what extent is it going, to be necerary to change the higher
education., institution before launching proposed reforms at the district
level? Is it possible to rely on changing only certain units of the university
and-go-fronrtkere to-organizatIMnif change artlre school
district select only certain edueators and certain resources from the univer-
sitylevel and thus bypass the seemingly insurmountable task of changing
the entire higher education system? What combination of approaches
makes for the best strategy? For example, is it always best to have a mesh of
higher education SyStem Y with public school SyStem C? Can a higher
education System X serve useful supporting functions?

As i noted earlier, there is no definitive answer, in a prescriptive sense,
to apy .4S these_ crucial- queitions.- Obviously. the .appropriateness of any.,

_ctrntgy will var.y..willi-the-unique-eonOilions-
inherent in a .given ation. I do hope, however, that the fraMewOrks
presented will provide useful, although admittedly over-simplified, coni
ceptual tools for the planning anerinitiation of echication'al relbrins that can
move otir.,chools toward More effective culturally-pluralistic approaches.
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The Instructional process In
Transcultutal Education

Madeline C. Hunter

the teachecornpetent in order to
implement a transcuftural education.

HE COALS of transcultural education should be the formation of a
--hirdthyrelf-concept, acceptance, and respect fbr others, and productivity

'
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within the extended community. `.

Tivie realistic goals have two critical points of vulnerability. The first is
phoosoçhic. Vulnerability is vested in the integrity of decisions generated
from a philosophic baae that *ermines the !earnings, behaviors, and
tnaterials that constitute the curriculum for a transcultural program. The
validity of these components or sub.objectives, which comprise the pro-
gram and provides the ethicatiorial launchit4 pad from which the learn%'s
nehievement-oftranscukuratedueation imadepo§sibl%. restson the same
philosophic base.

The second critical point of vulnerability is of a scientific nature. It is
vested in the translation of 'what is currently known about all human
learning into daily teacher-learner decisions and actions. Actions have the
power to increase the probability of successful achievement of any educa-
tional goal, regardless of its philosophic genesis.

Consequently; the most laudatork philosophiegoals are futile if they are
notachieved; and the most psychologically satisfying achievement is futile
if the goal is not worty of the effort. Both points of vulnerability must be
considered'so the assailability of educational decisions can be minimized.

All materials that'profess to contribute to a transcultural program must
be scrutinized to set that they incorporate the philosophical and psycholog-
ical thinking of the times rather than wishful thinking.

Three Areas Of Professional Competence

This' paper will focus on the identification of those professiOnal corn-
peteucies that must be devefoped by the teacher if he/she is to contribute
to the achievement of the goals of a transcultural program. Although
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knowledge of a culture is a necessary ingredient of such professional
,competence, it is far from sufficient to ensure successful learning. The
notion that the teacher must be of the ctdture of the learner has been
discarded. There are stockpiles of evidence that being of a culture and
knowing how to teach members of that culture are not the same.

Professional education is b ised on the assumption 'that teaching is a
learned skill combining art and science; people are not "born teachers."

4-1 Clearly, learning in any area ma) come more easily to some than to others.
Nonetheless, the complex skills of successful teaching are attiinable by
most individuals willing to expend the time add effirt necessary to acquire,
them.

Preceding papers have focused on the philosophic problem of identify- .
ing goals and objectives that provide the foundation for curricular decisions
in transculturaLeducation_This-papor--on professional-preparation-will
focus on,three areas. The first area, will include decisions and resultant
behaviors of teachers and students in relation to their consonance with
accepted psychological prim ples. These principles are ones that research '
has indicated will significan 1y increase the probability of achievement of
any objective for all st c-orsodb-econoruic
derivation, and regardlT of whether cognitive, affective, psychomotor, or

The second area.will focus dn the adaptations of psychological principles
necessary to accommodate the individuality of any learner regardless of
culture. .

.

Finally, this paper will deal with the culture that is different from that of
the teacher. This will help the teacher make valid inferences.

Educational materials must conform to research-based principles of
learning and valid interpretations of culture criteria for determining the
consonance of materials with psychological and cultural (Ida will not be
discussed in this paper. It is important to finphasize, however, that mate-
rials can never completely satisfy each learner. Those sensitive modifica-
tions can be accomplished only at the point of learner-material interaction
with decisions made by a discerning professional present.

lb provide the teaching "assist," which is essential to the achievement of
a .transcultural education regardless. of the materials being used, the
-tRcher must have acquired the professional competence to deliberately
incorporate into the teaching-learner interaction the following three areas
of professional competence.

1-efiasic Knowledge of the Science of Teaching
The .teacher must Incorporate into ll planning .and teaching interac-
tions principles of learning that rose ch has demonstrated will in-
crease the probability of successful ac eve m en t of any learning out-
come. (Examples of those principles are "active participlon by the
learner" or "mass practice at the initial singe of learning, *)

II. AclaptationF to Accommodate the bidividuai

action-pattern learnings)are being sought).
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The teacher must design accommodations that tailor Psychological
principles to the particular needs ofan individual learner. (Examples
of questions to be answered are: "Should participation be overt or
covert?" or "How Much massing or redundancy must be built into a
practice session for this learner?")

III. Cultural Knowledge
The teacher must make corrections in anticipation .and ,inference
which are essential to the behavior of the learner when thc culture of
the teacher and the learner are not the same. (Examples of cultural
(1uestions are: "Is it more typical in the learner's culture to participate
by watching or by doing?" or "Whaf will make participation and
practice dignified, meaninOul, and satisfying to learners ofa particu-, lar cultuie?")

M edicine is probably the profession most similar- to-yducation-becau.se
both focus on the betterment of humankind. Citing a medical analogy may
clarify the differences among these three areas of professfonal competence.

The doctor applies basic knowledge from anatomy and physiology to
promote health for all patients.

Applying professional judgment to make adaptations needed, the doctor
adjusts the treatment, prescription, or dosage on the basis of the individual
needs of a patient.

Applying the knowledge of the culture ofa patient, the (locir anticipates
and interprets reactions, such as differential response to pain, predilection
for seeking medical vs. other sources or health advice, and the acceptability
of certain treatments.

The priority in which these three competencies are listed is essehtial, for
each professional competency is subsumed by the precedMg one. .One
cannot correctly accommodate for an individual learner &he-invariance-of
all learners is not understood. (The doctor cannot prescribe treatment for
one patient if the anatomy and physiology of all humans are not under-
stood.) In like manner, it is ,not possible fo correctly interpret learners'
cultural 'differences if individual differencos within a culture cannot be
accommodated. (If the doctor does not take it itoitccount the pain threshold
of individuals ,within a culture, he/she will not be able to anticipate and
accommodate the cultural morys for reaction to pain.) As we deal with
cultural diRrences, we should always be aware of the possibility thattlie
variance within a culture might be greater than the variation between
cultures. This situation has been found to be characteristic of niany other
human variations.

Identifying Professional Behaviors That Constitute Cznpeteney In
These Three Areas

The three areas of professional competence identified indicate areas of
focus fiir prolessiimal education. 14:ach area must now be pdled ont in
terms of decisions and action patterns, which become the practice of an
edneation professimil.
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A professional development .program for transcultural education must
have as its primary focus the development of specific competencies in the
cience of teaching. The art of teaching Is based on the adaptation of that

science to a learner's individual needs. Those primary competencies con-
stitute the foundation on which professional performance is based. Added
.to, but not n lieu of, this foundation are the cultural competencies neeeed
when working withlearners whose culture is different,from the teacher's.

Each of the three areas will be discussed separately to identify the
professkmal behaviors that constitute competency in that area. It must be
kept in mind,, however, that decisions and actions from all three areas are in

ongtanntate-of dynamic interaction; not one area remains paramount.lt
is the orchestration of professional knowledge (in the three areas), with the
constant stream of data .that emerges during the process of instantaneous
on your feet" classroom deciskniX that creates "the symphony of teaching."
The first level of importance (not listed in the order in -which these

competencies must be . acquired) include the., following professional be-
haviors.

The teacher works from a task analysis of the intended objective (cogni-
tive, affective, psychomotor, or action pattern) in order .to individualize
instruction forlearners. In this way; the current learning objective can be
identified at the appropriate level of difficulty for each learner.

In planning and teaching, the .teacher makes decisions to ensure that
efibrt is directed to the achievement of the intended objective rather than
being dissipatc,d by irrelevant or inconsequential matters, (This does not
imply rigidity but rather rigor and economy in the expenditur 4tinie and
unergy. These two commodities are the "coins" of teaching; they are what
the teacher and learner consume to "buy" learning.)

hi order to focus on the appropriate level of difficulty so that ppil
achievement of the objective is highly probable, the teacher must con-
stantly 'monitor and adjust the focus for maximum return for the teaching

I, and/or learnity ; of time and effort.
Throughout all teacher and/or learner decisions and actions, the teacher

must consciously apply those principles known to exert influence on stn.
dents motivation to learn, the rate and degree of their learning, and the
rutention and transfer of that learning to new situations. in thi; paper, we

sap .merely list the principles that should becoine the content of tencher,
education in the applivatim of psychology.

1. Factors affecting motivation to learn
a. Omcern
b. Feeling tone
c. Probable success (relation of level of (liffkulty to readiness)
d. Interest
e. knowledge of results
1. Extrinsic intrinsic

2. Kwtors affecting rate and degree d karning (Listed itlphahetically,
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not in order of iniportance)
a. Active Participation

1) Overt
2) Covert

b. Anticipatory set
c. Degree of guidance
d. Hemispheric input
e." Knowledge of results (specific and precise)
f. Level of aspiration
g. Meaning
h. Modeling
i. Motivation
j. Positive and negative transfer
k. Practice, (ailment of-material and time)

schedule (massed or distributed), feedback, over-learning
Reinforcement (positive, negative, extinction, schedule)

m. Sequence, length and.relationship
n. Vividness

3. Factors. that affect retention
a. Degree of original learning,
b. ,Feeling tone
g. Practice Achedule
d. Meanini
e. Transfer-

4. Factors that affect transfer
a. Similarity
b. Association

_ c, _Degree of learning
d. Critical_attributes

The fifth professional competency is a remedial one. It exists to riafeguard
the previous four as the teacher maintains constant vigilance to minimize or
eliminate any violation of the four professional competencies. Thus, any
deterrent to a student's suceessfid achievement is removedor ameliorated.

These five competencies constitute the science of teaching and are
invariant to the Auccess of all learners and the achievement of all goals. In
transcultural eduartion, any professional development program designed
to achieve extelletwe in teaching should model its decisions and perfor-
mance On these five professional competencies. As a result, the curriculum
of teacher praparation for a transcrltural education program must resa
from' a task analysis of the goals of that program. Those goals should
augment not replace, the professional competenee necesary for success-
fill teaching in any program.

The teacher's adjustment to theneeds of individual learners constitutes
the second area of professional competence. In applying the principles, the
teacher must adjust to the idiosyncratic dimensiens ofany learner. In the
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previous example: "mass pyactice at,initial stages of learning," the teaeher
must estimate and then cdrefully monitor the amount of practice needed by
different stude'nts in order to learn. One student might be given two
opbortunities to apply a new concept because that's all the Practice he/she
needs.. Another student might need four consecutive practice oppor-
tunities. -

To cite another example, an important principle of learning, is that .a
behavior becomes more probable or stranger when it is immediately
reinforced. What constitutes a positive reinforcef for one .student, how-
ever, may not be a positive reinforcer for another. Consequently, a teacher

-must apply the generalizations from a 'reinforcement theory with- the
"dustom tailoring" that reflects the teachers knowledge of an individual
student. To onc learner the teacher Inight say, "You ciught to be proud of
yourself. That is a. great job!" To another, "You just never get caught, do
you?" To a third, "Remember when that used to te hard for you and now
ik's easy?" The teacher's responses are neither random nor the re'sult
of momentary feelings; they reflect a considered professional decision.

The science of instruction involves the us f the principlek of learning in
the teaching-learning process. The art of tiahiuig involves use that reflects
sensitiv4ty to the learner, the setting, uid the prevailing circumstances.

The first two.areas of professional competence (application of the science
of learning pd adaptation of scientific principles to accommodate the
needs of the individual) cognstitute the hallmark of-a successful Professional
in education.. In transcultural education, however, a third dimension pf
competence is essential. That dimension evolves from knowledge of the
student's culture when it is different from that of tlw teacher.. Thug,

. 6rections can be built into the teacher's assumptions or inferences. This
type of culttiral awareness is very different from knowledge of a culture as
currinlum content or knowledge.of a culture to vahie that cniture, both of
which are extremely important. Building cultural corrections into teaching
decisions, based on inferences and predicTions, is a pedagogical necessity
when the cultures of the teacher and the learner differ. This cultural
cor;ection will give apedagogical assist when assumptions Andinferences
are involved in teaching those students mathematics, physical, education,
soci4,1 studies, and English. Knowledge of a culture will give a curricular
assist which promotes the validity of what is being tanghtFabout that culture
or the preparation of materials that deal with that culture. Both pedagogical
and curricular validity must be reflected in any materials, goals, or objec-

.tives that are part of a transcultund program.
Knowledge of a cidtnre gives pedagogical integrity to the teaching

process. It is knowledge used to anticipate students' lwhavior and to
predict the cultprally-based inferences those-students will makr. houmt tlw
behavion of others. Knowledge of a culture that is prediction-yielding will
also build correction into tlw teacher's milturally-lmsed, and therefiwe,
biaged interpretations of a .studenc,s lwhavior as well as the instructional
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and attitudinal inferences generated by that interpretation. Possibilities for
interpretive errors exist whenever the teacher's set of values, folkways, and
mores differ from those of the student. This is true whether those differ-
ences are sociokkonomic, regional, subcultutal; or cultural. The adjust-
ment required, moreover, 'extends dn .a continuum from tfie minimal
adjustment required for members of the same family to the sometimes
maximal adjustment rkluired by the major cultural differences that exist.
within the family of humankind.

To acknowledge that the difference'between a Chicano student and a
middle-class 4nglo teacher ,or a poor Anglo student and a middle-class
Anglo tealcher is a difference of degree rather than ddifierence in kind is tO

Make it possible to build oultural mrrection into the teacher's educational
interpretations, inferences, assumptions, and predictions for all students.

The Writer recognizes that many believe that.eulture reflects differences
in kind rather than degree. This belief leads teachers .to assume that a
stuilent from a different culture is different in every Way. It causes teachers

to make stereotypic internretations of the kehaN)ior-of those students and to
ignore the significant variation within their culture. To 'assume that all

bChicano's 'ehaVior reflects the same values and beliefs is as great an error
as*to assume that children from pcior and anent Anglo FAmilte's cat be
interpreted from the same orientation, or thatchildren from a professor's
and an unskilled laibottr's family reflect idethicalvalues and beliefs because
they belong to the same culture.

Transfer of jearning (from past knoWledge and experience) occurs
whenever a teacher makes ihferences about the behavior of students. The
similarity in behavior between a current student and someode the teacher
has known in the ,iiast trartsfers feelings aiul knowledge from the past to the
current situation: For example, hi typical Anglo culthre, it is assumed that
the child who lOoks you in the eye 'when he/she is talking is comfPrtable,
sincert and confident. The child who oes not is described as "shifty-
eyed. The inference is inade that he/she is uncomfortable or insincere.
Even though these assumptions or inferences mayllot be correct,They are
transferred from past experiences into interpretations of an Anglo student's
current behavior..UnfOrtungely, these assumptions transfer with equally
high probability into the inferences made by am Anglo teacher about
students from other cultures. hi certain cultural modes, not meeting the
teacher's eyes is interpreted as politeness and respect for the adult. Such
inferential.vrrors can onlqie eliminated When a teacher has the correct
cultural inhirmation.

Similarly, inapproprriate transfer of past learning call occiw %viten the
Anglo teaiher wishes to talk about routine 'matters to parents of a ( :hicano
child and telephones the child's mother. I would say in Anglo culture, the
father is contacted only when the problem is unusually severe. In ( ',Mean()
clalt Um% however, the teaclier sliould make contact wall tlu father, or,
is not available, a grandmother. in the same way, the Chicatio teacher may

1
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inappropriiitely transfer past learning When he/she telephones the father,of
an Anglo student about a routine Matter. To compound the complexity of
this type of cultdral inference, the teacher must also make assumptions
about the degree to which either an Anglo or Chicano family has changed
due to enculturation.

orrecting cultural biases is essential for professiona' competency in
transculturaleducation. Inferences, judgments about things that cannot be
perceived or measured directly, form an important fiasis for professional
decisions ,and actions. The more knowledge and experience the profes-
sional acquires, the higher theTrobability that an inference will be made
correctly.

The perception of similarity betWeen a present sittration and one in the
past enables the professional ti) make operational assumptions in the
present even when facts are not known. For example7 having seen some-
one in the past bluch when embarrassed leads fhe teacher to infer that the
student who is "currently blushing needs supliort and reassurance. As
tgachers gain knowledge and experience, they develop alternative tiothps
about a person who is rea-faced; the student could be hot, angly, or
sunburned. Increased knowledge andexperience enable a teacher to seek,
identify, and use significant clues or prior 'events to make correct infer-

p

ences.
- Most of the important data about a student are inferred; self-concept,
feelings about school or particular subjects, interktions, interests, and
attitude's are all based on the similaiity of thiit itudent's hehav.ior4o
.individuals. in. the past whom the teacher knew or learned. about. These
inferences reduce thetime it takes a teacher to know a student and to make
educational declsions appropriate to him/her. (The writer has dificovered
the increased time required to know.student's from a different culture well
enough to make appropriate plans and teaching decis ions.) Learning can be
accelerated as bong as the teacher's breadth of knowledge and experience
promotes valid inferences. Even then, those inferenees must always re-
main estimates ofprobability, never perceived as certainties. They must be
subjeci to constant scrainy, as.well as monitoring for additional data that
would corroborate, revise, or reject the inference.

A teachei's ability to make sound inferences, however, breaks down
when the transfer of past knowledge pd experience intiipresent situations
leads to invalid results, such as when the student is from a culture markedly
different from that of the teacher. "Culture ;hock" is the phenomenon of
Wing that one's assumptions and Inferences are no longer valid because
liTiFif dealing with a culture where the same situation and benaviors no
longer justify the same inferences.

It is important to note, however, that the native to that eniture will nnt
automatically make correct inferences. Those inferences must be trans-
lated into the science of teaching andthe accommodation to the individual,
both basic to the promotion of learning.

f,
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Consequently, the teacher of tran4ltural education Myst develop, cul-
tural competency in adaition to,inot in lien of, the cbmpetenties listed for
all teacheri. This ifivolves the teacher's acquisition of knowledge and
exporience of the studtrits' cultyre. With that knowledge, the teacher may . .

more correctly interpret and anticipate the behavior of students from that coi,

.culture and thereby make' mime effective professional decisions.
In most teacher Preparation programs, the professional decision-making

potential of a teacher's knOwing about a culture has not been realized orr
made explicit. Teachexs have "learned about" their students in the hope
that osmosis.would make them more empathic and effective. itowp Take
profeisional use of cultural information' was.never clarified. This emphasis -

'is not intended tominimize the %Title of a teacher's knowledgebf a cultuie
in promoting respect for that cuiture.

Critically needed for professional education, howeVer, iS the contrastive '
- analysis between cultures that has been done by linguistics between lan.

' -guagek. In that way, the areas of siMilaritY and difference between cultures , 't
Woullil be-clearly specified. this would enhance professional learning by
encouraging pylitiVe trankfer of teachers' previbns learning when appro-
pri4te to. cultfiral -Conyersely, it would minimize negrivt
transfer where similarities would elicit inappropriate application of Previ-
ous le-arning.

Professional competencies related to the scientific use of princtples.of
learning and the adaptation of thOse principles to the individuality of each
reamer have already been identified by teacher educators' too functio,1
degree; Much, however, still remains to he di;tie to articulate and transmit
Ihis to the practicing professional*

The teacher wyrking with different cultures often articulates asiump-.

tions, inferences, and predictions whiCh remain romanticizecl, amotplious,
and filled with stereotypical.errors. HopefiillY,, the focus of this paper on
the necessity of cultural literacy ,to professional competence in transcul:
tnr'al education will stimuhite further consideratiai and development of

a

this area.
Accountability

"Accountability" has become the current key word in education. The
accountability, however, o anpiVessional resides in the consonanCe of

' decisions and actions with the current knowledge in the field. Accountabil-
ity for successfill transcultural education mandates the teacher to achieve
competency in these three professional decision-making areas:

1. The science and art of the profession of teaching.
2. Adaptation of that science and art to each individual learner:
3. Assumptions and inferences made on the basis of the individual's

culture.
These three areas of professional competence. are essential to the

achieveMent of the goals of transcultural education. Equal opportunity fbr
learners do,es noi mean identical treatment. Equal opportunity refers to
the degree and quahty of effbrt by teachers and institutions to nniximize

4 ,
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achiev ments that contribute to the learner's self-concept. Respect for the
rights a d dignity of others, and productive contributions to his/her own
Community al well as to the extended community of the world,, are other
conComrnitants of equal opportunity/. .

Accountability, then, whether it be for the education of teachers or of the
'younger learners in those teachers' classrooms, must offer quality profes-
sional service to the recipients. This service increases the probability of
successful achievement; such professional service is sublect to instructional

,control, Those who deliver instructional serviceohowever, cannot,be held
accountable for a predetermined level of achieVement of any one learner.
There are too many idiosyncratic or environmental factors that are not
subject to Instructional control. Regardless of these factors, however, the
better the quality of the "assist': by teaching, the greater the achievement
of any learner, in spite of idiosyncratic or environmental drawbacks. This
principle, of course, is what makes teaching a profession. The hallmal of a
successful teacher is the making bf the decisions based on previous knowl-
edge and' the ability to synthesize that lmowledge 'with data about the
learner to adjust instructions to his/her needs.

Summary
jh'is pdper has identified three areas of professional competence tflat

srould constitute the pedagogical ptirriculum for staff developmeat in
transcoltural education.

1: Teaching decisions and behaviors, which are consonant with
psychological principles, will significant1 y. increase the probability of any
learning.

2. ModificatiOns of those principles are necessary to accommodate the
individuality of each learner.

..3. Knowledge of the students' culture enables the teacher to build
corrections' into assumptions, inferences, and predictions in relation to
each student.

. -

The first two competencies are common to all teaching. They comprise
the basis for the third competency, which is needed when teacher and
siialent Rome from different cultures.

While all three competencie's comprise the science of successful teaching
in transcultural education, the way in which the individual teaccier com-
bines these competencies (in educational design and daily interaction with
students) comprises the oft Of teaching. To date, we know a great deal about
the science of education, but we know little about ftvw' to develop in
teachers the sensitivity and creativity we hope will become the "educa-
tional right" brevery student.

Neither the "art" nor the "science" of education can stand alone; both are
needed. If we stress them in the professional education of .teachtrs,
thereby equipping them with*the skills of effective teaching, experience
would seem to' indicate that froni such a foundation most teachers will
develop the sensitivity and creativity of the educational -artist.

lei
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The Integrative Model *For The
Professional Training
Of Bilingual Teachers

,

Augusto Britton

Each child has viithin.him a-vast' potential Jor growth and
the, development of unique human capacities; it Is the
commomobligation oftthe schools to provide the climate,
the experiences, .and the human models that will nurture
these cognitive, affective, and physical capacities:*

,THE 'NEED FOR trained bilingual teachers, Capable of effbctively
teachinglin both the child's domient language and English, is well estab-
lithed. Iria recent report to Congxess, the Comptroller General of the
United States (1976) found that thefollowing factors adversely affect the
academic achievement of limited-English-speaking children in bilingual

instructional programs:
1. The dominant langtiage.of limited-English-speaking children might

not have been used enough for classroom instruction,
2: There often seemed to be too Tany English-speaking children in the

project classrooMs, thereby diluting progrem serxices for limited-
English-speaking children.

The report concluded thati
insufficient instruction in the dominant language of the limited-English-
speaking child appears to be due pritharily to the lack of quitified bilingual
education teacher's, (p. 51)

If the goal of bilingual-bicultural education is to provide equal educa-
tional opportunities to the culturally and linguistically different learner, a
decisive effort must be made to train teachers who can perform efficiently
(linguistically, culturally, and pedagogMally) in the bilingual-bicultural
classroom. A recent report emphasized the need for careful selection of
teachers to chieve quality education in bilingual Instructional prograrris:

Since a ber of diverse skills are needed in a curriculum which involves
two langudges and tie° ultures, consideration of teacher for .bilingual-
bicultural programswould include their motives for teaching, linguistic
and cultural backgrOunds, competency in teaching in two languages, and
language of specific subject matter. (United States Commssion on Civil
Rights, 1976, p. 93) .

-Sr
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The Rationale of the Integrative Mockl for ,

Bilingual Teacher Training 4 ,

.Among the institutions that' influence our lives, schools make the
greatest single contribution to the toal social welfare. They play a sign&
cant part in 'shaping thedirectioa and quality of our human' experience.
Every human bei9g, every child, is latorthwhile individual; collectively,
ihey represent ouv most preciout n ural resource. Each child has a vast
potential for growth and theidevelop ent of unique human capacities; it is
the common obligationdthe schools to provide the-climate, the experi-
ences, and the hiiman niodels that will nurture these cognitive, affective,
-and physical capacities. Our system otpublic education has been instituted*
with the goal that all children of all people will receive this nurturance. .1
' This is not a new concept; the'impetfis comes kom the works ocWilliam
James-and John Dewey. They emphasized the paramount importance of
foetising our educatiorial endeavors 'on the individual learner. This
humanistic approach sees the person as beir?g one who: (1) achieves '
uniquely human qualities through interpersonal contact, (2) has conscious
self-awareness, and (3) is capable of makink choice's that guide his/her
behavior. '

. ,

In humanistieeducation, thogovl is to help each student develop posi-
tive potentialities and become the begt.human being he/she ean one who
is emotionally, rationally, amrphysically developed to, the maximum. In
order'to achieve this goal, the effective tea: i must meet these primary
.conditions: (1) be adequately prepared in the subject ,or course to be

. .
taught, (2) have xime' general knowledge ofhow 'human's learn and the
technic:al skills requited to present material in a learnable fashion, and (3)
have a well-developed repertoire of interpersonal skills with which to
establish, maintain: andopromote effective interpersonal relationships in
the classroom. Some researchers consider the third condition to be the
most important; according to Weigand, "How .we interact, relate. and
transact w'th others, and the reciprocal impact of this phenomenon. form
tbe singl t important- aspect of our experience". (Weigand, 1971, p.
247). t

, Mean il education is not easily achieved. It generally results -from
/ competent teachers interacting with students in ways that help the stu-

dents become effective learners. Coniersely, teachers who are ineffective
, generally lack sach competericies.

'The relations'aip between teachers, and students is one of inteidepen-
dence; neither party can enact a r le without the participation of the other.
Study of successful teachers'sd1ates that one of the most powerfirl factors
in producing an effective learning sitImtion is thee student's liking for the
teacher. Students who liked scho91 liked their teachers and showed posi-.
tive behavior'in the classroom; they also indicated that their teachers'were
kind, friendly, patient, helpful, fair, had a sense-of humor, shOwed
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, . .

,understanding of student's problenis, allowed plenty of pupil activity, and
at the same time maintained order. On the other hand,.students who

t diiiked school disliked their teachers and misbehaved in the .classfoom,
indiCated that their teachers used sarcasm and ridicule, were domineering
and had favofites, used punishment to maintain discipline, failed to'pro-
vide for the needs Of-indiyidual pupils, and had disagreeable personality
'peculiarities (Gazda, 197V

.

Several researchers agreed that -the teacher, niore than any other per-
...

son, sets the emotional climate in' the classroom. Summarii.ing syxral
studie's,. Gazda (1974) concluded that: (I) the teacher's bbhavior largely
determines the emotimial Ifquality the classroom, (2) teacher-pupil yela-
tionships may affect pupils at d6 psyc:hological levels, and (3) th way a
teacher behaves in interacting with'students affects how students come to
view other social relations and how they will treat others.
' .

. A Compekeney-Baled ApProach
The Integrative MAI, tb be presented in this paper,:subscribes to a

competencytbased teacher training approach. The advantages of this ap-
,--

proach (Sullivan, 1974) are: . .
1. The responsibility for achievement is shared with teacher trainers,

prosptetive teachers; and public school personnel; failure is not
placed on the-learner and the culture. .

.

2. The competency-based approach re-cognizes the possibility of teach,
ing disq.bilities, that is, the inability of teachers to.be effective with all

groups of learners. ,

3. This competency-based approach deals with goals and objectivew
whose attaiminent can be objectively determined.

4). This competency-based approash fncuses on process and outcome
factors, based on specified 1criterion levels of performance, and
oreates an environment conducive to continuous assessment .and .
re-evaluation. .

5. Finally, from. this author's point of vi4, the compotency-based .

approach allows for the inclusion of supervisors, peers(and commun-
i articipants in deterniining the achievement of stated omipet4i-
les.

The coi )etency-bmed approach has t'ecentlybeen advocated by a
group of' rese chers apd educators who see this/procedure as die most .
valid approach for the bilingual-multicultural, classroom (Hunter, 1974).

.
The Integrative Model: Areas Of Teacher Comm...WA-1ms

The demands on .the teacher in the bilingual-bicultural classrooM are
many and varied. Thus, it is newssary to specify the areas of desired

yompetencie# required to enable the teacher to effectively peribrin instich
a classroom. T,lw Integrative Model snggests ttat the-training of bilingiral
teachers should iiwlude the fUllowing competencies:

ts

4 *.
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I. La ..ge proficien0
ociocultural knowledge and understandhig .

3. Ptychopersonal knowledge and understanding
4. Curriculum

Curriculum & Instruction':

5. Teaching methodologies
6. Classroom management
7. Linguistic knowledge.and understanding
Figure 1 summarizes the goals, areas of competence, and.target groups

iii the Integrative Model. As injcateitthe filst two competencies (lan-
guage proficiency and socioculTIfral knowledge and untlerstanding) could
both be provided by u two-year college Or at the lower-division levej of a
four:year college.

A.,Laiiguage Proficitncy, ii
This cbmpetence is concerned with the trainee's ability to speak, read,

and write English, as well as.the dominant language of the community in
diverse situations. The trainee-is expected to demonstrate:

I. Verbal fluency in speaking the dominant language and English.
2. The skill of comprehending, and communicating in tbe community-
. spoken language (Barrio Spanish, etc.) and English.,
3. Reading skills in the:dominant language and Englisik
4. WritIng skills in the .dominant language and English.

. More advanced competencies, "exit competencies:" should requirethe
trainee to demonstrate dominant language and English fluency in:

a. classroom and pedagogic languaw which involve vocabulary and
usage (the tedoinology needed to give instruction in specific
subject meter concepts it all levels ofinStruction).

b. oral language used in public speaking, parent-teacher confer-
,' ences, lecturing, etc.

4.

B. SociOcultural Knowledge and Understandiing .

The sociocultural competencies sho'uld be recognized as crucial for
teachers ofculturallyund linguistically different learners. This coinponent,
however, is traditionally excluded from teacher ilreparatiou programs.
Operating on this'preiris, "-e Integrative Model polits that trainees must .
become aware of the in:" . e of their attitudes and conceptions in deter-
mining their own behavior and in shaping the attitudes and perceptions of
then students. he trainee is expected to:AT

1. Develo nd demonstrate a sensitivity to, and appreciation of, cul-
tuial diversity as reflected within the scluml/cofmminity setting and
in the planning, develbpment, and implementation of the cur-
ricnlum.

' 2. Identify the 'nature and the effects of socio-cultural variables on
students' development and learning styles (cognitivi., psychomotor,
and affective) and utilize such knowledge in the implenwntation of
the curriculinn.

1 03
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3. Identify and systematically apply research findings relevant to the
education ofchildren in the United'States from diverse linguistic and
cultural backgrounds. 9

4. Identify and explain the basic nature and dynamics of culture and
their effects on behavior.
a. identification and definition of culture
b. universai concept of culture

'-c. dynamics of culture
d. cultural effects 'won behavior

5. IdentifY and explain historical, contemporary, and basic aspects o f
the teacher's, the student's, and the dominant society's culture.

. a. historical perspective of values, language modes, and in§titutions
. of a specific group in a cross-cultural society

b. nature and effects of similarities and differences among societal
grolups

cr nature and implementation of prejudicial manifestations of
ethnocentrism in racism ay sexism

C. Psychopersonal Knowledge antrUnderstanding
Most teacher-training programhemphAize training in tnethodoloi

eompetencies td the detriment of psychopersonal competencies.. The In-
tegrative Model of Bilingual Teacher Trainhig 'subscribes to 'the assump-
tions that learning is more effecti4 when ihe teacher is adequately pre-
pared in the subject of course to be taught, has some general knowledge of
how humans learn the technical slcilft to wesent material in,a learnable
fashion, and-has a well-developed repertoire of interpersonal skills through
which,the teacher can establish, mitntain, and promote effective interper-
sonal re1ationship4. in the classroo& The trainee is expected to:

1. Distinguish, descrZe, and interpteealtemative model6 and theories
of human grqwth and development in terinsof basit assumptions and
empirical research. v

2. Demonstrate skills and effectiveness in making objective evaluations
of students' readiness to learn and perform under various teaching
techniques and instructional materials and programs.

3. State and demonstrkte understmding and awarenev of initial, in-
terstage, and.terminal growth and development processes for indi-
viduals in relative isolation or in highly socialized situations suGject to
social forceS.

4. Demonstrate and apply skills in making educational decisions and
planning 'curricula, aceordipg to 'longitudinal (early childhood
through adolescent) human growth and development trends.

5. Examine and evaluate current)writings regarding similarities and
differences among individuals and groups from culturally different
heritages and identify critical variables that reflect cultural differ-
ences.

./1 0
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6.

% Use instruments and techniques.for assessyg interpersonal relation-

%
ships as q guide to helping individuals and assist culturally different,

students to form positiire, productiv9isocial relationships:.
7. Demonstrate understanding and awdreness of the affective domain as

a major factor contributing to the- optimal, learthg of children and.
adolescents..

8. Make emluations in objective and verifiable terms -of desired out-
comes of intrapersonal and interpersonal behavior in educational
settings. .

. ,
Ns

9
.

Use appropriate verbal interaction classroom skills such as listening
, . . to pupils, giving pupils a chance. to talk, providing clear and explicit'

'directions in both languages,,asking questions at all levels, using
Appropriate 'community language, and-selecting a tone of yoke ap-
propriate to different settings.

10. Identify and utilize appropriate interaction assessment models, tools,

. and techniques (e.g., Flanders interaction technique and socio-
. grams). ,

11:: Make decisions about alternative instructional models and processes\ according to varioul descriptive stages of thanging cultural, social,
and educational environments.

12. Design and implement evaluation strategies in terms of process and
product in the classroom.

,
, %,.

D. turriculum
Knowledge and understanding of specific and general curriculum vari-

ables and processes are necessary.competeneies of the Wing la! teacher.
The following competencies reflect this view,-:The trainee is expected to:

1. Develop a consistent philosophy releVane to bilingual igducation
, 1

programs. . .

2, DemOnstrate lessons iik-the major currieufum-ureas 4ing both the
dominant lauguage and litglish as a media of ingtruction.

3. Translate spellik subject matter sensitive to the cultura backgroupd
of limited-English-speaking students into units of inst oction.

I Direct and supervise second-language instruction in a bilingual pros
gram.. ,

& Develop curriculum fo the bilingual' student.
6. Design curriculum and teaching strategies that utilize the content

areas (i.e., social studies, science, and mathematics) to deVelop liter-
, A

acy in two. languages. ,

7. Develop and use specific criteria to evaluate bilinguailtcorricuhim
maferialr in terms of cultural suitability, pupil characteri4ics and
needs, and cognitive apd affective outcomes. I .

8. Design and carry out varibus types of resoarclrwhich assess Units of'
curriculum and teaching materials in terms of expected outjomes.

9. Utilize the findings of research in the field to guide construction of',
decision-making regarding currietilum and sthool organizatiort and

97
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iMplemeriting Programs of bilinguahibicOural education.
10. Participate in develciping. resource centers in bilingual-bicultural

.education in target schools and ptovide leader,ship in the develop-
ment of curriculum necessa*ryttOnplement bilingual-bicultural edu-
cation programs. .._.c.

. h .
11, PrOVide expert, ,in.-depthi and innovative leadership in at leashone

standard school eurricUlum)tea (e.g., 'social science, mathematics,
or language.arts) in older to devIlop practical,in-serviCe education
and ineaningfulllipervision Id ot ier classroom. teachers.

12.. COmprehend the:, structure Of Engtish arkd ihe dominant language,
the.nature of linguistiechange, soOn-linguistic aspects orlanguae
aCquistion, and th culturalasvents of.diff'erent languages in contact..

'E. Teaching Methodol gties
ihe trainee is 'expectttrd to:

.

1. Become aware of thd different learning styles of children and develop
the ability to match the teaching strategy,to file learning style of the
child., ;

. 2. Develop innovative teginiques',.'effectively and appropriately, iii the
learner's' language(s) in such content areas as the forMulation of
realistgeperformance objectiyeg and their assessment; inquiry/dis-.

. covery strategies; individualizes:I instruction; learning centers; uses of
media and audio-visual materials; systems approaches to the teaching
of reading and mafitematics skills; team-teaching and cross grouping;
and interaction an:ily0s.

3. Develop an awareness 'of the. 1,i'vay in which the learner's. Culture
.

should permeate significant !ireas of the curriculum.
4. Utilize-61d and/nr seennd-language techniques in'acc.ordartce with

the learner"s nr_..eds at Various stages of the- learning'procem.
5. Utilize effective classroom management techniques for optimal

learning in specific situations.
6. Work effectively with pamprofessittnals and other adults: .

7. ) Identify anti utilize available commutniWre...ourees in and outside tli
-__

e classroom. . .-----,

P. Classroom MiAlrigement
The traine .e. is expokted to:, .. .

, 1. DeveloP appropriate management techniques fbr the bilingual
.

Classroom.
2. Develop knowledge of local environMenlal.varials that affiect the

school e.g., socio-economie, community values, and community
structures.

3. Develop descriptions of various bilingual classroom organizational
A schemes.

4. Deyelop- iiques for involving parent-comm tin ity resources both
in and Imp. e of the classroom.

,

5. Develop techniques for the recruitment, training, and retention of
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paraprofessional volunteers, and cross-age tutors as manbers Of the

instructional team.
6. Develop techniqqes for 'the identification of.roles and functions of

each membcr of the instructional team.
7. Develop descriptions of possible interaction patterns between para-

.
professionals and teachers. .

8. 'Develop plans for the management of instruction of lai;_.4.) groups,
small groups, and individuals.

. .Plan and conduct Conferbnces with parents in Spanish andEnglish.
t. Conduct group discussions and problem-solving in the classroom.

C. Linguistic Knowledge and Understanding
1. Psycholinguistics --,- The trainee is expected to:

a. understand similarities and differences between language acqui-
sition and developyfIent in the first and the second language.

b. be aw'are of the d velopmental levels of language acquisition ahnd
, their implic?atiolfs in the classroom. '
. c xhibit a positive bilingual-multicultural role model in interacting

witlf learners.
d. be awake of die, differences in language learning at afferent age

levels (child, 'adolescent, adult) and their implications in the
elassroom.

e. 'dffinonstrate afi understanding of the relationship between the.
langeage and the self-concept of the individual.

f. be able to recognize sequential processes of first and second
. language development and acquisition (e.g., listening, speaking,

readifig and writing).
2.,4 Sociolinguistics The trainee is aected to:

a. show theability to recognize and accept 'the language variety of the
home, and a standard varietyras valid systems of communication,
each with its own legitimate functions and implications in the
classroom.

b. identify and understand regional and social variations in the
- learner's language and treir implications in the classroom.

c. be able to identify the various degrees of bilingual enculturatio'n
in the process of becoming bilingual: .

d. participate in the bilingual enculturation proceas at a level com-.
mensurate with;the'language proficiency of the learner.

3. Contrastiye and Comparative Analysis The trainee is expected to:
a. be able to identify the areas of positive transfer between English

. arid the target' language (phonology, morphology, syltax, and
wmantics).

b. be able to identify the areas of linguistic interference between
lish and the target language (phonology, morphology, syntax,'

arid semantics).
c. apnly individual and group strategies to maximize positive transfer

and to mlpimize, interference.

11 G
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- Activities and Experiences to Achieve These. Competencies .,

Some activities and experiences to help the traineevathieve the above ,)
stated competencies are: course work, readings, research, ,project plan- /
ning, demonstrations, observations, held-based experiences (community,
and schools), projectimplementation, multimedia participation, simulate
situations, student teachivig,- workshop participation, and confetence par-
ticipation. These activities and egperiences should provide ample toddler
interaction with members and students of the target language and.'culture
of instruction. . .

Evaluation. ..

Various approaches could be applied to determine the level of- attain-
meet of these wmpeteneies. The trainee could be assesseil by instructors, %

supervisors, peers, and self by the following approaches: ..

1. .0ral and written performance on cthirse content for knowledge,
comprehension, and application of skills

/
2. Criterion ratings on completed projects 1

3. Observational ratings ;

4. participational ratings .

5, Ratings by peers and others
.

6.,, Self-rating on an agreed_set of criteria
7. -Attitudinal ratings
8. Overall ratings (summative) '
9. Comp,arison ratings with a control group to'determine program im-

pact *
Figure 2 shows how the above approaches can be 'combined with

competencies in a matrix for individual trainee and compekjee. Instead of
competenee areas, the specific competenciOs'in any one of the areas could
be listed. Under this plan, there would be seven torms- fbr each trainee.
Not all approaches would be used with all competencies. Such fOrms could
be used as the basis for conferences with indiyidual trainees.
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Conununications, Educ'ation.And .

Culture

Luis F. Riverg ,

6

There is only one subjeet-matter for education, and that is Life in all its
man,ifestattif.
Alfred NoWr Whitehead '

, Interpreting culture is.so difficult that it can be compared
to looking at a virus with tbe naked eye on a moonless
night.

NYE ARE BOTH enjoying and suffering the consequences of technolog-
.

ical advancement which, although not a recent phendmenon, is a rapidly
accelerating one. When one'compargS the specific technological develop-
ment of widely .separated time periods, one is left with the comforting (or
perhaps -annoying) sensation that history releats itself and sthat two
thousand years have not be;n enough to change human nature.:We still
enjoy and suffer ihe consequences of our own doings.

\ The degree of enjgment and suffering i& different among subgroups
within a given country and among countries throughout theworld. The

; highest degree of suffering, in the writer's opinion, is evidenced*y those
who become entlaveil by the products of culture. Thç number f
technological gadgets distributed to all parts of the world is increasing in a
geometric progression. The following factors , contribute greatly tp this
enslavement:

1. The natural curiosity of people.
2. The economic benefits associated with the production ajnd marketing

of gadgets.
3. Developments in;the area of transportation.
4. The utilization of nuiss-commUnications medig. .

The last item requires some exploratory analysis in order to seltrch for
potential applications in the areas of education and culture and in the study
of human societies.

A cluster of technological objects (telegraphs, telephones, radios, (ele-

. photds, popular'newpapers, periodicals, broadcasting, motion picturk,
and television) is usuilly referred.to as the mass-communications media.

115
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'these objects have created a situation in which cultural consequences must
not be neglected. They have been neglected, hoWever, both in potential
and actual utilization of equitoment* or "hardware" and in the quality .of
messages or "software: in which there is much room for. improvement.
Most reliable surveys indicate that the majority of the peoiole of the world

(includivg those of totalitarian countries) are usually satisfied vi(ith the kind

of mass communication 'available to Ihem. This satisfaction has been attri-

buted to the lack of alternatives to. tlp communication they conveniently

receive. It is also important to recognizethat ma'ss oommunication is but

*re facet of life for most indivkjuals, whose Main preoccupations center on
the home and on daily employment. '

-

Explicit definitions and theories of communication resulted from the
present century's idvances in science and tebhnology. (2.ne Of the first
definifions 6f coMmunications as a discrete human enterprise was pro-
posed in 1928 b Ivor. Armstrong Richards, a Brifish literary OW: and
author: . .

Commknicafion . . . takes Owe when one mind so acts upon its environ-
ment that anotier mind is influenced, And in that other mind an experience
occurs which is like the experience in the first mind, and is caused in partby

that experience. (pi 177)
The above definition can also be expressed in the form of the following
question: WHb is saying WHAT to WHOM', in WHAT WAY, and with
WHAT EFFECT? This questiodCan be divided into thefollowing compo-

nents:
1. WHO: The source ofinforination. Fm nur purposes, this,

will he a single human being or a group.of per,
,sons...

' 2.. WHAT: The message. This implies the content or nature
of the information

3. WHOM: . , The particular listener or audience.
4. WHAT WAY: , The -Combination of the communication channel

and the particular ,way in which il is used to
convey the message.

5. 'WHAT EFFECT: The exptirienco, caused by the interaction of the
above components that occurs in human par-.
ticipants.

The idea of interaction azid feedback is a very iinportinit One because it

gives meaning to the process of communication. -Feedbackis a construct
'derived from Norbert Wiener's studies in cybernetics. Interaction be-

tween human beings in coisversation 'cannot function, according to this
construct, witbout the sender's ability to weigh and .(ticulate the.apparent
effect of his, wOrds bn the listener. For the ,psyeholpgist interested in

corn rminicationy, the nmdilication'of an individual's perceptiMi ofreality is

of fundamental interest. Tilt' agreement in;>agreenlent of,a communica-

tion with a person's cognitive structure aflects'both behavior and p'ercep-
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hon. Consequently, the major criterion for psychological analysis i;neither
the medium nOr the message but the expectation of the person reeeiving
the message.

'Up to this point, the following issues have been stated:
I. Mass media technoldgy has created, and 'continues to create, pro-

found cultur'al changes throughout the world. We do not live with
yesterday's definition of culture.

2. Most people seem to be satisfiedwith the kind of mass communica-
-tions available to them. The interaction of lack of alternatives and
concern for survival are important variables to consider in planning
interventions. .

3. If we take ailOok at communications, there are a series of components
weneed to consider it2 order to achieve a working definition. Feed-
back is one of the most neglected hspects of mass communications,

4. The .expectationnif the person receiving a message is 'extremely
important in relation to Ilis/her attention, Perception, arid the effect
the :intended message has.

In the United States, fewer newspapers currently serve more readers
than ever before; three television networks are predpminant; aud a handful
of ,bbok Publishers produce the majority of best' sellers. Despite these
trends toward monopoly., however, specific massInedias are designed for

. specific populations, The author recently complried a survey on radio,
stations in the United States that broadcast ten orirtore hours per week in
the Spanish language. The same' survey can be:)conducted for printed
,materials and other outlets for the same group alnd/or other subgrotips.
Business and induitry have beel doing these typegstifsurveysioE years. In
the meantime, educators have been Usitig yesterday's definitions of educa-

forgeteig perhaps, that education is part of a larger system called
communications. This problem brings up the next subject of this paper:
education. .

Education, in its widest sense, may be thought of as the socialization
process through, which people learn a way of life. This social activity is made
possible through a network of humati relationships. The , key word in
education is learning. The process of learning goes beyond the simple
connOtations or`teathing" and "schools," whi,11 are merely elements of the
systetn we call formal education.

Qne of the basic characteristics of systems is inertia, the resistance to.
change. For better or worse, who()) systems have a gi.eat degree of inertia.
They also possess a vitality similar to what is known as "homeostasis" in the
biological sciences. Homeostasis has been defined as:
A tendency toward a stgblp state ,of equilibrium between interrelated
'physiological, psychological,,or social factors characteristic of an indi-
vidual- or grpup, (M6rriarii-Welister. Diethniary, Pocket Book Edition,
1974)
In simple terms, schools have a clipacity to absorb cha nges or innovations

1 1 ,5
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with little or no effect on the system as a whole. inertia implies resistance to
motion, action; o'r change. A simple question introduces this issue: Was the
Sputnik I (launched October 4, 1957). or the formal educatioh system ihe
cause of curriculum changes in the natural sciences?

'The National Council fot the Social Studies has published Guiddines for
Multicultural Education, October, 1976 that can be used to develop cur-

wieula aimed at promoting international understanding. This need has been
Vrecognized for man'y years. The sad reality is that little or nothing may be

done about it. It will be hard to introduce change in the schools uuless some
kind of "socio-cultural Sputnik" uPsets the inertia of.the system.

Real life is the setting for tbe social studies. It is the drena in which we,
enjoy and suffer the consequences of the things we cluster in a category
labeled "Self arid Others Awareness." It is the Noll we of expectaltions anil a
natural practice. Any particular group of people,will challenge superficial
generalizations in their quest for survival for meaning and for awareness. .

All cultures have their own t. Acation systemS, often labeled "non-formal."
For same groups, a high degree of congruency exists-betcveen the farmal
.and non-formal education systems. Other giziiii.exhibit little or no such
congruency. Each group learns according to the particular social and
comMunications network accessible to its members. Rafael Cortijo, a
pgpt4drrirei-to Rican musician, it vonded quickly to Sputnik I and re-.
corded a song that made,Iii:i.:nidienee think about the social and cultural
implications of the event. Some of the lines .'ead: pararan, en que
-pardryin las con's; Los Rusos tiraron un satelife a hi vuelta del mundo
-A conceptual equivalent in the English, htnguage is: 1V/wre well go, what
will Tme mwxt; The Russian.s put a satellite to circle tlw globe . . .

A political cartoon about current-events in a daily newspaper may
Amesent a message more effectively than, say, a political essay. These days

we communicate more and more with actual images. Abont 95 percent of
all homes have television sets. 'In a recent issue of the Smithso0an (May,
19761, S. Dillon Riptey commented:
At Mr level of basic training in meriting and literate skills I recomnwnd, to
counter the aturathm. level of televisiim and its- new mind-orientathm
toward Objects poppety-pop goes the toothpaste tube in Disney-like
dances with the deodorant ran a new museum-like .trainingelusing
exlabits of Afros associated with words toreinforce tlw learning process,
just as Madame Montessori argued years ago. Perhaps museums are du!
new Open university option fos te(iching. 4). 6) .

The need to popularize education challenges those looking for ways to
aceomplish necessary sm;cio-educationa! chanOs. Tile term -popular" is not
degrading:- popularization will upgnide education with ilwaning and ills-
Hee. The leanier and tlie teadier everywhere. We can 41l rvey the
communicatios nvtwoit already nsed by a particular mietal group before
initiating changes aimed at the suhition of a given set orproblems,

A social network can be defined as a natural chain formed by individuals

. 1 1
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communicating with other individuals. Let 'is:explore this wi,th.an' exam-

, pie'. A teacher, worl4ng in East Los Angeles, California, was having difficul-
ties with the family Mtynbers ,of hbr students involved in school activities.
c he tried to communicate w iem through notes written in Engl'sh and ,itd
. in Spanish, but these had ve little effect. Rather than assuming thai thy
families were simply not concerned about their children, she looked for a
method.of communication that made sense in that particular community.
She observed whichciamily meMbers came to, school. She also observed
who brought the children in the morning and who picked them up after
school. Rather than trying to approach the families at random, shebegan to.
,work with these family members vYho yere most school-oriented. She then
asked them to involve the otter family members. The assumption behind
this approach was that people relate better' to people than to impersonal

.

memost In'convincing others, one cnnvinces oneself. : She put thisj, .
hypothesis to a test and was not suorised 4o see that it worked.

The following points, then, can bt added:
I. Education is a social function. It will not work.to our advantage in

considering it as solely institutiqnal or asthe exclusive function of the
schools. . . .

2. formal institutions have a groat leal of inertia and will resist change.
Their tendency toward homeostasis will transform introduced
changes to the extent that there will be little or no Tffect.

13. Particular grovps in society respond to a communications network.
Educators may not like the 'content of the current messages and may ,.

, complain, but th,etr best course of actan 'is to use those effective
means to deliver other messages. This approach is being used, but
only minimally.

4. PeoA are more concerned with the,present and the future than with
the past. We are using a concept of education and learning that is not
satisfactory in view of the cutrent situation. lbday, many of the things
that, people had to learn in schools are now accessible elsewhere.

The role of schools,will eventually shift from one of less direct instruction
to one of more 1eader4hip in lemming. This shift in emphasis will occur
when we move from the "talking" stage of community and parental in-
volyement to a "doing" stage that willtventually involve these forces. Such

, cooperation among all educative forces will be a major cultural change that
. will promote a better understanding amonueople.

This brings us to the final concern of this Mper: the question of culture.
on'a yecent trip to Central America, this Writer had the opportunity to

" check someone's observations (labeled as fact) about the Quiche indians of '

Guatemala. In A presumably intensive anthropological study of Chichicas.

ten he local culture had been labeled as mysterious and'resistant toal, t
"change,

,
'.due to the pride of the people in their own century-old ways. It

;:vai argued, finally, tly.the researchers that these people should be left
alone. .

This writer visited Chichicastynango, and after making extensive obser-A6
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vations, found a great difference between 'what was reported in the an-
thropological 'study and the.reality as he perceived it of the eulture.of the
Quiche.

Interpreting culture is so,difficult that it can be compared to looking at a

virus with the naked eye on kmoonless night. In studying culture, we often
emphasize isolated, meaningless details. Culture consists of intangibles
and is highly dynamic. Yet "culture" is often used as a scapegoat to explain
away-political probrems and social injustice. This is common in an age of
euphemisms and distortions of language. In discussing ciiltuee, the follow-
thg are often carelessly u ed (twiny times "parroting jiack" to what
was written in a proposal to a furnling agency):

1. Minority.' Aren't we trying to say something else?
2. 'Anglo. Are we lumping together widely different peoplqunder this '

convenient tertnasy.13,..insulting Somebody? Aren't we trying to say
something :else?
Assini lotion. Can assimilation be a two-way process? Aren't we
tryin to say something elke?

4. The hyphenated American. Among other filings, we are talking about
the United States of America. America .is. the name of this entire
continent. A Black from Cartugena, Colombia, is a Black-American; a
Quiche from the town of Chichicastenango, Guatemala may want to
say that he/she is an American-Indian, etc.

Any 'movement aimed at promoting understanding among people on a
shrinking plaivet will be welcomed, except by those somehow threatened
hy its impliations': If a transcultural education model can further ac-
complish this, we will be on our way to the fulfillment of a goal long
recognized by Many of the- great thinkers of the world and by almost
everybody who has not been labeled a "great thinker." The people of the
world intuitively feel this need. Our task is to implpmelit the thinking and

feeling into action.
It takes .courage to face the unfamiliar, to espouse the diNrent; courage to
fight one's own prejudices only less than those of others. Was it not, a little
child who first dared to call the emperor naked? . . . just as it did forGahleo
to rpurmur among his inquisitors, "Yet the world does move."

Ralph Waldo Gerard
(1946, p. 499)
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New Directions For The 'Social Studies:
A Transcultural View

Constance L'Aventure
.

The*multicultural dimension of human social life and
hist* should be addressed by everSt school's curriculum.

THE MULTICULTURAL dimension ofliuman social life and history
should be addressed by every 'school's curriculum. With the traditional
proximit)% of ethnic grouiis in America and the growing interdependence of
people Of diverse cultures worldwide, it is critical that learners develop a
realistic and expanded comprehension orcultural divvrsity.-In the course
of the 1960's, educators came to ackn'owledge the importance of ethnicity
in American society and the need to help students develop a more sOphisti-
cated understanding of the distinct ethnic and cultural groups that make up
human sotiety.

It is important, that this emphasis 1r developed in the public schools.
will prepare studeVsfor their emerging roles as world citizens em-

broi d in thq intricate' interdependencies of modern human affairs.
-.-

A relevant sodal studies curriculum that offers students an expanded
range Of experiences and an insight into both the'commonality of human
eRperience and the culturally deterTined differences-and systems shall be
considered transcultural.. t.

3 Learning One's 'Own Culture
- Each human being, more or less self-conscious4,, expresses a whole

range of characteristic modes and values tvithin a certain cultural milieu. As
individualsmatu?e, their culture progressively provides them with a fun-
dAmental range of peispectives, attitudes, and norbs. To -the degree that
children a,sume and embody these, they becorne acculturated within their
racial, etbnic, and religious traditions. c

The cultural context of any particular human situation irito chil-
dren are born has a certain form. This form is created hy the toincidence of
the various dimensions of human activity, 'such as language, social structur-

v ing, and the level of technology. These exist against the background of a -

natural environment, affording speqlcippssibili ties and iniplying certain
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constraints on the human life within it.
Social forms and cultural traditions influence the. feelings an ought ...

processes orthe shild hfcertiin Way:;. A; the child gradually mas ers social A ..''
and practical skills, these learned responses provide a testecloade uate "set
of programs" for the routine conduct of everyday life.

Through accultura On, people learn to live ,vithin, maniphlate, and
ciinterpret their envir nment in a particugr set of ways,\The patterns of a , -

person's relationships to others is structured by a more 1r leis elaborate
social systenot which peipetuates itself through generations by transmit: .

ting Iccepted values to each subsequent generation. Geperally spealting,
the educational process fOnctions in human cultures as a "quasi-genetic `.

factor," replicating sets of practical habiti and skills together with ayiable
soctal structure requisite to the survival of the social group involved. .

. .,

The Challenges Of Modern Technology,,
/ The development of modokrn technology,,Partiqulaily in the fields' of .
pcommunicatIon and tdnsportation, has led to tItt introduction of unfamil-*

iar social and cultural elements into every curtural area of the world,,
primarily by means of trade contacts and media.

Technology has not only created expanded commerce betiueen far-flung
groups c7f peoples, but has actuall;demanded material interchange among
them if industrialization is to be maintained at its present momentum:
Additionally, t e spread of Western technologies throughout the world has
hatd a profoun t on traditional economies.

,

The mass accessibilityzf worldwide communication channels and the
partiCulaiiy attractive nature of certain cultural megiale.g., films, reLords,
television) have brought the nations ansl cultures of the world into a web of
functional relationships and reciprocal influences. Over the long run, these
inter-relationships can onry grow more Complex, perhaps tending towards
homogeneity. ,

Need For New Directions PI Social Studies .
.

In this histqrically unique perioctof international eultural encounter, the
development of new approaches to the teaching of Social studies seems,
necessary if this subject area is to be of maximuni service to students of the
late twentieth:century. Since the social commithity is tile level at whi
most humat contact occurs, the student's own region provides a natural
laboratory for the development of new cultural perspectives.

'flanscultural education, then, is the educational prvcess that promotes
the development of..a More aormed and comprehentive perspective on
the pEirt of students..It lays the conceptual and experiential basis for respea
for the diversity .of all peoples. Thil° occurs through participation in ac-

, tivities that develop understanding of the fundamental similarities and the
limited natural basis of differences among individuals and groups. )

#

,
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One aim of this transcultural approach is.to provide seminal and lasting
insights beyond the student's cultural frame of reference. In the course-of
transculturat education, such experiences accumulate, and the interaction
among the elements of this backlog of cultural orientations defines the.
individual's complex "private culture." The goal is the expansion of "private
culture" to U broad educated perspective transcending simple ethnocen-
tricity, prejudices/ and cultural limitations. This transcend' nce of Lulturally
limited views is what sdch a program offers the individtal participant. .

The learner will come to recognize, use, and enjoy ce ain aspects of a
range of cultunes, ideally approaching a synthesis of chosen cultural 'ele-
ments and intuitively comprehending a wide range ofcultural forms. At the
same time, barriers impeding communication among individuals of differ-
ent backgrounds will fade. . .

-

Teaching Strategies In Transcultural Education
The teaching strategies Used io implement a transcultural curriculum

model are highly important. Only strategies that enhance the content,
achieve the objectives, and accommodate the individual learner should be
considered. Effective strategies challenge ,the student by allowing interac-. ..

e tion between the learner and the content. In this case, content consists of
the specific multicultural elements of the student's own environment.
Ethnic variety must be explicitly pointedput tcl, the students. In this way,
what all people have in common becomes clear in their eveiyday "reality."
This "reality" enables students to give mewling to the content, thus modify-
ing their behavior and changing-their attitudes.

Attitudes ana feelings aie most often changed by experiences, real or
vicarious, that have an emotional impact. Classroom activities such as role-

playing, simulatams, and games pretend to place the student in a "real
, situation"; the outcomes, 'however, of stith actNities can be ineffective or
eveb misleading. 'fraditional 'classroom activities (reading, discussion;
answering questions) many allow forfactual learning, but they do not
ensure that learning will be internalized. A study of China and the Chinese
people, fo i. exarttpfe, does not guarantee that the student will better
understand either the people on their culkure. Students may memorize an
itnpressive.list of facts and figures that describe unique aspects of Cflinese
life without eve,/ changing their attitude towards the culture. They may
never see tAie similarities between their way of living and thep,of the other
culture's.

9

Conimunity life, as a source of learning experiences, is often oVerloolv,d.
A program that utilizestrich community resotirces cannot be reproduced in
the classroom. The richness is derived from the inter-disciplinary nature
and variety of experiences one encounters there:7 e experiences may
Include a series of interactions between the learner an another individual

ie

between the learner and one or motv institutions, or between the learner
1
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and other facets of the environment. As.an example', a student may inter-

view the oldest living members of the'community to gather data regarding

changes in lift styles Gver time. Ideally, the learner can bridge the gulf

between generations, discover new source's of information, and recognize

the similarities and differences among peOple. These interactions need not

be limitead to individuals but can also include institutions; e.g., the class

may investigate pol;tical power in city gOvernmen1..The students' knowl-

edge of the political process can yield further insights into .social conduct.
1

Learnihg FroM Reality

, In a comnuiriity-oriented program, !Others interact both with their own

culture and with othersultures from a s eltered position. Students are able

to test their knawledge and ideas wit out the risks taken when unsup-,
portedindividuals attelipt tego- it alone." Since the learners are part of a

mutually suppor e relationship with their class, exploratory approaches

can be emph ed without frustrati4 the students. The successful en-
countkcan be analyzedto ensure repOition, and errors can btstudied to
provide,he basis for further improvement. The prodner of each episode

provides input for the next triaLThrOugh the mutual support of the group,

learning takes place and negative.'attitudes are modified.

An exantple of such a programris found in. Berkeley, California, where
student. organize an annual "cultuntj hunt." Groups o- f students prepare a

plan which will introduce members of the class to a given culture. The

planners must carefully observe the culture and-select those experiences

they deem representative and- important. These are orgariizedhnto an
outline or s.-.mmarized in a tape recording that the "hunter" follows. .A.s

students followthe -prescribed route, they collect information and ideas.

'Thus, 'they can mal5e significant contributions to their learning while
..z

clarifying their self-definitions.

Considerations In Implementing The Program

The curriculum designer and classroom teacher should seriously con-

skier the following suggestions when developing and implementing a

program for transcultural social studies. ..

-I. The selection and organization of content does little to chhnge pat-
terns ofattitudes and feelings. These objectives can only.be achieved

by the way in which the learning experiences .are plittned and con-

, ducted in the classroom. Because learning experiences play such an

important role, the currieulum guides should be described in much'

greater fletail than usual.
2. 'In order to develop autonomy of thoukht, students rieed oppor.!

tunities to organize their own conceptual system and to develop skills

.for independent processing of information. consequently, the learn-

ing experience should he planned to encOurage learners to inquire,

formnlate theipthonghts, develop their problem-solving techniques,,

a

1 9 rtrif
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and test their ideas. The teacher must grant the learners the right to
grapple with the learning process, even if the immediate results seem
rough."

3. It is imperative to recognize that students learn in multiple ways
from books, observation, discussion.. and social qncounters..Since we
know little about individual learning styles, it is necessary and desir- .

able to provide students with a wide range dimming experierices.
- 4. Generally, faE more class time is spent on gathering knowledge than ,

onApi)lying tkiat knowledge.; Practical applications of knowledge
prov.iZe experiences that guarantee the internalization of leirrning. If
th9 leaning experience,is open-ended, cif couraging divergent think-

.. ing and activities tliat vary in depth and kind, tITen a curriculum
becomes more flexible. For example, comparisons and et ntrasts can
be made on several levels of sophistication and in different cultural
settings. IC the learning expefiencet ar;'fle(xible, they can accommo-
date heterogeneitykin ability, backgrouril, and level of sophisticatioA
among students. There is no single answer when students are asked
to characterize an trnic group or behavior in a specific situatyn.
Divergent responses; in fact, reduce stereotyping.

Sunfmary
That the world is taking on certain characteristics of a "global village" is

apparent. It remains to be seen, however, which of the wide variety of
cultural features will be *lost Widely adopted'antt which aspects of the
divergent and colorful cultural variations will, survive. No matter what
future social, economic, or political conditions arise,'basic characteristics of
each cultural group will ideally survivemong its people for generations to 4.
come. li'anscultural education addresses the learner in ,individual terms
helping to harmonize cultural elements arid to provide a conceptual
framework vGith which to interpret the manytultural forms encountered in
the decades ahead.,
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;Fostering Tianscultural Learnings In

The Social Studies:
Perspectives And Practices

Charlotte Crabtree,

What is now widely* proposed for students of all ethnic
backgrourids is fuller consideration of the Multi-ethnic,
multicultural heritage of this nation.

Three Key Questions Considered In Social Studies

SOCIAL STUDIES, as a field, primarily asks three kinds of questions.
The firit is: Why are things as they are? or How did they come to ,be?
Inquiries in this mode constitute a search for explanation and,order.

This search for explanations isit challenging one. The social sciences, on
which the SOCIal studies are based, are primarily conterned with the search
for relationships. These inquiries usually require a quest for multiple
causes and their interactions in understanding the probable causes of
critical events. Good social studies teachinoises students to higher levels

, of cognitive thinking: tO processes of competing and contrasting multiple
factors in a situation, of analyzing how one factor influences another, of
pulling 'all these relationship; together into a comprehensive and valid
synthesis that explains how an event, problenvor injugtice has come to be.
Students may discover, for-examplet how ecomric factors as well as social
attitudes, may operate in . cases of social injustice. Good teaching may
explain the cultural values, as Well as the technological skills and environ-
mental resources, of how a people haye interacted and developed as they
have. Such analysis may also explain why a people direct their eneigles in
ways different froei one's own, or why they differ in outlook, on views of the
"good life," and on attitudes toward material success.

A good curriculum for transcUltural education will include a heart); menu
of these higher level understandings and of the analytic skills by which they
are tested, Verified, and refined. Only through a search for thjr many
inter-related factors operating in complex social situations will students
acquire the hard data on which to base valid interpretations,

NI
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Beyond a search for understandings of current realities, the social
studies are also concerned with value dilemmas, our secon&kind ofques-
tion. In this case, the learner asks: Are things the way ,they shmdd be? Are
they fair? Are 'they Just? Are the consequenceS of public policy, or of
personal choiceRthose I want to live with? What other options are there?
Which do I choose? And what policy do I support?

Going'beyond policy or value inquiries, the social studies.alsd support a
third kind of inquiry, one leading to action, In this case, the learner asks:
Given this policy decisiOn, hoW do I proceed?

In &considering the second and third questions, learners confront..be-
havioral choices.-Some value commAmprit must be Made and some action
must be taken, with the consequence that the learner's involvement is
high. He must act. Traditionally, inquiries of these types have been de-
veloped under the rubric of problem-solving. Although they. are not neW,
they are enjoying a =for revival in secondary social studies teaching. In
these activities, good social studies teaching eniages students in the pro-
cesses of valueVanalysii and clarification, as,well as in the problem-sOlving
processes, which lead to informed deeisions'and strategies for effective
actkm.

Good social studies program's ;', transcultural education will probaBly
incoimrate.all three questions ji considered. To understand one's cul-
tural heritage within a pluralistic society requires understanding of the
histivical traditions, values, and experiences that constitute the unique, as
well as shared, cultural core. Seeking those nnderstandings requires in-
quiries leading to data on explanatory factors and valid syntheses reflecting
their relative importance and their inter-relationships.

Beyond the development of these understandings, the social studies
offer students important took'for formulating, testing, and refining per-

. sonal value positions and policy:stances on a host of problems confronting
contemOrary society.. Fq example, students can analyze intergroup con-
theft and public controversies, past injustices.and current wrongs, policy
proposals arib avenues open for redress. Studenp can fashion and imple-
ment policy alternatives. These understandings, capabilities, skills, values
analysis, case study methods, and policy mode inquiries are powCrful
instructional tools.

Incorporating Teanscultural Materials
Into Unitea4tates History_

hi recent 'years, a vari&y of new instrnetiOnal materials have been
th'veloped concerning 'issue analysis on, a host of social, economic, and
political problems confronting Anierican society. Some of these materials
an, relevant to cf .rtain substantive issues with which a curriculum Ibr
transcultural learningskight be concerned. We will return to a numberof
these later. First, we sTiall examine the curricular settings in which these

1 26
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and similar materials might be -used.
A significant starting point for improving transcultural learning in high

'school curriculum 'is with 'a course in United States history. This is a
bulwark offering, nationwide, in the} igh school social studies curriculum.
Reviewing the adequacy of most current offerings in :this field, kis well as
their instruetional support systems, Professor Carlos Cortes (1974) finds a
woeful lack of attention to the Chieano experience. This neglect is surpris- .

ing in a nation whoSe history, almost from the Weginning,, is intimately tied
by national boundary and blood to the nation of Mexico.

Cortes has proposed, therefore, a reorientatiomof The United States
history course in order to broaden its almost exclusively monocultural focus-
andlo expunge its effective, if unintentional, message of Mexican Inferior..
ity in those few instances when the subject 'of Mexico and its people
appears. As a nation, he points out, Mexico is seldom mentioned in the
high school history ,text "excopt when being defeated by the United
States." Accounts of Chicano heroism, recognition of richness of cultural .
traditiims, or appreciation of economic, literary, and aesthetic, achieve-.
ments are althost wliolly lacking. Even current materials designed for
intergroup understandingpre deficient in thoir treatment of Mexico and its
people..

What is now widely proposki for stu&nts of all ethnic backgrounds is'
fuller consideration of the multi-ethnic, multicultural heriiage .of this na-
tipn. To that end, the Chicano heritaw-can be viewed in a continuing,
intimate rclationship with the unfolding history of the United States. The
Mexican war for independence and the northward migration and ompa-
tion of the SouthWest) for eiample, parallels the war for independence of
the English colonists and the westward migration of those early Anglo
settlers and the hogts of immigrants who followed. An integrated study of
these contemppraneous movements constitutes an indispensable perspec-
tive in understanding not only United States history but also probleia
touching the liVes of many who are United States, citizens today.

The opportunities ,for in-depth, contrastive analyses of the national
expeiience in the settling of the nation (west from the Atlantic coast and
north from Mexico)slire numerous and significant, according to Cortes. The
area which is now the Southwest (once a part ofMexico, and earlier a part of
New Spain) was engaged, as were the eastern seaboard.colonies, in a War
f"; independence. This war, like the Anietican Revolution, had its heroes.
Eminent among these was Padre Miguel Hidalgo, father of Mexican inde-
pendence, who in 1810 led a Mexican. revolt against' Spain. In a similar
vein, Cortes demonstrates opportunities for paralleling the study of Paul
Revere's ride with that of Ignacio Allende, whose longer, more' trying
journey was made to warn Padre Hidalgo of the Spliish discovery of the
independence plot. Cortés also suggests important opportunities for paral-
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Ming studies of the great westward treks to the trans-Appalachian and
trans-Mlississippi West with the dramatic northward treld of Juan de
Oriate, Juan Bautista de 'Anza; and Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino in the
settlement of Mexico's northern territories.

These studies, of course, are only preludes. Students also need adequate
resources for the in-depth and contrastive study of the social, economic,
political, and cultural patterns Orat evolved in each of these, contrasting
regions over the years. The economic deve.lopment of-the trans-
Appalachian West, its cultural traditions, concepts of law, practices in land
dcqui0on, and retitionships with indigenous pOpalations for example,
should be compared with the economic development of Mexico's northern
territory, with its developingsettlementrand gocieties, its cultural tradi-
tions (rooted hoth in the Indian civilizations of M exico as well as in Hispanic
culture), its concepts of,law and political organization, its land graht sys-
tem, and its relatiomhips with the indigenous populations. United States
history, as taught inthe schools, fallS to develop this dual perspective. It
fails to help students understand that when the westWard-moving hunters,
trapperS, miners, .ranehers, and settlers froM the United. States entered
Mexican territory, they found a highly developed society incorpotating
both Indian and Hispanic traditions, which had established agricultural,
ranching, and mining economics in a region of somewhat adverse climatic
and geomorphological characteristics. .

These under,standing provide essential background fbr the students'
critieal analysis of the initial movement of Anglo-American trappers, hun-
ters, and traders into the Mexican- territory. They exPlain the nrigin of
conflicts in value's, traditions, laws, and social institutions provoked by
Anglo-American settlers who entered this region. The legacy of hatred was
evoked by the events of the Mexican-American War and by effortnoward
cultural assimilation of people who saw.themselves as a conquered nation
living in an occupied homeland".

Resources To Enrich Transcultural Education
Th.build undertanding of this era, students need a variety of authorita-e

tive resources that plumb these events in depth. Their antecedents, their
consequences, mid the midtiple views of, on-the-scene obscIrvers need to
be studied, as well as the views given oftoday's,authoritie'S of this historical
period.

A data bank of selected background readings, primary dociiments, stiidy
prints, and filmstrips covering the events of these periods. from more than
onecidtural perspective. would lw a valuable resource and would provide
support, fiw a ninnlwr of strudent attivities in the contrastive ,analysis ni
these ei iltu res.

Snell resonrces Would make possilV the: (1) development of a two- or
even three-channeled timyline, starting from pre-Columbian .time, on
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which specific'events in the dual development of.-the two nations could be
appropriately-located and compared; (2) deVelopment of role playing mid
simulation of events by sttidents in order to bring alive the historical eVents

' and to foster students' understanding of the problems anellfridentification
with the figures involved; and (3) development of a historical newspaper,
created by the students, earrying their in-depth-analyses of the events of a
partieular day, viewed from more than one reporter's perspective, and
containing editorials widt persuasive argurnents based on historical facts.

Tile data bank Might include appropriately scaled-down photo copies of
rc.

political cartoons, :territorial maps, -lithographs, or on-the-scene artists'
renderings of events, which students might clip and use in preparing their
papers. (Inspired students will, of course, supplement these resources by

, creating their_nwn.) . .
, .

- Use of supkortive resource materials would be partictdarly important in
. participating, albeit vicariously,ip these cultures and analyzingwhat it was

like to havelived with the cultural ques and world-view of these people.
Literature, dance, drama, and the arts all provide powerful and moving
teaching resources. Newer among.suc l resources lire those derived from
the field of ethnomusicology: .a fiel concerned with the study of the
inherent relationships behveen the musical expressions of a people, their
ctatural values, and life style. Recent studies on cross-cultural learnings .
(i.e.., Binnington, 1973) have explored the impact on students attitudes
and appreciations of other cultures once ethnomusicological resources
.Were richly and authentically made Callable to them. The evidence is
strong that these resources open dimensions in cross-cultural understand-
ings and appreciations tapped in no other way.

Supportive materials for student use' of resource materials in values
analysis would also be important. The culminating event of this era, the war

.. .
with Mexico, was a controversial decision. A prototype approach for this
analysis is available in the well-received and now widely adopted Public
Issues Series (Oliver and Newmann, 1971). The purpose of this approach is
to help students analyze and discuss persisting human dilemmas related to
public issues. The instructional strategy is the analysis of public con-
troversy, preSented through well-documented case studies, in which tile.
following processes are incorporated:

1. Identifying the issue, whether prescriptive (judgments concerned
with the legitimacy of Actions and policy); descriptive (problems of
describing, interpreting, and explaiping the facts and circumstances
involved): or analytic (problems of meaning or of dne's definition of
the problem itself);

2. Definillg terms and making distinctionse
13. Clarifying and justifying alternative positions; and
4. Evaluating the evidence (on the basis of how reliable, valid, or
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representative it is) and evaluating one's ,position (on the basis of
supporting evidence, its .consistency, its useful definitions of am-
biguous terms, its sensitivity to the test of analogous cases, and its

responsiveness to the full complexity of the iisue).

While an issue can be explorecthy classroom discussion alone, it is often

preferableto support students' greater involvement in the issue by provid-

ing opportunity rot role-playing episodes. This approach enables students

to explore and "try on" alternative viewpoints, as well as to sew what it is

like to enter9nto °situations not 'norThally encountered in one's own life,

time, or social Status. Encouraging students to research and formulate
personal "position papers," before or after the discussion, is anotherineans

of further persolializing the experience and encouraging each student, to,

take a stance and rigorou'slY defend it.
For all these activitiqs, a variety, of documents, . narrative accounts of

"episodes," and other authoritative materials is required. In the case of

.materials on the legitimacy of the war with Mexico, 'these might include

desCriptions of critical confrontations before the war. Other topics are
debates in Congress and in the press, inCorportiting positions boat in

support of and in opposition to the morality of the war; a cuse study of

Thoreau's aCt add.essay on "Civil Disobedience"; Greeley's antiwar eclito-

rial in The New 'York Times; and Senator Corwin's eloquent dissent on the

floor ofCongress. Each is well-foctised and establishes limits to the scope of

admissible evidence on an issue of considerable complexity.

History Of The Southwest After 1848

To Understand the Chicano experience following. 1848 requires that

students take a comparative view. The history of the Southwest yan,
perhaps, best he understood in national, if not international, perspective.

Social studies, we noted earlier,' involves students In a quest Tor explana-

tory relationships. What, then, explains why the Mexican settlers of this

region, despite the guarantees of theTreaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, were

largely unsuccessful in maintaining their land titlq or sustaining economic

equity in this region? And, why did large numbers of Mexican fmilies,

migrating into this region following, upheavals of the Mexican Civil, Way,

become employed as migrant laborers, a status that-persisted for some one

hundred years?
To answer these questions, students must hav'eaccess to data concerning

significant economic changes occurring in the United States at that Hine.

The nation was in a period of rapidly growing dominance by Northern

industrial capital over the slave economy of the rural South. It was aiwriod

f rapid industrial developmentmade possible by the drimatic expansion

of international markets and by the development of its natural and indust-

rial resource base. Within fifty years following the war eoith.Mexieo, United

States trade surpassed that of every nation in the workl except England.

13-0 .
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Within" those fifty years, the United States emerged as a ncgjor,-if not,
uncontested,,leader of woHd ca"pitalism.

No small part of that growth rested on th-j., annexation and- rapid de-
.

velopmentof the land, labor, and natural resources of the northern ter-
ritories of Mexicd. This region encompasses no less than one half the total
land resources of the Mexican nation and constitutes.the present-day.states
of Texa4, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The availabilitrof tklarge and proportionately inexpensive labofforce w;as
no small factor °in the economic transformation of this vast region to a
commercial-agricultural empire, as well as its conversion to the vast.
'mineral-transport-communications.' network requtred for the coMing in-

Alustrial development of this region.' .
Students can perhaps most easity 'explore these relation'ships in th.L.

example of the early developmentof the compercial agricultural activitWs
of the- intthwest. The industrial development .of the North "required a
mounting migration to the' cities, which, in their increased demand for
fooci, constitutesI a growing, high-demand market for the products of
large-scale conlmereial farming. Coincidental with this demand came the
invention of the refriterated railroad, car and new food canning
technologies, developments that brought eastern and northern cities
within easy reach of commercial agriculture in the Southwest. Southern
California boomed. Commercial growers throughout the West invested
heavily in irrigation and reclilmation of arid lands.

Large migrations of families from Mexico, uprooted by the chaos of their
civil war, furnished a skilled and available labor force,for the vast agricul-
tltral regions of the territory. No understanding of the Chicano experience
is valid without insight into the employment of farm laborers in the 'fields,
the migratory nature of such work,, the isolation from Anglo-American
society, the tWelve to fourteen hours a day in the fields, and the legislated
and covert practices of segregation in housing and in schooling, No under-
standing of the moving spirit in soCial-political action programs of La Raza
today is possible without understancting the half century of widespread
isolation of Chicanos from the politiCal process. Thts was due; in part, to
voting requirements- such as literacy tests and the timing or primary
elections while eligible voters were following the harvests. These condi-

p tions 'prevailed until The California farm labor organizational movement of'
, the 1960's. Theen the social-political action programs of the Delano farm

workers hrmught real benefits to film workers,
Interesting instructional materials, covering the &Vents of these years,

are plentiful. The history of migratory agricultural workers should be
related throughout to the labor history of Chicanos M work in the mines, on
rail transportation, and, with their increased migration north, in the steel
and inuto plants, packing plants, and tanneries orthe Midwest (Rosales and

1 3 i
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Simon, 197). These developments A.MOtafid be,related throughout .to the
growth of the labpr movement as a whole in the United States. The
comparative approach is particularly viable here, for the early an4 contem-

porary controversies (over labor organization, interests of union orgimizers

And of management, peiiceful negotiations aud violent 'confrontations,
strikes, boycotts, and Strike breaking) and their influences on a halfcentury

of nafional labor legislation are all well .illustrated by dramatic events in;
,

Chicano experience. .

I
Of current significance, for example, is the story of the copper miners'

strike infArizona, first called id 1915 to rectify wage discrimination against
Chicano miners but. resolved finally in 1946 with the support of the Na-

tional War Labor Board. Or, 'consider the on-going historY of farm laboy

organization in California Under Cesar Chavc4' leadership a contempor-
iary example with rich possibilities for students role playing, values
analysis, and decision making. This is an i4sue that presents the opportun-

ity to ,examine and 'decide a personal stand on such value-laden and
... controverial practices as the United Farm NNorkers' boycott of non-union

ie
..grapes. , .

Soeial studies experiences. in these areas conkl be curl died by a set of

. documents, films, and open:ended case study readings, focusimi attention

on the persistent problems of the labor nmvement in the United States.
These materials could raise such questions as the following: What ilre the
kgitimate gritwances workers have against their employers? By what
methods should workers ,iii !ewe public (government) and private (matt-

agement) policies to ob n their juSt ends? What rights should manage
ment have in the protection of its interests'? What conflicts are-likel: to
occur? What restrictions should there be 'On labor's rights to ob in its
interests? What restrictions should tlu.ve be on management's power Over

the workers? Who sPeaks 14 the "public interest?: What are the best ways,

givep the interests of' all parties conct rued, to resolve, labor disputes?

Education In The Political Proces '
And Political Realities

Most significantly, students might engage in vital transculturJ kssons
concerping United States constitutional history, civil rights, and tln. politi-
cal process. %%'hile these !earnings can In. inchukd in the history conrse, a
more appropriate skting vould be the high school ..f4overnment or civics

ofiering.
The traditional civics program, as Gaycia (1973) has state41, is often

d'sfunctional fnr youth, and particularly so for Chicanos. The central
prAblem In Cites is the false. pktnre of political reality portrayed by ton

many of these programs. Emphasizing the normative, the ideal. and the

static description of political institutions, these pmgrains are viewed as
largely irrelevant by Chkano youth. These programS, for exampk, la'a an
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emphasis oh political, process and on the analysis of conflict and conflict
resolution, which is the centrM interest in political science today. Sitpi-
larly, by its exclusive Streg on the significance of one's individual vbte,
traditional civics teaching has tended to ignore, if not actually deplore,
those legitimate processes by which interest groups may exert. their
strongest impact on policy makers. For minority members, these consider-
ations are important anld, incidentally, are being used increasingly as the
result &leadership efforts of such interest organizations as the Mexican
Arrihrican Political Association (MAPA) and political parties such as La Raza

.7.-Unida. '4
Garcia's reasoning is widely supported by those political scientists and

legal scholars who have contebuted to the restructuring of political edua..
tion in order to bring how school programs in tandem with.new knowledge

. -of politicM behavior and of the socialization process. It is to these new'
- programs, then, that curricultm designers 'for transcultural learnings

might look.'While we cannot examine in depth what the rmrameters dsuch
a curriculum shonld be, a few -gisidelines Can be presented.

It is imperative to recognize the high degree of politidal alienation among
Chicano adolescents". Garcia (1974) foundno sigriffiCant differences be-
twjen Anglo and Chicano children in California in terms of their trust in
f

goVernment. Chicano children, however, were found to feeLgreaterfutil-
ity than Anglo children about their chances of exerting influence on their

-government and to be less motivated to participate in elections. By adoles-
cence, and particularly in the case of low socio-economic status (SES)
youths Chicano subjects demonstrated a "tr6mendons depressive MN-
ence in their level of confidence in government, together with a marked
cynicism and alienation. Belief in the significance of the vote, on the other
h'and, was relatively strong. Garcia noted this with some surprise since,
until recently, California's election code disenfranchised those illiterate in

Aceordingly; parents who were effectively disenfralichised might.
have been expected to transmit to their childron their sense of estrange-
ment from the political process.

Fvidence showed that only one-fourth of the Chicano nhith grader
sampled expressed the belief that citizens could infhwnce tlwir govern-

. 4
ment. Relatively low political efficacy was also perceived by middle S'ES
ninth graders, who showed a marked decline fl'oni the perceived level of
efficacy reported by middle SES seventh graders. Interestingly, lo N SES
ninth graders demonstrated some increase in feelings of efficacy as coin-
pared with seventh graders; however, their overall attirniewwas still one of
:significantly lower belief in one's power to influence wwernment than that
of Anglo subjects.

Given these attitudes., what should a high school enfriculum focus upon
in terms of improved pelitical education progrpms fOr youth? The following
suggestions are offered in the hope they wifl wnerate discuSsion and yield
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innovations for field testing and evaluation: ,
L Draw upon, eiisting, authorititive programs in the study Of contem-

porary issues on justice and supplement them with casej studies of
. partiKtar relevance to .Chicano youth. 'Outstanding among these
sources is the Law In A Free Societry Project of the California State
Bar Association, conductedin cooperation with the School of 'Law of

, the University of Califogna, Los Angeles and UCLA :Extension
(1972).-Concebts and inquiriesicentral to theprogr,am include; justice
4and injustige, institutions, proceises, andwocedurei under the Con-

. stitution designed to establish, preserve,.and promote iustice; factors
accounting for ineVitable gapi between the ideal and th4 reality of
justim means ofcoping with the gait and probable conseqoences of,
the failure to do so. case readings are largely taken. from the pourts..
They include: issues of school segregatime, tacking systems- in sthei
high school, discrimination in employment; welfare, search, .irrest,
and detention procedures; and fair pia', penaltiesi,and punishment.
One 'suggeStion 'for making these studie's More relevant' tO Chichno
youth is to include among the readings the .1945 .case history. of
Mendez.us.. the Orange Fount!' ,Board otEducation in California, 'a
suit filed to clrallenge ssegregitipn of Chicano students, and settled in
favor of the plaintiff when the Court ruled tilt segregation violated.
,individual rights; under the fourteenth amendment. This case set a
precedent which the United States Supreme Court drew upon in
reachingits landmark 1954 deeision ofBrewn us. Boarduf Education
of Topeka, Kansas.

2. Draw upon existing, authoritative programs for the study.of suhstan-,
tive and procedural rights, under the United States Constitution (and
supplement them, again, with case studies`bearing particular rele-.

vance te Chicano youth. Among a number of programs. currently
available for Bill of Rights education is the Teacher's Guide and
Students' Case Book of Readings, entitled Your Rights and Respmi-
sibilities as an American Citizen (çuigley, 1967).

Incorporated in therxa'se studiei are documents and court cases
through which students can explore the origins, protections, and
implications of such major guarantees as: li1Rrty under law, freedom
of excfression, freedomof religion, equal mitection under the law,
and due process of law. The tenting mode is inquiry, with readings
and discussions centered on such issues as; Should everyone have-the
same voting riglits? Shotild an -employer be required to 'give all
applicants a:i equal chZee to get the,job? §hOuld the police have the
right to stop and search ytiti if they think you look suSpicious? Should
you have the right to ask people to disobey laws they .thi nk are unfair?
Resource materials proviae the perspective for plumbing these and
other issues in depth; partieularly in those eases where more than titre
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right is involved, and potentially in .conflict.
3. Draw upon4existing, authoritative programs in the study of 'conflict

and conflict resolution, and supplement them with case study read-.
ings,of particular relevance to Chicano youth. Outstanding among
materials now 'on th market is the text, Copflict, Politics, and
Freedom (Quigley an4 Longaker, 1968).

The introductory it Win this .program helps students understand
political processes in a constitutional democracyt the functións of a
constitution; ihe responsibilities of political leadefs and of citizens
within the system; the nature-of dispute, contentieni, and conflict; as
Well as efie "necessitc forVinging laws and governmental processes
to bear in dealing with differences of opinion and interest."

Succeeding ease studies facilitate discussion of the sources, func-
tions, limits on, and management of conflict in society. Inairporated
in these studies are readings, largely drawn from the courts, on such
matters as: job discrimination, labor-manage ent disputes, fair trial
procedures, individual voting rights, election rocedures, and the
use of force in the control of conflict

4. 'Develop case Atudies that-pet-aft analysis of polit'ial processes and
incorporate, among' those studies, instances of effective Chicano
political action. Included among these studies might be (a) an analysis
of political processes in the Kennedy-Nixon election of 1960, includ-
ing the active voter registration drives in Chicano communiiies and
their ecrects, which demonstrated to 6olitical analysts the significance
of the Chicano vote. (It was conceded, for example, that the
Kennedy-Johnson ticket couldn't have carried Texas without Chicano
support, and that herkefOrth the Chicano vote would be important
and actively sought); or (b) the example of the 1970 electionin Cryital

.; City, Texas, When an organized voter drive and intensive organiza-
tional activities, under theleadership ofJose Angel Gutierrez, led to
the election of La Raza Unida Party candidates to the Crystal City
Board of Education and City Council, and the election of two mayors
in the Winter Garden ara.

Common to many of the newer political education programs reviewed
above is the teaching strategy of open inquiry and, with older students, the
Socratic method. Both provide opportunity for students to confront con-
troversial issues, to examine alternative-value assumptions and their con-*

sequences, to formulate and justify a personal position on issues, and, over
time, to clarify'and refine a personally thAd system of values. By confront-
ing students with persistent, authentic dilemmas, these programs seek to
develop the understandings and tolerance needed to grapple with complex
realities. Bythaving students actively examine and reach policy decisions,
these programs seek to enhance the student's sense of political efficacy and
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participation in the political process. By stressing a realistiC view of the
political System, these programs seek to reduce student feelings.of alien--

, tion and cynicism and to develop the skills fot participating effectively in
those politiCal processes,

These ends are relevant to a curriculum for transcultural learningse. The
central aim of htransidtural edncation, defined earlier in this book by
Hamblin, is development of the self-actualizing, efficacious individual who
is accepting of *self, open to life's challenges, and actively responsive to
them. Similarly, the means employed inquiry, values analysis, and
decision-makiAg ,vrould'seem especially relevant to those ends. Implicit
in the .teacher's use i'bf these instructional methods is respect for the
autonomous leaner, belief in the 'student's potential for coping produc-
tively with problem situations, and cenfidence in taking reasoned, intelli-
gent action on the basis of a consistent value system.
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Ethnicity: Implications For Curriculum
Development And Teaching

Ja;nes A. Banks

I am concerned primarily with changing the total
curriculum to reflect,the role of ethnicity.. . . and validly
describe ethnic cultures in our society.

IN RECENT YEARS, vigorous efforts have been made_by schools and
colleges to implement ethnic studies programs. Most of these programs
were created in response to demands made by ethnic minorities who felt
that their cultures were either distorted or omitted from the school cur-

t
riculum.

The. earliest and most vigorous demands for ethnic studies *grams
came from Afro-Americans and derived from thy Black civil rights move-
ment of the 1960's, a fight unprecedented in their history. Blacks tried to
gain control of their schools and communities in order to shape a new
identity (Banks and GraMbs, 1972). Keenly aware of how deeply written
history Influences people's perspectives, they demanded an interpretation
of Afro-American history which would enhance their image in Ore larger
society and help their children _to develop more positive self-eoncepts.
They called for the inclusion of more Black heroes in school hooks and the
elimination of textbooks they considered racist.

Other all .nated ethnic-minorities, such as Mexican-Americans; Puerto
Rican-Americans, and Native Americans, followed the pattern set by.
Afro-Americans. They, too, demanded ethnic heritage programs which
would reflect their culttires; aspirations, and political goals' (Acmia, 1973.
Cordasco and Bucchioni, 1972; and Forbes, 1973). Oppressed by the larger
society, they maintained that their plight in society was not taught by the
schools. Some common threads ran thfough the complairits and expres-
sions of these ethnic 14Dups. Most of them stressed ways in which they
were colonized peoples, victims of discr4inition and racism, politically
powerless, and miseducated.. They believed ethnic studies programs
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would enhance their group's. self-perceptions and contribute to their

economic, political, and psychological liberation.
The call for ethnic studies programs spread widely. White ethnic groups,,

such as Polish-Americans, Italian-Americans, and Jewish-Americans, de-

manded eThnic studies programs (Herman, 19'0). In some communities,'

white ethnic groups und non-white minorities competed aggressively for,

the limited resources allocated to ethnic studies programs.
Ethine studies programs in most school districtseand colleges reflected

the .political and social demands made within local communities. Often

responding to crises, educators devised ethnic studiesiprograms without

giving serious thought to the basic curricular changes. neTzled. Thus,

hurriedly formulated ethnic studies programs now exist in most schools

and colleges. The overridingconsideration was to create programs to meet

'the demands of militant ethnicstudents and faculty. Consequently, most of

the current ethnic studies programs are parochial, fragmented, and with-

out clear rationales.,
Iepically, school ethnic studies programs focus on the specific ethnic

group that is dominant in the local school- poptdatiov. In schools that are

predominantly Mexican-American, there may be courses in Chicano

studies, but none that will help students learn about the problems and

heritages of other ethnie groups..
4.40

Need For Broadening of Ethnic Studies and Ethnic
Modification of fhe Tot'al Curriculum

Specialized ethnic studies courses mill ly necessary as long as ethnic

minorities have unique intellectual, psychological, and political needs and

are excluded from full participation in the larger society. Curriculum
specialists, however, have rarely seen the need to'labeyond such courses,

which are .usually offered as efectiVes. They seldom, infuse the total cur-

riculum with'ethnic content, experiences, and perspeetfves.

- In this essay, I am ,encerned primarily with ehanging the total cur-

riculum to reflect the roleofethnicity in American life and validly descrjbe

ethnic culture's in Our society. If this' is desirable:and I feel strongly that it

is, then specialized Almic heritage courses are grossly insufficient. Such

courses, not offered in most predonilnantly Anglo schools, tend to em-

phasize isolated facts about ethnic heroeN. They do not help students to

develop valid comparative cdneepts abont ethnicity in the United States.

They are based on the indefensible assumption that only sttidents from

ethnic Minorities m.e11 re? stpdy ethnic mi»ority history and culture. .

We need to make some different assumptions about ethnic stiulies

programs .and to broaden our working' definition of ethnicity. Ethnic

studies prOgrams must reflect current research and theory about the nature

of learning. All students need to develop a minimal level of eihnh literacy

and to understand the role of ethnicity in American life (Banks, 1975a,

3
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1975b, and 1976).
White students, whether they live in a wealthy suburb or in the heart of

Appalachia, should learn about the suffering experienced by the Native
Americans when they were pushel from their lands east of.the Mississippi
to the Indian Territory* in the 1800s. The shocking and dehumanizing
internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II should also be
taught. Afro-American students, as well as- Puerto Ilium-Americans, ought
to know that when the-Statue of Liberty was dedicated in 1886, nativism
was rampant in the United States against Catholics and against Southern
and Eastern European immigrants.; In fact, Emma Lazarus poetic words,
"Give me your tired, your poor . . fell on deaf ears.

American institutions were created by the sweat and toil of pcbplestfrom
many foreign nations. Because of this, students cannot understand the
complexity of American,history without studying about the ways in which
ethnic conflicts and struggles influenced its development. Most students
study American history but few of them are exposed to ethnic content in
any meaningful way. School history consists primarily of the agreed-upon
myths which are perpetuated by the school and the larger society (Clegg
and Schomburg, 1968).

An Expanded Definition of Ethnicity
Reconceptualizing and broadening the working definition of ethnicity

will facilitate the development ofethnic studies programs and experiences,
which are more consistent with current sociological research and learntng
theory. Most curriculum specialists have equated an ethnic group with lin
ethnic minority group. Consequently, they have considered ethnic studies
to be ethnic minority studies. We can clarify the differences between these
two groups and consequently these two types of programs.

Individuals who constitute an ethnic group share a sense of group
identification, a common set of values, behavior patterns, and ether cul-
tural elements thaldiffer from these of other groups within the society. A
sense of common identity is probably the most essentialcharacteristic of an
ethilic group. Glazer and Moynihan (1975) poineout that ethnic groups in
conkmposary society are often economic and politival intrrest groups. If
this sociological definition of an ethnic group is accepted, then almost all
Americans can be considered members'of ethnic groups (Anderson, 1970).
Not only are Italam-Americans, Greek-Americans, and Polish-Americans
members of ethnic groups, but so are Anglo-Saxon Protestan4 and Irish-

.
Americans.

*The eastern part of present-day Oklalmma was set aside for Indian settlement when Indians
were forced from tlw East in the 18(Xf5 because this tei:ritory Was tmisklered Ilninhabitabh.
by Whites. This region became known as Indian Territroy. See Edwarill I. Spicer. A Short
Illstory of ihe Indian.", of the United States (New York: P. Van Nostrand. 19691.
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An ethnic minority group, on the other hand, is an ethnic group with
several distinguishing characteristics. Like an ethnic. group, .an ethnic
minority group shares a common iflentity, set of values, and behavior
patterns.. Its members, 'however, have unique physical and/or cultural
characteristics. PersonS who belong to dominant ethnic group's can thus
easily identify them and treat them in a kiiscriminatory way. Ethnic
minorities are usually politically ,powerless.

A Comparative Approach to Ethnic Studies
Ethnic studies programs must be expanded to include the experiences of

many different ethnic groups. These should include Anglo-Saxon Protes-
tants, Irish-Americans, Greek- Av,:ricans, Italian-Americans, as well as
ethnic minority groups. Such ethnic studies programs woutd more dccu-
rately reflect the sociological meaning of ethnicity. Students could develop
concepts, generalizations, and theories about .ethnic groups, which, in
turn, would help them become more effective decision-makett in canter*:
.porary society. Researchers and curriculum theorists haye pointed out that
students must study more than one content sample or group in order to
develop valid concepts and generalizations (Taba, 1966). Conclusions based
on study of'only one sample or group are mere summary statements. lb
formulate valid generalizatitms about a concept such as immigration, stu-
dents must consider the experiences of diverse immigrant groups, e.g., the
French Huguenots in the 1600's, the Chinese .n the 1800's, and the
Filipinos in the 1920's. .

Broadly conceptualized ethnic studies programs have other advantages.
Students ar,e able to Ilevelop more .'sophisticated understandings of the
complex nature of ethnicity id the United States when they compare and
contrast the experiences of different ethnic groups. Students who study
only Native Americans, for exaMple, and learn of the atrocities against
them (e.g., thl Sand Creek Massacre ill 1864 and "the Wounded Knee
Massacre in 1890) might reach invalid conclusions about violence and
ethnicity in America. Unless they study the experiences of other groups
(e.g., the widespread lynching of Afro-Americans around.,the turn of the
century, the eleven Italian-Americans who were4ynched in New Orleans
in 1891, and the nineteen Chinese who were killed by a mob in Los Angeles

in 1871), they may conclude that the experiences of Native American
groups bear little resemblance to those ofother ethnic groups in the United
States.

Using a comparative approach, studIts can correctly Concluck that no
ethnic group has been the sole victim of atrocities, racism, and dehumanitts:-1'

zation in the United States. -In studying ways in which various ethnic
groups have been-vietimized, the teacher should avoid the "Who has had it
,the worst?" approach. This approach to a comparative study of ethnic
groups will result in, superficial conclusions.' Individual and group re-

.
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sponses to bigotry and oppression are too complex for easy comparisons to
be made.

Sensitive, informed teachers, however, can help students reach valid
generalizations when they are comparing the experiences of ethnic groups.
For example, the Frenah Huguenots, the Scotch-Irish, the .1rish;' and the
Italians experienced much discrimination in America. But the .rejec4on
experienced by white ethnic iroups has usually not been as extreme or'
perManent as it has been for non-white ethnics. When they have attained
"sufficient" levels of assimilation and social mobility, white ethnic groups
have usually been permitted to join the mainstream. However, non-white
groups; such as Airo-Americans And Mexican-Americans, are often

t excluded even 'When they ,have become culturally indistinguishable from
the most acculturated 'Anglo-Americans.. 'Teachers Aould point out that
both white and non-white ethnic individuals who become highly assimi-
lated de so at a tremendous psychological cost for denying their ethnic
heritages. The non-white's problems are $l,s peci all y acute, since that indi-
vklual may not be fully accepted by the ginup whose cultural characteris-
tics have been painfully acquired.

'An Interdisciplinary Concep tual
Approach To Ethnic Studies

Ethnic studies programs should draw upon the varions disciplines so that
students can unaerstand the complex nature of ethniCity in contemporary
,society. In many ethnic studies programs, emphasis is 7ilaced o'n facts,
events, and deeds of ethnic heroes. These types of experiences use ethnic
content but with what Cuban (1972) has called '"white instruCtion" or
traditional teaching methods. Isolated facts about Cripus Attucks don't
stimulate the intellect any more than do discretejacts about Thoinas
jeflerson or Betsy Ross. The emphasis in sound ethnic studies programs
must be on concept attainment, value analysis, decision-making, and sodal
action. Facts .should be used only to help students attain higher-level
concepts and stkills.

Concepts taught in ethnic studies should be selected from several disci-4
plines and appropriately viewed from the perspectives of social science,
humanities, science, and mathematics (Banks, .1975a; Gay, 1975). Since
()fie discipline gives students only a partial understanding of problems
related to ethnicity, they need to view ethnic events from the perspectives
of several disciplines. Students can attain a global perspective by examin-
ing the expressions of ethnic cultures in literature, music, drama, dance,
art, sports, communication, and foods. Science and mathemtitics ,should
also be included in an mterdiseiplinary study of ethnic cultures.

In, literature, students can read such novels as Farewell if, Manzanar,
House Made of Dawn, and Bless Me Ultima (Houston, 1973; Momaday,
1968; and Anaya, 1972). They can determine the ways in which these

esI
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novels are, similar .and different 'and analyze what the novels reveal about
the cultures of Japanese-Americans, Native Americant, and Mexican-
Americanslin music, the class can listen to and discuss songs from slid;
musicals as West S!de Story (Bernstein and Sondheim, 1958) and Don't
Bother Me, 1 Can't Cope (Grant, 1972). The students can try to determine
whether these.songs are valid expressions of Puerto _Rican-American and
Afro-American cultures, and what they reveal, or do not reveal, about
these cultnres.

IW-drama, the students can dramatize the epic poem, 1 at n Joaquin, and
discuss how this drama expresses 'Chicano history, contemporary life, and)
culture (Gonzales,- 1967), They can also dramatize the theater vignette,
"Mother .and Child" by Langston Hughes (1972) and discuss what it reveals
about Afro-American life and culture. Learning the dances that Afro-
Americans, Mexican-Amnericans, and other ethnic groups have contributed
to American life and culture can provide further enrichment. Students can
then discuss how ethnic cultures are expressed and revealed through
dance. They am perform ethnic,dances in a school.assembly. program.

In art, the students can examine the works of painters such as Jacob
LaWrence, Charles White, and Roberto LebrOn, determining ways in
which these and other artists are influenced by and pxpress their ethnicity
through their ait. The language arts can fociis on the ways which symbols
and communication styles differ between and within eth ic groups and
how they have influenced standard American English.

While studying home economics,' the students can e are stich dishes
as sweet and sour pork, baked lasagna, sukiyaki, beef en i a s, and ham
hocks and black-eyed peas (Faoorite Mexican Cookin' , 197 ; nternational
Co.okery," 1963; The Ihesday Soul Food Cookbook, 1969). They can try to
ckiterrnine what these foods reveal about their respective cultures and how
each group satisfies the universal need for food. The different,versions of a
"balanced diet" can also be studied.

In mathematics, studems can study oui base ten and other number
systems. discussing ways in which the number s'ysteni reflects the culture
in which it develops. They can also learn about contributions that various

1proups have made to our number system.
Concepts such as socialization, poverty, conflict, and power can also he

analyzed and studied from an interdisciplinary perspective, although it is.
impossible to teach each concept from the perspectives' of all disciplines.
Such an attempt, in fact, might result in Superficial learning by students.
The excellent opportunities that do exist should be fully explored and used,
keeping in mind that interdisciplinary teaching requires tht, strong cooper-
ation of teachers in the vat:ions content areas. Team teaching will ofen be
necessary, especially at the high school level, t'o organize and implement
interdisciplinary units. (litble 1 sunimarizes my example of teaching nil-

.
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tore from an interdisciplinary perspective; Figure 1 illustrates the pro-
cess.)

Ethnic Studies: A Process of Curriculum Reform
I have argued that ethnic studies should be broadly conceptualized,

comparative, conceptual, and interdisciplinary. (See Figure 2.) Ethnic
studies should a be virwed as a process of curriculum reform, which will
result in the creation of A new curriculum, based on new assumptions and
perspectives. It should help students gain novel views of their aperienees
and a new.conception of what it means to be a citizen of the United States.
(See Figure 3.) Since the predominantly English 'colonists gained control
over most economic, social, and political inOkitions early in our national
history, "to Americanize" has been interpreted as meaning "to Anglicize,"
especially duling the height of nativism in the late 1800's and early 1900's
(Gay atid Banks, 1975). This concept is still widespread within our society
today. Thus, when we think of the history and literature of the United
States, we tend to think chiefly of Anglo-Ameriean history and the works of
Anglo-American authors.

Reconceptualizing American Society
Emphasis oil Anglo-American aspects of our culture is so deeply in;

grained in the minds of many students and teachers that we cannot signifi-
cantly change the curriculum by merelj, adding an occasional lessonbr unit
about Afro-American, Mexican-American, Jewish-American, or Italian-
American histo:y. Rather, we need to seriously examine the conception of
"AMerican" that is perpetuated in the curriculum, and therefore the basic
purposes and assumptions of school curriculum.

It is imperative that we totally reconceptualize the ways in which we
view the history and culture of the United States in the school curriculum.
We shoulditeach about events and situations from diverse ethnic perspec-
tives, rather than primarily from the points of view of 4glo-American
historians and writers. Most courses are now taught' primarili from
Anglo-American perspectives; these courses are based on what I call the
Anglo-Atnerican.cc:Itric Model or MODEL A (See Figure 3.) Ethnic
studies, as a process of cuilkulum reform, can and often does proceed from
MODEL A to MODEL B, the Ethnic Additive Model..In courses and
experiences based on MODEL B, ethnic content is an additive to the major
curriculum thrust, which remains Anglo-American dominated. Many
school districts have implemented MODEL 8 types of. ourriculum
changes. Black Studies courses, Chicano Studies courses, and special units
on ethnic groups in the elementary grades are examples of MODEL B
types of curricular experiences.

I am suggesting that curriculum reform proceed direct!. from MObEL
A to MODEL C, the Multi-ethnic Model. In course,s and experiences based

1 3
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on MODEL C, students analyze events and situations from several ethnic
points of view. Anglo-Amerian perspectives are only one of several; they
are not viewed as superior or inferior to other ethnic perspectives. I view
MODEL D (the Multinational Mo.del) as the.ultimate goal of curriculum
reform. In this curticuhim modd, studerts analyze events and situations
from multinational perspectives.

Since we live in a global society, students need to learn hoW to become
effective citizens of the world community. This is unlikely to,happen if they
study historical and contemporary events and situations primarily from the
perspectives of ethnic cultures within this nation.

Teaching Multi-ethnic Perspectives
When 'studying a historical pejriod, slid] as the colonial period, in a

course organized on the Multi-ethnic Model (MODEL C), the inepiry
would not qnd with the perspectives of Anglo-American histOrians and
writers (Gay and Banks,,1975). Rather, students would ponder these kinds
of questions: Why did Anglo-American historians name the English im-
migrants "colonists" and'othey nationality groups "immigrants?" How do
Native American historians view the colonial peral? Do their views of the
periOd differ in any substantial ways from the views of Anglo,American
historians? Why or why not? What was life like for Jews, Blackg", and other
ethnic groups in America during the 17th and 18th centuries? How do we
know? In other words, in courses and pi agrams organized on MODEL C,
students would view historical and contemporary events and situations
from the perspectives Of different ethnic and racial groups.

I am not suggesting that we eliminate or denigrate Anglo-American
perspectives on American society. I am merely suggesting that Anglo-
American perspectives should be among the many different ethnic
perspectives taught in the schools. Only by teaching in this way will,
students get a global, 'rather than an ethnocentric, view of our n'ation's
history and culfures.

A writer's experience and culture influences one's views of the past and
present (Hughes, 1072). However, it would be simplistic to argue that
there is one Anglo-American view or one Black view of history and con-
temporary events. Wide differences in experiences and Rerceptions exist
both within and across ethnic groups. Those who have experienced a
historical event or a social phenomenon, such as racial bigotry or intern-,
ment, often view the event differently from those who have observed it
from a distance. There is no one Anglo-American perspective on the
internment as there is no one Japanese-American view of it. However,
accounts written by those who were interned, such as Takashima's powerful
A Child in Prison Camp .(1971), often provide insights that cannot be
provided by outside observers. Individuals who viewed the internment
from a distance can also provide us with important points of view. Both
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Table I

STUDYING CULTURE FROM. AN I

DISCIPLINE OR CURRICULUM -AREA

Social Studies

Curriculum & Instruction:

TERILM,MABI PERSPECTIVE*

KEY OR FOCUS QUESTION

In what ways are the cultures of ethnic
groups such as Afro-Americans, Jewish-
Americans, and Mexican-Americans, simi-
lar and different? Why?

Reading and Literature How does fiction and other literary works
by ethnic American authors reveal charac-
teristics and components of their cultures?

M usic What doe the music of .an ethnic group
reveal about its values, symbols, and cul-
ture?

Drama What do plays written by ethnic authors
reveal about their cultures?

Physical Education 4
How do ethnic groups express their cul-
tures, values, dspirations, and frustrktions
in their dances and creative movements?

Art

Communication (Language Arts)

What does the art of an ethnic group reveal'
about its life stylel,. perceptions, !values,
history, and culturO?

Home Economics

How does the language of an ethnic group
express and reflect its values and culture?
What can we learn about an ethnic group
by studyikg it% symbols and communica-
tion styles, both verbal and nonverbal?

What do ethnic foods reveal about an
ethnic group's values and culture? What
can we learn about an ethnic culture by
studying its foods?

Science How dp the physical chawteristics of an
ethni group uenceits interactions with
othe groups, intragroup relationships, and
its total culture?

Mathematics What is the relationship between the
number system used within a society and
its culture? What do the symbol systems
within a culture reveal about it? Histori-
cally, what contributions have different
ethnic groups made to our number system?

1970 by Pones A Banks. RepAtiction without written permission is strictly prohibited.
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Figure 1

135.

STUDYING CULTURE FROM AN IkTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIN E*

This figure illustrates- how a concept such as culture can be viewed from the

perspectives of a number of disciplines and.areas. Any one dirciplioe gives only a

partial understanding of a concept, social problem or issue. Thus, ethnic studio

units, lessons, and programs should be interdisciplinary.

*Adapted, with permission, from James A. Banks, Teaching Strategies hr Etlin;c

Studies (Boston, Massachusetts: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1975), p. 52. ' 1975 by

Allyn and Bacon, Inc. All righls reserved.

l
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Figure 2

tHE COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE ETHNIC STUDIES PIIOCRAM*

Curriculum & Instruction:

AN
EFFECTIVE

ETHRIC STUDIES
PROGRAM

Decision-
Making

and
Social-Action

Focused

Effective ethnic studies programs must ite conceptual, broadly conceptualized,
interdisciplinary, col uparative, decision-making, and social action focused, and
viewed as a process of curriculum reform.

" 1976 by James A. Banks. Reproduction without permission is strictly prohibited.
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ETHNIC STUDIES AS A PROCES-S OF CIARICULUM CHANGE

Jewish-
American

Mexican 1/
American

Afro-American

Native
'American

Asian
American

Afro-American

South American
Nations

1

North American
Nations

Asian-
American

Native American

MODEL A

Anglo-American Centric
Model

Anglo.
Puerto Rican Anwrican

American
Mexisun
American

MODEL 13

Ethnic Addrtive Model

Puerio Rican
American

MODEL C

Multiethnic Model

Ethnic studies is conceptualized as a prosy.s rurriculum reformwhIch can lestd from a tAal Anglo-American

perspective on our history and culture (MODEL A), to multiethnic perspectives as additives to the major

curriculum thrust (MODEL B). to a completely multiethnic curriculum in which every historical and social

event b viewed from the perspectives of different ethnic groups (MODEL C). In MODEL C the Anglo-American
perspective is only one of sevend and is in no way superior or inferior to other ethnic perspectives. MODEL 13,

which Is multinational, Is the ultimate curriculum gnat In this curriculummodel, students study histbrical and

social events from multinational perspectives and points of view. Many schools that have attempted ethnic

modification of the curriculum have Implemented MODEL B types 1 programs. It is suggested here that

curriculum reform move directly from MODEL A to MODEL I sal ultimately toMODEL D. However.. In

those districts which have MODEL B types of programs, it is suggested that ttril move from MODEL B to

MODEL C and eventually to MODEL D types of curricular organisations.
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Australia

Asian Nations

MODEL D

Multinational Model

Copyright C 1915 by James A. Banks.
Remy:Auction without the ISthor's
permission is strictly prohibited.
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Curriculum & Instruction:

perspectives should be studied in a sound curriculum.
We can fuIN understand the complex dimensiopk of American society

. and culture only by looking at events, such as the internment, from many
different perspectives. Various ethnic groups within our society are influ-
enced diffeeently by events; consequently, they perceive them differently.
One of the goals of ethnic ltudies should be to change the bakic assumptions
about what "American" means and to present students with new ways of
viewing and interpreting the society and culkire of the United States.

Zoals that are less ambitious will got result in the radical curriculum reform
el consider imperative. . .
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1Eva uatirig And Choosing instruCtional,
Materials:

Increasing The Opiioni For Choice
,

,

Eatiise Tyler

14

individuals learn what has personal value to them.

THIS PAPER IS. a stlitement on, the important task of evaluating and
choosing instructional materials. There are six sections to the paper: (1)
puzzlements, (2) assumptions, (3) recommendations for evaluating instruc-
tional materials, (4) discussion of selected recommendations, (5) applica-
tion of recommendation's ,- an illustration, and(6) developmental psycluil-

.ogy as a source of helpful ideas.

Fuzzlements
Of the many instructional malerials in the Curriculum Inquiry Center at

UCLA, I have selected one small booklet which is illustrative of some of my
puzzlements. It can also seeve as an example for the application of some
recemmendations for evaluating and choosing materials. While some
comments will be made about this particular booklet, many of my com-
ments Will be generally applicable to most instructional materials.

The booklet I wish to share with you is titled, How to Tell a Mother From
a Father (1973). It is the thirteenth booklet in Bookshop A; these are,
booldets that are an integral part' of a set of instructional materials de-
velOped by Curriculum Developrneht Associates. Yon this booklet, which
pictures mothers and fathers in similar roles, the,second-from-the-last page
raises the question; "How do you tell a mother from a father?" The
response is given as follows: You can't always tell:

by how lone their hair is,
by how big they are;
by what th'ey wear,'
by where they work,
by what they do

11
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The last page then raises the question, "How do you tell a mother from a
father?"

Now, what are my puzzlements and from what did they.arise? They arise
frgm. my confusion about (1) the various guidelines formulated by educa-
tional group's, publishing companies, and scholars; (2) knowledge that is
developing in various fields, e.g psychology, sociology; .and (3) my own
personal reactions to materials and guidelines.

. ,
Guiddines

The following are two guidelines from those formulated by Rosenberg
(1973). I will respond to each of these in 'order to illustrate sortie of my
ponfusions.

12. Assist students-to recognize clearly the basic similarities among all
members of the human-race, and the uniqueness of every single
individual? Yes_Nt

15. Supply an accurate and sound balance in the matter of nistorical
perspective, making it perfectly clear that all racial and aligious and
ethnic groups have mixed heritages, which can well serve as sources
of both group pride and group humility? (p: .109) Yes No

Some of My reflections and questions are as follows: In regard to
Guideline 12, What are the basic similarities among all members of the
human race? Are they primarily biological, e.g., need for food:clothing,
shelter?'Or does this guideline refer also to suck human characteristics as
dexterity, sociability and to intelligence, whatever they .may mean. On
Guideline 15, I infer that "groups" have some things iii common that both
resemble and differ from one another. Yet, I have trouble synthesioing this
inference in Guideline 12 about basic similarities among all members of the
human race. To continue in a questioning fashion, if I value the principle of
accepting people on the basis of individual woith, then how am I to respond
to discussion' about group rights, e.g., Jews, Catholics, women? I find
myself in agreement with Edwin Newman in Strictly Speaking (1974):
I am Made uncomfortable when I hear the breakdown of voting results
according to religion and race and mational ortgih. Not because it is ,not a
generally efficacious way to figure out how an election is going its
efficacy has been demonstrated but because it helps to perpetuate

_divisions that we might be better eff without, because it kads people to go
on thioking of themselves in a particular way, as memiwrs of a particular
group, which may have little connection with the issues ,the election is
about. (p. 79)

I am well aware, however, that ethnic differences arc. important. Ftff
example, hi an issue of the Los Angeles Times, there was a news article,
titled "Heart Speeialist Urges Stud); of Ethnic Medicine," (December,
1975). Tlw article discussed the need to focus on the health peculiarities of'
racial groups; itr indicates the diseases that show a predilection for ethnic
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: groups, e.g., Thy-Sachs disease for Jews; Sacroidosis for Swedes; Cooley's
.. anemia for Italians, Greeks, -Syrians, and Armenians; cancer of the

esophagus for Japanese, and a type of epilepsy (due to tapeWorm infection)
for. Mexicans. Some of these -cliseases have a genetic base; others, an
environmental one.

Here is an excereot from the McGraw-Hill Cuidelines for Equal,treat-
ment of the Sexes:
Books designed for children at the pre-school, elementary, and secondary
levels should show married women who work outside the homeand should
treat them favorably. Teaching materials should not assume or imply that
most women are wives who are also full-time motherS, but should instead
emphasize the fad tiara women have choices about their marital status, just
as men do: that some women choose to stay permanently single and some
are in no hurry to tnarry;-that sonic women marry but do not have children,
while othere marry, have children, and continue to work outside the home.
Thus, a te# might say that some married people have children and some do
not, and that sometimes one or both parents. work outside the home.
Instrirctional materialcshould never imply that all ,women havea "mother
instinct" or that the emotional life of. a family suffers because a woman
works. Instead they might state that when both parents work outside the
home there is usually either greater sharing of the child-rearing activities or
reliance on day-care centers, nursery schools, or other help.
According to Labor Department statisties for 1972, over 42 per cent of all
mothers with children under 18 worked outside the home, and about a third
of these working mothers had children under 6. Publications ought to
reflect this reality.
Both men and women should he shown engaged in home maintenance
activities, ranging from cooking and housecleaning to washing the car and
making household repairs. Sometimes the man should be shown preparing
meals, doing the ,laundry, or diapering the baby, while the woman builds
bookcases or takes out the trash. (pp. 2-3),

As I read this guideline, a numberof questions arise. Wh .t is meant by

choice? Do women really have choices about their marit'al status, as men
presnmably do? In the last several years, I have heard men complain that
the cultural pressure to get married was tremendous. I doubt the notion
that when both parents work outside the home,there is necessarily greater
sharing of the child-rearing activities or reliance on other agencies. Is this
really so? If not, are new instructional materials pmpagandizing "new lies?"

I find myself frequently tmcomfbrtable with much of the materials
written on "sexism." Let me give a few examples. I have served in various
leadership capacities, and I was just as uncomfortable being called chair-

man as I am now being called chair. I also find punlMg why the expression
"the average person" is a desirable alternative te "the man in the street."
Saying whatwe mean accurately is no easy task, particularly at a time when
cbanges are occurring. Because we as KILL ators, researchem and/or pub-
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lishers are ni)t yet completely clear about all these issues basic to the

development of curriculum and instructional materials; we need to concen-

trate our energies on true liberation rather than on trivialities.
Rewmmendations for evaluating curriculum materials, o ...Inch I

worked with a colleague, are equally subject toquestioning (Tyler, Klein, et

al, 1976). Of the recommendations that apwar in the Tyler-Klein docu-

ment, many still seem necesiary and desirable; hoWever, difficulties.. in

applying them hve made me question our recommendatiOns, just as:1

have questioned many other published seeof guidelines.

Assumptions

Ten assumptions, underlie the 'Tyler-Klein recommendations and their

use. Briefly stated, these assumptions are as follows:
The first assumption is that people ge defined by their choices. Only as

we make decisions and act upon them, do we realize our potential. Bet-.

telheim in The Informed Heart (1965), which deals with his concentration

camp experience in Germany, gives'a very moving de's6ription of a young

woman's behavior that sheds light on this assumption. Thikwoman was

among a group of naked prisoners about to enter the'gas chamber. When

the comManding SS officer learned that she was a dancer, he ordered her to

dance for him. As she apProached him in her dance, she seized his gun and

shot him. She, too, was immediately shot. Bettelheim commenteci that tbis

dancer finally threw oft her real chains, in that she did not surrender but

chose a purpose for which to-'die.

A second assumption is Aristotle's idea:_ "For reasen more than anything

else is man." ThiS is of unquestioned ithportance in my conceptionor man:

To realize what we inherently can be, our decisions must in part be

determined by ireasim. A third assumption is Socrates' idea: "The un-

examined life is not worth- liiting." This statement suggests that to .think

about life, about wise decisions, is essential ifexistence is to be worthwhile.

My fnurth assumption '& one that frequently appears in psychological

literature concerning personality development or' therapy. Freud said,

"The voice of the intellect is a soft one, bUt it does not rest till it has gained a

hearing." The idea is that people must decide intelligently about their

destiny and that the intellect is not only necessary but iS persistent.

That rationality is both logical aid intuitive is the Oh assumption.
Ornstein (1972) explains that the cerebral cortex of the brain is divided into

hemispheres joined by interconnecting fibers called corpus callosum. The

left hemisphere is predominantly involved with analytical and logical

thinking in verbal and mathematical functions. The right hemispliere

appears to be primarily responsible.fim among other things, our orienta-

, tion in space, artistic endeavors, and cnir sense of body image. The left

hemisphere processes informati6 in a linear fashion. while the right

hemispihere processes information differoltly perceiving old integrating

1 5 .;
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-naterial 'n a simultaneous or catalog fashion.
Up to this point, the emphasis in education 6s been on rationality. The

sixth Llsumption is that, however .necessary, rationality is,- it is not suffi-
cient. As Betteiheim (1965) says, "The daring heart must invade reason
V./Rh its own living warmth, even if the symmetry of reason must giveaway
to admit love and the imIsation- of life" (p.

The seventh assumption 'has to do witAl the function of institutions.
Institutions should *be.. evaluated in the/ light of -their contribution to
humankin& aevelopmeht:, Since schocils, churches, and governments
exist to provifle service to people, they ./should therefore be evaluated in
immanistfc terms.

My eighth aisumptiod is that education is an art based upon science
(Maritain,'1973). The educator applies scientific inethods and procedures
in an artful fashion to develop the natural abilities of each student. Art, in
this sense, works with the principles of nature; and by workirlg in harmony,
with them, facilitates the 1:esults .firt occur.

Schooling should be viewed as a process. This ninth assumption is
somewhat similar to one made by Goodlad in an address at Phi Delta
Upsilon, UCLA, Los Angeles, California in which he views schooling as
functions to be performed rather than as tied to a place where these
functions occnr. The last assnmption may !)e stated as follows: Individuals
learn what has personal value to them.

Recommendations For Evaluating Instructional Materials
The recommendations that we (Ver-Klein et al. , 1976) have forinulated

have beeti grouped in the following categd.ries:
I. Rationale

II. Specifications
III. Appropriatenes-N
IV. Effectiveness
V. Conditions

VI.. Practicalih.
VII. Dissemination
Under Rationale are found statements concerning several of the basic

principles of curriculum and instruction. The section on Specifications
pertains to the objectives. Under the category Appropriateness are state-
meats having to do with the nature of the learner for whom the material is
being developed. Effectivenese ig concerned with characteristics and con-
ditions necessary for determming the impact of curriculum and instruc-
tion. Under Conditions are statements having to do 'with characteristics,
Rrovisions, and procedures necessary if the curriculum of materials are to
be utilized. Practicality pertains to cost of materials, building facilities., etc.,
Finally, Dissemination 1,s concerned -with effective communication prac-
tices.

15 3
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There ore, in all, 28 recommendations grouped under these eight .
categories in the Ver-Klein document. I shall refer, however, to only
eight of them; they are a's follows: .

Ra(ionale
,. RI. The value of the objectives must be substantiated. (Essential)

R3. The basir for the selection of the content Of the cuiriculum and
instruction'al materials must be described: (Essential)

R5. Learning opportunities should be directly related to the behavior
and content df the specified ,objectives. (Essential)

.Sppcifications
52. Objectives should be specified operationally, i.e., behaVioral re-

sponses of students. (Essential)
Appropriateness . .

Al. The kind of student for whom the curriculum and instructional
materials are designed..should be spe6ified. (EsSential)

A2. The curricuhim and instructional materjals 'should be revised at
appiopriate intervals. (Essential)

Effectiveness
El. lechnical. manuals. should "cite sources of available evidence to

document any claims made about effectiveness and efficiency. (Es-
sential)

Conditions
C3. The technical manual must describe in detail the kinds ofbehav'ior

which the teacher is to utilize. (Desirable)

Discussion Of Selected Recommendations
Each of these selected recommendations will be discussed in turn.
Rl. The value of the objectives must be substantiated. (Essential)
The prwlucer of curriculum and instructional materials should present

documentation abdut the value of the objectives formulated. The con-
sumer will prat from an oppdrtunity to examine this substantiation. It will
help in selecting curricidum and instructional materials consistent with the
consumer's values. Or it is conceivable that the justification may be persua-
sive enough so that die consumer may change his objectives.

R3. The basis for the' selection of the content of the curriculum and
instructional materials must be described. (Essential)

The d veloper or producer should explain on what basis the content was
selected. For example, on what grounds are topics of time, space. matter,
light, ancj motion selected as basic components of &physics textbook? The
basis for his recommentNtion is similar to that for R1: if the producer is
required to inform the einsumer of the basis upon which content is
selected, more significant ...on tent will probably be selected. Furthermore,
a description of the basis upon which content was selected makes it possible

1 5 6
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for t e consumer to more wisely select materials for the local situation.
R5. Learning opportunities sfiould be directly related to 'the behavior

and content of the specified objectives. (Essential)
Inspection of learning opportunities, (e.g., films, texts, and activities)

can be done in order to make some judgments about the relevance of the
learning opportunities to the objectives. For example., if the objective was
to develop the ability to formulate problems in biology, and thMaboratory
manual was so written that the problem was always given to the student,
learning opportunity could be questioned.

S2. Objectives should be specified operationally, i.e., behavioral re-
sponses of students. (Essential)

Behavior is broadly defined as including thoughts, feelings, and actions.
The objectives canbe clarified further by describing the eauation proce-
dures regarded a's appropriate:

Al. The kind of student for whom the curriculdm and instructional
materials are designed shOuld be specified. (Essential)

Characteristics of students for whom,the materials were designed (such
-1' as age, sex, prerequisite skills, and socio-economic class) are to be re-

ported. CUrricula and materials can be more effectively designed if charac-
teristies of learners are specifiedThis_ informaiion also helps.the consumer
select materials appropriate for particular learners. `

AZ The curriculum and instructional materials should be revised at
appropriate intervals. (Essential)

Changes in subject matter, as well as in the nature of student abilities
and interesti, make periodic fevision of curriculumand instructional mate-
rials essential. In some subject areas (e.g., biology), knnwleclge and
methodology are changing rapidly. Curriculum and instructional- materials
must, therefore, reflect these changes.

El. Technical manuals should cite sources of available evidence to
document any claims made about effectiveness and efficiency. (Es-
sential)

Thesesources shouki not be limited to the project's studies but should
'include evidence from other carefully documented studies. Studies done
to evaluate the programs should be descdbed in a straigh wward manner.

C3. The technical manual must describe in cietail the kinds-of behavior
which the teacher .is to utilizes (Desirable)

Instructional materials may require teacher competencies quite differ.-
ent from those teacher users now possess. These req,iirecl comp'etencies
must be described in detail so thaf the curriculum and materials can be
effectively utilized. For example, if a curriculum or set of materials is based
upon the student's dekeloping inquiry skills, and new teacher competen-
cies are essential, needed behaviors must be described in detail so thafthe

.
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teacher can adequately Utilize the materials,

Application Of Recommendations LAn Mustieation
Any set of guidelines or recommendations, even if clear, are not easy to

apply. In my evaluation of instructional materials, I do not apply the
criteria or recommendations in sequential fashion. Foi examOle, I first
assess the materials in terms. of S2 (objectives should. be specified opera-

Iionally, i.e., in terms of behavioral responses of students); next in terms of
RI (the value of the objectives must be substantiated); ten in terms of two
criteria of appropriateness: Al (the kind of itudent for whom the cur-

- riculum and instructional materials are designed should be specified), and
A2 (the curriculum and instructional materials should be revised at appro-

.
priate intervals). I usually scan the instructional material(s) ard also read
any informational material available. A well-documented set of materials
usually makes it fairly easy to determine what the objectives ,are (S2),
for whom the materials are developed (Al), as well as their up-to-
dateness (A2).

Now, if we look at these recommendations with regard to an exemplar,
How to Tell a Mother From a Father (1973),,diScussed earlier in this paper,
we note that ale Bookshops' prime objective is to foster the habit and love
of reading (R To us, this is a very desirable objective, and we think we
have some idea of what jt means (S2). Some additional characteristics of the
stories included in the Bookshops are noted, i.e., fair representation Of all
kinds of people, and concern with the universals of life, readability, and
diversity. _Recommendation (Al) is concerned with the kind(s) of students
for which this instructional material is appropriate. What 'would you say?
Possibly you don't consider the materials appropriate for any child. Cer-
tainly, they introduce some concepts countervailing td frequently encoun-
tered notions of mothers and fathers. This judgment, of course, should
relate to A2, the need for up-to-dateness.

At this stage in our evaluation, we begin consciously to focus on recom-
mendations (R3) (the basics for the selection of content . . . must be
described), as well as 115 (learning opportunities should be directly related
to the behavior and content of the specified objectives). To a certain extent,
this little booklet gives fair representation of all kinds of people. Whether it
recognizes the fundamental notion of "father" and "mother" or what under-
lies it, we are not so sure. Some research is needed to clarify concepts in the
process of change. ,

With regard to E 1 (technical manuals should cite sources of available
evidence to document any claimi made about effectiveness and efficiency),
I found no evidence in the irformational material I was able to secure. I
have not written the publisher, however; to request information on what
evaluation studies might have been made. An evaluator or classroom
teacher would need to do this. Criterion-refereneed tests are included, a
practice that is vt ry unusual but essential.
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Developmental Psychology 'As A Source Por Helpful Ideas
Sociologists and psychologists are making great contributions to our

understanding of individuals, their growth, development, and behavior
individually and in groups. All areas of knowledge need to be utilized 'for
enlightening the educational process.

In our attempt to obtaiNsome insight into both the evaluation of instruc-
tional materials and the meaning underlying the booklet, How to Tell a

/
Mother: From a Father (1973) (as an exemplar of the whole issue ofsexism in
curricular materials), we begin to peruse the writings of several
psychologists, particularly.those of Erickson (1962, 1974) and Bettelheim
(1975). Thee mychologists are cited . as illustrative of persons whose
knowledge may. be herpful to us in developing instructional materials.d

In 1975, Bettethe6 wrote a brief statement, "Some Further Thoughts
on the Doll Corner," that is very provocative. Tiiis is a statement supple-
menting an article by Paley (1973) titled "Is the Doll Corner a Sexist
Institution?" This is a thought-provoking, charming discussion of how !Rile

.

girls take the same leminiiie" roles in the doll corner that their,mothg-s
took a quarteecentury ago. Of the 30 mothers of the children in this
kindergarten, three-fourths are professionals; of the six who do not work at
their profession, three are working on graduate degrees.

Bettelheim (1975) makes the point that children,'in their play in the doll
' . corner, act out their 'fantasy wish that mother remain home with baby all

day long. Children do not act the fantasy of father's staying at' home,
inasmuch as-mother is much more important as the source of phySical and
emotional security. Bettelheim also says that children try to come to terms .

with a question central to their yoting lives: What can I do in this world?
-Mat can tny body do? What is it good kir? These are questions that deal
with individuation., Girls and boys are dealing with these questions in
relation to their unconscious and semiconscious conceptions of what their
bodies are all about.

Bettelheim introduces Erickson's concept of "inner space",in his discus-
sion about girls' views orthemselves, and his concept of "outer space" in
discussing boys' self-concepts. If a shild's early play, according to Bet-
telheirn, does not create the basis for a mature acceptance of sex identity,
one which no longer rests on the notion that occupation is sex-related, a
cfiild may later have aiffidulty in developing this. attitude.

Bettelheim ends his proocative essay On "the doll corner" by indicating
. that what was wrong with the old views of sex roles was not the ways

children plaSted them out, but the fact that later education failed to assure
diem that sex differences are not attached to particular occupational roles.
He closes with the following statement:
Only on such firmly established assurance that in one most important

; respect men and women are quite dissimilar can be built the conviction that

1 5 5
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they are equally equipped to assunu most important functions in society.
Only after security about being a female or a male has been gained'dees it
stop making any difference whether a person is a mete or female physician,
physicist, or truck driver. Because only then can they be satisfied at the
same time with their sex and their occupation. (pp. 367.368)

Conclusion,
The title oi this paper included increasing our options in education.

Since .this notion may not have been made sufficiently explicit, a few
comments will now be made to clarify it.

First, for teachers who are supportive, facilitating persons, the use of the
Tyler-Klein recommendations, particularly those on appropriateness and,
effectiveness, will make it possible for them to demand materials that
increase the likelihood of children's developing their full potentialities.

Second, in helping learners, who are our prime concern, teachers will
find that sound knowledge of develdpmental psychology is essential. Only
as we increase, our understanding of children's development (and con-.
sequently our own) will we be able to supply an instructional setting and
curricular materials that will facilitate their development rather than satisfy
us adults in acting out issues we have failed to resolve satisfactorily in our
own lives.
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Issues Of Cultural Diversity In Testing

Joan C. Baratz
Step On S. Baratz

k\ .

parents and teachers are correct in saying that
Currently used readiness.and achievement tests are

culturally biased against minority-group children.

THIS PAPER IS concerned with the issue uf cultural bias and the use of\
tests. We would like to give you an idea of holkwe see some of these issues. \
First, we assume that one of 'our major concerns is the high failure rate of
minority-group children in the current educational system. We know this: '

we don't need tests to document the situation. flusinessmen are complain-
ing that many students frill our schools are unemployible in terms of their
basic skills; there are many dropouts, and many students who remain are
dissatisfied with the way in which they are being educated,

Bases For Anxiety About The Use And .

Misuse Of Standardized Tests
We know that tests have dramatically and continually demonstrated the

high failure rate imong minority students. We believe that it is the high
anxiety about tests, the way in which the informat4on is used, and what
purposes it is used for, The results of tests have been misinterpreted and
used in harmful ways against the people who take the tests. For example,
social scientists sach as Madison Grant used the low average intelliience
test scores of immigrant 'groups as evide ice of the threat of such "hordes" to
thp American tradition. His book The Passing of the Great Race (1921)-, was
extremely influential in effecttng passage of restrictive immigration laws in
1924. While we can appreviate now the tremendous cultural bias of those
tests, we are also aware that the information generated from those tests are
used against the individuals tested, in the kmse that restrictive laws were
passed, and families and relatives were unable to come to America.

More recently we have seen comparable misinterpretation and misuse of
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/
est results, as demonstrated in the case of Diana vs. San Francisco. In this

case Mexican-American children, not fluent in English, had been adminis-

/ tered intelligence tests in &Wish. On the basis of the invalid scores

, .
obtained, many of them had been incorrectly placed in classes for the

mentally retarded.
' There are legitimate reasons for tige anxiety many people have about the,

use of test Omits. One source of this anxiefy is the fact that minority-group
children have had high failure retes. Many educators who- are intelivsted in
efficiency and effectiveness, and even those with a more humanistic ap-

proach to .educ 'on,Nask: "Who's to blame for' this? We've got to do

something about i,

In the last few y ars, two major groups have been prime targets for
blame; 'critics have used the information about student failure against
.them. Those twO. 'major groups hate been (I) the child and the family; and

.' / (2) theschool system and the teacher, io particular the teacher. Now, the
) natural consequence of being blamed is to try and move off target, 'to

defend one's self, and pothaps to project the blame elsewhere.,Well, what
has happened? These two groups have developed explanations to deai with

the blame that's been thrust upon them.
In many situations, the child andthe family have not been in the same

camp as the teachers. At one- time, tests were highly endorsed by teachers

as part of the scientific base for education. As the blame for poWite -vs was

shifted from children to teachers, however, teachers' groups began or-

ganizing against-testing,
In fact, as teachers have become concerned about being blamed for the

failure of children, they have joined parents in endorsing the explanation
that the high failure rate on standardizqd tests is due to the fact that the

tests are culturally biased. The inferences usually made are: (I) that if the

tests were not biased,Aifferences in the performance of minority-group
children would disappear; and (2) since tests arebiaSed, they should not be

used.
-It is a fact that many minority-group children enter school with highly

developed linguistic skills and cultural styles t at are different.from those
demanded at school; the literature is replete with discussions Of tls fact.

Therefore, we take it as given that both parents and teachers are correct in

saying that currently used readiness and achievement tests are culturally

biased against minority-group children. lb many teachers and minority-

' group people, the cuiltuiral.dflferenck argument constitutes a reasonable

Astification for eliminating the tests. eachers don't like to be lthimed for

the child's not passing the test, nor do minority-gnmplamilies. In many

instances, they may beymbarrassedby tbe concept okultural differences.

4.0
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Proposals For Using, Adapting, Or
Eliminating Standardized Tests

The question, then, is this: Is there justification for- eliminating tests
because they are'eulturallj, biased? Is this action reasonable? Perhaps the
answer is h.). First, le(s look at,what the tests are and what purposes they
serve. It is true that thejests sample vocabulary, mathematics concepts,
and information of the mainstream culture. It is also true that the tests are

' Usually good pYedictors,of later school Performance. If you can master the
test-related content,.your Chances of success are4greater in terms of school
achievement, jobs requiring verbal skills, and opportunities for: higher
education. Given these facts eoncerning tests, what can one infer about a
child outside of the mainstream culture who takes them? The child's test
performance does not mean the Same,as that of a child who is a product of
the dominant culture.

A child examinee who is a product of the dominant cult`pre is demonstrat-
ing how well he/she learned that culture. A child who is not aproduct of the

. 'dominant culture is' demonstrating the extent to which he/she has been
acculturated. The child is showing how much has been learned about a
different culture' , one that may be difficult for'him/her to learn because it
may have been presented in ways that say: "Thie way you are is no good, and
only through adopting this:culture can you be good!"

the tests, then; assess how well a culturally different child has learned a
sample of mainstream content and skills. Therefore, one cannot say that
tests should be eliminated because they cheat the child- AY-opportunity
to learn. After all, it is presumably a major hbligatirtk e school system to
prepare _children for p ticipation in the mainstream culture:

Since the goals ofptillic education include the preparation ofall children
to function economica ly and socially in the larger society, it would appear
unreasonable to us to reject testii that serve' as a barometer of the attafn-
ment of those goals. It woold be analogous to the ancient practice of
shooting the messenger because he/she brings bad news. If oneofthe gads
of public education is knowledge of the mainstream culture, then tests that

. sample suckknowledge and skills appear to be appropriate tools. Now, that
position does not mean that we can 'accept the fact that test results. 6re
frequently misinterpreted and misused. Everyone concerned in the
educative process needs to understand that tests used with minority-group
children provide indicators of acculturatton and not learning ability. Given
the cultural diversity.of our school population, three possible altethatives
exist enncerning testing:

I. Use present tests as barometers of how well students areeprogressing
in knowledge and skills needed to compete in the present system,

2. Develop and use a variety of types of tests, each type culture-specific
to an ethnic minority group; and
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3. Abandon 'standardized 'testing.
Tests And Barometers

Educators who argue for the barometer approach believe that whih. the

tests May yield little information of value on indivichial children, they may

still be useful in determining hoW well the school system is meeting its
goals, particularly concerning the progress of culturally diverse'children.
The problem encountered bY the District of Columbia Public Schools
folldwing the Brown decisioiviS an apt analogy. The District of Columbia
had a Yegregated school system in 1954. When the Brown decision (declar-

ing that separate education could not he equal) came down, the school
board issued the following statement in a peess conference: "Wk are going

to dismantel our segregated school.system anct'we are going to have a
color,blind school system: We are not going to know who's black or who's

white." however, Washington quickly rescinded that policy statement
when they realized that, to comply with'the Brown decision, they had to
know who was white and who was black in order4o determine whether or
not the system was meeting its obligations under the court ruling.

Culture-Specific Tes

. .iome people have advocated that educators s mild develop a»d ilst\ ,

alternative tests, tests which are culture-specific in that they focus on the

ethnic child and the culture. 'Unfortnpately, there have not been many
serious attemlits at this. An example of elle such test' is the Black Intdli-

gence Test for Cultural Honkies (BITCH), developed by Robert Williams
(described in Samuda, 1975, p. 145). Itlfs a multiple:choice vocalmlary test,

based exclusively on the Black subculture. While.this test certainly dem-

onstrates the fitd that an examinee who doesn't know the culture can't
pass the test, the value of the test as a predictor of real-life criteria of

educational or. 6ccupational success has not been stodicd. The work of
Mercer ,in demolistrating how tests reflect acculturajon began with
thorthugh research studies (Mercer. 1971) and has resulted in recomMen-
dations for alternative procedures (Mercer, 1977). Sandi& (1975, pp.
142-145) reviews the peager efforts which have betii made in the de-
velopment of culbtre-specifiC tests, as well as other alternatives to tradi-
tional, standardized tests.(Samudit, 1975, pp. 131-157). Until' the goals are

officially changed, it seems legitimate that the schools obtain information

on the degree to which such 'goals Ke niet.

No Tests

Where does this discussion leave us' Ten years agO we had standardiwd

tests and large groups of minority ehildn failing those tests. We still have

the same tests. and we still have large numbers of children (idling, Now we
have a growing controversy over what to do with standardizA tests, a
'...introversy that consumes a great deal of time and energy.

0
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We recently spent some time hying to determine wlio uses test scores
and how. Ourbrief examination led us to wonder whether tAting programs
are currently Useful or necessary. The following.anecdotes are illustrative.
A group of educators were prepdring a test is a specific content area. They
informed us that it was their intent to make the test difficult, thereby
insuring low .scores. They, felt that when the general public and policy-
makers saw the low scores they would be so akurmed that they would

7

chiannel more money and more teachers into that subjeet area. Their hopes
were based on what happened in science education f011owing the launching
of Sputnik by the Russians. Other educators assured us, that the tests would
not be useful and that Publicity concerning low scores would not be
rewarded. The public and policy-makers, on the contrar0 wouki take
.money (special programs) away from minority-group children because of a
sense of futility when test scores were being used as a political football to
pnive alfeady preconceived notions about. what was valuable in education
(Fitzgibbon, 1973).

A principal and a counselor, who were both arguing against iu*.,of group
tests, put it another way. They said that a good teacher or principal -knows
enough about student achievement' in school and that the test results
provide no new information. Mo'reover, the test results might be used
negatively by individuals who did not understand the limitations of testg..
On the other hand, they argue, a poor teacher who does not know how
much students are learning will not be able to use test results effectively.
Therefore, they conclude, tests shquld lw eliminated because they have
the potential to do more harm than good.

We believe thy., socio-pOlitical uses of tests results should be considered
carefully in any discussion of tests. This puts ns in a position of saying that
perhaps lests shoudd he abandoned now, but that at anotlwr time, in
aferent political climate, these sarrie tests might prove valuable.

It is elearqhat many people are criticizing tests as they are currently
.constrncted. !Bed, and interpreted as a basis for policy decisions. While
the voices are mnsistent in criticizing tlue tests and declaring them irrelev-
ant 'or culturally biased, there is little argunwnt concerning how the o
problems id irrelevance and cultural bias sliould be addressed. One major
attaA on the problem tends -tri'be technical, the presumption being that
what is needed are better tests. We tend to disagree with that position. As

demonstratO eadier: the same results from a testing program can be
used f4 diverse policy ends either as a basis for expanding or terminat-
ing a program. That being the caSe, we find tests in themselves irrelevant to
policy decisions. It reminds us of the response we once received from a

fiwmcr cabinet nuemlwr "when we asked him for his definition of policy.
relevant research. The cabinet member smiled broadly and replied:
"Policy-relevant reearch . . . is whatever research fits my policy."
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The public and policy-makers, no matter how impnwed tests becume,
will continue to use. test results to'support their own belief-systems. Until
we t'an use test results in a fact-finding spirit, changing tests seems to be a
futile exercise. Therefore, we opt fbr the alternative of suspending testing

for the Ort'Sffit.
Such a position is tentative and reminds us of the story about the boy who

was sitting doing his homework when his grandfather approached and said:
"David, life is like a cup of tea." The little boy hoked up startled and asked:

"Grandpa, why is like a cup of tea?" The grandfather stroked his beard,
thought for a .moment, and said: "Alright, life is not like a cup of tea."
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